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Letter from 
the Chairman

Dear Shareholders, 
as I am writing this letter, Carraro Spa is at the start of the delisting 
process, a historic moment for our Group. 

Firstly, I would like to thank all the shareholders who have sup-
ported the growth and development of our global Group over the 
past 26 years. 

The scenario for Carraro has changed radically compared to 27 
December 1995. Listing on the stock exchange has been crucial for 
us to start an internationalisation process that would otherwise 
have been di!cult to achieve. 

In recent years we have grown, both in the size of our industrial 
platform and in our ability to generate innovation. The financial 
markets have monitored this progress, sometimes rewarding our 
choices, sometimes not valuing the Group adequately. 

Today, the global economy presents us with challenges that re-
quire a totally di"erent response compared to the past. Digitisation, 
electrification, autonomous driving, Industry 4.0 and the new logis-
tics platforms are driving a new way of competing in our industry. 

The Group’s ability to create value will necessarily pass through 
these cornerstones. We will therefore be required to reorganise our 
activities with the aim of accelerating growth. A step that may be 
more easily pursued outside the stock exchange. 

What we have learned, in terms of transparency and governance, 
is now deeply ingrained into Carraro’s culture and will remain in 
our disclosure practices. We will continue to keep our various stake-
holders informed about the Group’s performance and our strategies 
with the aim of sharing the steps of our growth according to a long-
term vision. 

Looking back to the 2020 Financial Statements, the whole world 
was going through a very di!cult period last year at this time. We 
were facing an invisible enemy. We were in the midst of a health 
and economic crisis whose boundaries were uncertain and whose 
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outlook over time unpredictable.  At that time, the first steps were 
just being taken to find suitable vaccines. The impact on the econo-
my was beginning to be felt and recovery still seemed far o" on the 
horizon. 

Today, the global situation has definitely changed and is still 
evolving rapidly. Vaccination plans are taking e"ect everywhere 
in the world, with governments also taking action to support their 
domestic economies. At the same time, our core markets also recov-
ered rapidly. 

The aforementioned events, with the ensuing production lock-
downs in all industrial sectors, inevitably a"ected the performance 
of the financial year we have left behind, with turnover standing at 
Euro 478.7 million at 31 December, down from Euro 548.8 million 
in 2019. 

Taking into account the drop in volumes and the non-recurring 
costs associated with the new healthcare protocols applied in every 
Carraro plant worldwide, margins nevertheless held their ground 
supported by our response and our ability to control business dy-
namics; as a result, net of the e"ects of non-recurring items and 
the related tax e"ect, we were able to achieve a break-even on a net 
adjusted basis. 

The first months of 2021 already show a good recovery in our core 
sectors and the order book is solid. However, the market is su"er-
ing from a significant increase in the cost of raw materials, which is 
having a negative impact on profitability. In addition, there are some 
important critical issues on the global logistics front. 

Markets and customers!At the beginning of the year, the order 
portfolio for 2020 suggested significant growth in volumes in every 
core sector, but as early as the first quarter, production stoppages 
in all geographical areas led to a major reversal of the trend, with 
significant drops until mid-year. 

From the summer onwards, the new global industrial structure 
led to a gradual and extensive reopening of all customer and sup-
plier activities, with a significant and positive rebound in sales vol-
umes, which strengthened in the third and especially the fourth 
quarter of the year. 

At the same time, despite the restrictions and the ban on travel-
ling, our ability to entertain relations remained intact and indeed, 
with 90% of white collar workers in all our plants working remotely 
from home at the peak of the pandemic, such ability intensified, 
allowing us to work side by side - although physically distant - pro-
moting existing contracts and opening up new interesting cooper-
ation prospects. 

The Caterpillar Gold Medal received by Siap (Maniago, Italy), our 
centre of excellence for quality components and gears, as part of the 
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Supplier Quality Excellence 2019 programme, is proof of the strong 
levels of partnership and reliability achieved.

Research and development!In this challenging year, we have 
decided to increase our investment in R&D, especially focusing on 
the development of innovative transmission systems and special-
ised, more powerful tractors. Thus, design and simulation activities 
continued without interruption, again with a considerable use of 
home working. 

With regard to the new axle ranges, the heart of our core business, 
we focused on integrating mechanics and electronics, according to 
a connectivity approach that enables us to provide advanced ser-
vices such as predictive maintenance. At the same time, development 
work continued on the axles for the “uncompromising” Grenadier 
o"-road vehicle, closely cooperating with our customer Ineos Au-
tomotive, with a view to put the vehicle into production in the next 
two years.  

With regard to agricultural transmissions, in 2020 we focused 
mainly on highly innovative, electronically controlled solutions, 
such as the new CVT continuously variable transmission. In the 
earthmoving sector, research and development activities were in-
tended to address the increasingly stringent regulations designed to 
curb consumption and emissions. 

The new ePower Systems division is making a growing contri-
bution to the quest for greater e!ciency by developing innovative 
solutions for the electronic control of transmission systems and 
vehicles, as well as complete powertrains for e-mobility, and is 
also exploring technologies for the development of autonomous 
driving. 

Growth!2020 was also a key year in view of the Group’s future 
growth. 

In September, the Board of Directors of Carraro Spa and the 
Shareholders’ Meeting of Carraro International SE issued a #150 
million bond, which attracted a high level of interest from the 
market. 

This issue is intended to support a project to expand Carraro’s 
scope of operations, including through agreements, joint ventures 
and potential strategic acquisitions. This will take concrete shape 
both through the inclusion into the Group of activities similar to 
our core business and through the integration of vertical compe-
tences that will significantly expand our current know-how. All 
this is intended to better respond to market developments and cus-
tomer demands, as well as give further impetus to Carraro’s tech-
nological evolution, with a view to strengthen our competences in 
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electric and hybrid drive systems. 
Again with a view to support growth, mention should be made 

of the funding obtained from the FRIE (Fondo di Rotazione per le 
Iniziative Economiche nel Friuli Venezia Giulia – Revolving Fund 
for Economic Initiatives in Friuli Venezia Giulia), through Civibank, 
to the benefit of the aforementioned Siap in Maniago. This is a plant 
that has experienced significant growth in recent years and is now 
evolving into newautomotive-relatedareas, such as the production of 
axles for o"-road vehicles or gears for the trucksector. 

Carraro’s social responsibility!Never before has the solidity and 
growth prospects of a company been measured by all its di"erent 
stakeholders, be they customers or suppliers, by assessing the activ-
ities implemented in the Corporate Social Responsibility area. 

Hence the importance of our initiatives that focus on human cap-
ital, or those that enable our production processes to progressively 
reduce their environmental impact in the various geographical areas 
where we operate. Or, lastly, the great e"ort undertaken to conceive 
and design high quality products that can contribute to a tangible 
reduction in emissions while increasing the e!ciency of the vehicles 
on which they are installed. 

This is a virtuous path, which we started in 2018 and which is 
currently building up with the aim of spreading a new awareness 
and a true CSR culture across our entire organization. 

More details on these issues can be found in the Sustainability 
Report that we publish together with our annual report. 

Human Capital!In keeping with tradition, I close this letter with 
a look at all the people who are part of Carraro. At all levels, they 
have contributed and given their best to stand up to a very di!cult 
year, both in their private and working lives. In this special moment 
in history, they have shown great sense of responsibility, putting 
the protection of their own health and that of their colleagues first. 
Through their commitment they have ensured continuity to our 
business. They have taken up the challenge of working from home, 
first,  and being present in the o!ces, in rotation, after, as if it were 
the most natural thing in the world. Or they have continued to work 
in the factory well aware of and respecting the requirements neces-
sary to ensure collective safety. 

In this way, we have been able to work together and maintain 
our high quality and service standards, while keeping our relation-
ship with customers and suppliers alive. We are looking ahead, to-
gether, towards tomorrow, while leaving behind 12 months that we 
will hardly forget. It has been challenging and lessons were learnt: 
during this period, we increased our investments in product and 
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process innovation, but above all we started a key digital transition 
which is fundamental to support a new phase of growth. 

Enrico Carraro
Chairman
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Carraro Spa
Headquarters
Via Olmo, $"
$)+## Campodarsego
(Padova), Italy
T +$' +%' '(#'###
F +$' +%' '(&'###
webinfo@carraro.com
www.carraro.com

Share Capital 
Euro %#,%)(,)%$.*+, 
fully paid-up. 
Tax Code, VAT and 
Registration Number 
in the Padua Companies 
Register ++(+(+%+(&$ – 
REA No. &%+$$

!"#$%&"'()
This document contains 
forward-looking statements, 
in particular in the section 
“Expected business outlook 
(+(#”, in relation to future 
events and the operating, 
economic and financial results 
of the Carraro Group. These 
forecasts have by their very 

nature a component of risk and 
uncertainty, as they depend 
on the occurrence of future 
events and developments. 
The actual results may differ, 
even significantly, from those 
announced in relation to a 
multiplicity of factors.

General Information

Board of Directors
In office until the approval of the (+(+ financial 
statements (Appointments, Shareholders’ Meeting 
of #%.+).(+#&)

Enrico Carraro
Chairman

Tomaso Carraro
Deputy Chairman

Andrea Conchetto*%
General Manager

Enrico Gomiero
Director

Virginia Carraro 
Director

Fabio Buttignon #/(
Director*

Riccardo Arduini
Director

Marina Manna #/(/$

Director*

Marina Pittini! #/(
Director*

# Members of the Control, Risks and Sustainability Committee
( Members of the Appointments 
and Remuneration Committee
$ Members of the Supervisory Board
% Director co-opted on (*/#+/(+(+
* Independent directors

Board of Statutory Auditors
In office until the approval of the (+(+ financial 
statements (Appointments, Shareholders’ Meeting 
of #%/+)/(+#&)

Carlo Pesce
Chaiman

Stefania Centorbi
Regular Auditor

Saverio Bozzolan
Regular Auditor 

Barbara Cantoni
Alternate Auditor

Gabriele Andreola
Alternate Auditor 

Independent Auditors
from 2016 to 2024
Deloitte*&*Touche Spa

Parent Company
Finaid Spa

Under the terms of Consob Communication no. '"++#)"% of (+ 
February #''", we state that: The Chairman Enrico Carraro, Deputy 
Chairman Tomaso Carraro - as well as the Chief Executive Officer 
Alberto Negri for the period in office, which ended on (*.#+.(+(+ 
with his resignation - have been given separate powers to legally 
represent and sign for the company in relations with third parties and 
in legal actions, carrying out their work within the limits of the powers 
conferred on them by the Board of Directors in the meeting of #% 
April (+#&, in accordance with applicable legal constraints, in terms 
of matters which cannot be delegated by the Board of Directors 
and of responsibilities reserved for the Board itself, as well as the 
principles and limits provided for in the Company’s Code of Conduct. 
Furthermore,(i) the Board Director Enrico Gomiero has specific powers 
related to his position as Chief Financial Officer,and (ii) the Board 
Director Andrea Conchetto - co-opted on (*.#+.(+(+ up to the date 
of the next Shareholders’ Meeting - has been given specific authority 
related to his position as General Manager.,
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Consolidated Income Statement
as at +,/,-/-.-.

/0102123 % /0102104 % Changes

/0102123 /0102104

Revenues from sales  5678967 033%  :578759 033% ;638097 ;02167%

Purchases of goods and materials 
(net of changes in inventories)

7899:;8< 7=;>?@% 7AA@:=A? 7=?>B8%  <C:=;@ ?<>=C%

Services and Use of third7party 
goods and services

7@?:BB8 7?<>CB% 7@@:9AB 7?<>?9%  =:89A 9>;@%

Personnel costs 79C:8;C 7?9>=<% 7C?:9AB 7?=>@A%  8:=8= 8>9=%

Amortisation: depreciation 
and impairment of assets

78;:<B8 7<>8@% 78;:8AB 7A>=C% 78?@ 7?>;@%

Provisions for risks 7?:C?A 7;><;% 7@:ABC 7?>A<%  B:<<= @<>;;%

Other income and expenses  <:?CB ;>99%  9:??? ?><9% 7A:C?= 7<9>89%

Internal construction  <<; ;>;C%  <=C ;>;C% 78C 7=>?9%

Operating costs ;5998:0: ;46159% ;:298/0: ;4:174%  :48733 001/9%

Operating profit/(loss) (Ebit)  02809/ 21:5%  228:/0 5100% ;038/97 ;59132%

Income and expenses 
from equity investments

 7 ;>;;%  89; ;>;B% 789; 7?;;>;;%

Other financial income  ?:8BA ;>8=%  CA< ;>?@%  A?C A<>?B%

Financial costs and expenses 7?<:<9= 7A>;A% 7?;:@C; 7?>C@% 7A:=C= 7A<>8B%

Net gains/(losses) 
on foreign exchange

 AB= ;>;@%  @< ;>;?%  898 

Value adjustments 
of financial assets

7?:B;= 7;>A?% 78:8A< 7;><?%  @89 A8>BC%

Income (expenses) 
from hyperinflation

 <CA ;>?;% 7ABC 7;>;@%  9B8 

Gains/(losses) on financial assets ;0/8743 ;2143% ;02834: ;2123% ;0864: ;05175%

Profit/(loss) before taxes ;08626 ;31/9%  0385/9 0143% ;02809/ 

Current and deferred income taxes 7?:8C< 7;>8@% 7?:=<; 7;>A;%  A<= 8?>?;%

Net profit/(loss) ;/8320 ;319/%  78649 0193% ;008706 

Profit/(loss) pertaining to minorities 78B; 7;>;B% 7=@B 7;>?8%  <8B =8>C=%

Group consolidated profit/(loss) ;/8260 ;3197%  78020 0157% ;008/42 

Ebitda*  /28:96 9173%  528993 6166% ;03834/ ;2/199%

* for the breakdown: please refer to the Summary of financial year section: which describes the alternative performance indicators>
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Consolidated Statement of Financial Position 
as at +,/,-/-.-.

/0102123 /0102104

Property: plant and equipment  ?B8:9@?  ?B9:@9B 

Intangible fixed assets  <=:CC=  B8:B<< 

Real estate investments  @BB  =CB 

Investments  7  ?:B;= 

Financial assets  @:88A  @:@@< 

Deferred tax assets  ?C:A?9  8;:A9C 

Trade receivables and other receivables  <:8@<  <:?9? 

Non;current assets  2/085/6  25:8765 

Closing inventory  ??9:CC9  ?8A:8?8 

Trade receivables and other receivables  C<:=9C  C<:8<A 

Financial assets  A:;C;  8:;<9 

Cash and cash equivalents  A<@:8=A  @=:?8; 

Current assets  :958353  24:892/ 

Total assets  64:8566 :508546

Share Capital  <?:<BA  <?:<BA 

Reserves  =:;=@  9:?BA 

Foreign currency translation reserve  C:=?C  =:<@= 

Profit/loss for the year 7A:8@?  9:?8? 

Minority interests  C:A<@  C:?;? 

Shareholders’ equity  9/820:  6/8/35 

Financial liabilities  <@<:<@=  ?C<:;C= 

Trade payables and other payables  =8  ??B 

Deferred tax liabilities  ?:<@@  ?:9CC 

Provision for severance indemnity and retirement benefits  C:A@C  C:@=C 

Provisions for risks and liabilities  A:;8<  A:@<= 

Non;current liabilities  5778507  234892: 

Financial liabilities  89:<@@  ?@:9=? 

Trade payables and other payables  ?C=:@@<  8?C:8<@ 

Current tax payables  8:@9<  B:AA? 

Provisions for risks and liabilities  ?B:9;C  ?=:?8C 

Current liabilities  25/8755  2:78:97 

Total shareholders’ equity and liabilities 64:8566 :508546 
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Analysis of Net Working Capital
at +,/,-/-.-.

/0102123 /0102104

Trade Receivables **  =?:B;?  B9:A?B 

Closing inventory  ??9:CC9  ?8A:8?8 

Trade Payables *** 7?<;:<;; 7?B;:?=C 

Net Working Capital of operations  538344  /08/:7 
**DFor details of the item please refer to Note ?8 of the Consolidated Financial Statements
***DFor details of the item please refer to Note ?@ of the Consolidated Financial Statements
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The Carraro 
Group

Carraro is an international group, leader in transmission systems 
for o"-highway vehicles and specialised tractors, with Headquar-
ters in Italy in Campodarsego (Padua).  

Carraro Spa is not subject to management and coordination ac-
tivities under the terms of Article 2497 and following of the Italian 
Civil Code. The controlling shareholder Finaid Spa does not per-
form any activity of management and coordination in relation to 
Carraro.

To date the Group’s activities are divided into two Business Ar-
eas: 

Drive systems 
Through the companies belonging to the Business Drivelines area, 
the Group designs, manufactures and sells transmission systems 
(axles and transmissions) mainly for agricultural and construction 
equipment, and also markets a wide range of gears for very diverse 
sectors, from the automotive industry to material handling, agricul-
tural applications and construction equipment.

Tractors 
Through Divisione Agritalia, the Group designs and manufactures 
specialised tractors (for vineyards and orchards from 60 to 100 hp) 
for third-party brands, namely John Deere, Massey Ferguson and 
Claas, as well as a specialised “Carraro Tractors” range; Agritalia 
also provides engineering services for the design of innovative trac-
tor ranges.

Besides the two business areas, Carraro has developed its division: 

E-Power Systems 
Which o"ers innovative solutions for the electronic control of vehi-
cle transmission systems, as well as complete engine units for e-mo-
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bility. The combination of mechanical know-how and electrical and 
electronic expertise has made it possible to design every type of ve-
hicle architecture, sizing and integrating the most suitable electric 
modules (engineers, inverters), appropriately controlled from pro-
prietary software and hardware platforms.
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Reference 
Markets

Agriculture 

Despite the lockdowns gradually put in place in various geographic 
areas by governments to contain the Covid-19 pandemic, the drop in 
vehicle sales was less than expected at the start of the health crisis, 
and the reduction in volumes was mainly in the first half of 2020. 

In the first half of the year, which is more important for seasonal 
trends, Europe recorded a considerable drop in sales compared 
to the same period of 2019. From the third quarter onwards, there 
were considerable signs of recovery in demand for all types of ag-
ricultural machinery. This trend was consolidated in the last part 
of the year, considerably reducing the loss of volumes compared to 
2019. Sales of specialist tractors (Vineyards/Fruit Orchards) pre-
sented a similar trend, with a decrease over the previous year which 
was less significant than forecast in the first few months of 2020.

In 2020, the tractor market in Turkey picked up significant-
ly (sector studies show an increase of 50/70% depending on the 
tractor type and size compared to 2019). This big increase in de-
mand follows a lengthy phase when unsold items were destocked 
throughout the distribution network of main local manufactur-
ers. The market now seems to be firmly on track to recover to the 
pre-crisis sales levels of 2018. 

In North America, 2020 closed with a clear progression in sales 
volumes of all categories of agricultural machinery compared to 
the previous year. The demand trend was again influenced by trade 
tensions with China, one of the major export destinations for Amer-
ican agricultural products, whilst the spreading e"ects of the lock-
downs caused by the pandemic did not seem to have had any e"ect 
on machinery sales. 

In China, the first country to resume operations after the lock-
down, 2020 saw a strengthening of demand for new agricultural 
machinery compared to the previous year, although in absolute 
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terms, its level was still not high compared to the potential of this 
market. After a lengthy recession, the sector saw a change in trend, 
with tractors ranging from 60 to 100 hp being the most popular.  
Other Asian markets, such as Japan and South Korea are still in a 
recession. 

In India, after a first half of the year with very low sales figures 
due to the combined e"ect of the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic 
and the locust invasion, the tractor market saw a sharp increase 
in demand from the end of the second quarter. Sales recorded a 
series of monthly highs, thanks to a good winter harvest due to the 
positive e"ects of the monsoon, and good prices for agricultural 
products, which enabled farmers to purchase new vehicles. More-
over, the agricultural machinery segment is undergoing a phase of 
technological transformation that sees an increasing preference for 
4-wheel drive vehicles, for which the Group is world leader. Market 
fundamentals were positive, also in the first half of 2021.

Sales of agricultural machinery in South America ended 2020 
basically in line with 2019, while the Brazilian market proved to be 
more buoyant than other countries in the area. In absolute terms, 
the dimension of the market is well below its potential.  

Construction equipment 

As with the agricultural sector, the construction equipment sector 
also experienced a non-linear trend in demand due to the lockdowns 
to contain the spread of the virus: compared to a significantly lower 
first half of the year compared to 2019, this was followed by a signif-
icant rebound in sales volumes, starting in the third quarter of the 
year, which then consolidated in the fourth quarter. 

In Europe, following a moderately optimistic start in the demand 
for construction vehicles, the situation deteriorated rapidly during 
the second quarter as a result of the spread of the pandemic with 
the associated halt in construction activities and the consequent low 
propensity to purchase new machinery. The third quarter, however, 
showed clear signs of recovery, which continued until the end of the 
year. The overall figures for 2020 show a drop in volumes compared 
to 2019 which was not as serious as expected. 

Turkey confirmed signs of a buoyant demand, following on from 
a lengthy recession: the impact of Covid-19 does not appear to have 
been significant in the area.

In North America, 2020 started at a slower pace than in the 
same period of the previous year. This area was also a"ected by the 
end of a growth cycle that has lasted several years, almost without 
interruption. The negative trend remained substantially unchanged 
until the third quarter and signs of a recovery in demand were only 
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seen in the latter part of the year. The final figures for 2020 show 
a considerable drop overall in sales compared to the previous year.

In China, despite the negative impacts of the lockdown, 2020 
remained on the rise, thanks to continued large infrastructure in-
vestments by the central government and the various provinces and 
strong demand for crawler excavators. In 2020, the Chinese market 
absorbed more than 30% of the global construction machinery vol-
ume. 

In India, following a first quarter with growing sales and a sharp-
ly declining second quarter, the second half of the year saw a signif-
icant rebound in demand. Nevertheless, overall sales for 2020 were 
significantly lower than the previous year. 

In Brazil, demand for new vehicles in 2020 was better overall 
than the previous year, due to the release of certain new invest-
ments in the construction sector, although, in absolute terms, it 
remained at a level far from pre-2014 levels. 





Key Factors
of Success
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Research
and Innovation
The Group’s key success factor

Commitment to R&D continued, still focussed on developing in-
novative transmission systems and specialised tractors aimed at 
markets with greater potential. In particular, R&D investments in 
2020 were higher than over the previous year, amounting to 5.58% 
of turnover (4.12% in 2019), with an increase in absolute values.

Despite the health emergency, design and simulation activities 
continued without interruption, with a considerable use of home 
working. Prototyping and experimental validation were inevitably 
a"ected by delays, which were partially recovered in the second half 
of the year.

Transmission systems and gearboxes 

Activities for agricultural transmissions focussed on filling the 
gaps of the current range, with various versions - mechanical, as 
well as powership and powershuttle featuring electronic control, 
up to a version with continuously variable transmission (CVT). As 
regards construction equipment, development activities focussed 
on research into solutions that will comply with increasingly strin-
gent requirements on reducing consumption and emissions, starting 
from more compact vehicles, and in this context Carraro will o"er 
complete Electric Powertrain solutions. 

Axle range evolution

The design of the new axle range, with both suspension-free and 
portal versions, continued in 2020, with the aim of introducing in-
novative features, such as a reduction in management costs plus the 
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possibility to add di"erent types of sensors designed to enable con-
nectivity to remote services, including predictive maintenance, 
while in the automotive sector, activities continued for the optimi-
sation of axles for the Grenadier extreme o"-road application. 

Tractors 

During 2020, all activities necessary to check engine installations 
that will cover the stage V portfolio variations were completed, as 
well as technical validations with requirements agreed with OEM 
customers. 

Research and development on vehicle electrification continued. 

e-Power Systems Division

The new division rolled out activities for the development of in-
novative electronic control solutions for transmission systems 
and vehicles, as well as complete engine units for e-mobility. 
The division is also exploring technologies for the development of 
self-driving solutions. 





Highlights
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Summary
of Financial Year
"#"#

Foreword

To better understand the figures relating to the 2020 financial year, 
adjusted figures will be provided. Specifically, the adjusted figures 
will take into account transactions not connected to ordinary oper-
ations. 

The following alternative performance indicators will also be 
used, which may in turn be adjusted to take account of transactions 
not related to ordinary operations: 

› Ebitda: the sum of operating profit/(loss) of the income state-
ment, amortisation, depreciation and impairment of fixed assets

› Ebit: earnings before tax taxes and financial income and expens-
es, with no adjustments;

› Net Working Capital: di"erence between Trade Receivables, 
Net Inventories and Trade Payables in the balance sheet;

› Net financial position: Esma Net Debt determined in accordance 
with the provisions of paragraph 127 of the recommendations 
contained in the Esma document no. 319 of 2013, implement-
ing Regulation (EC) 809/2004, deducted, where applicable, 
non-current receivables and financial assets, in addition to the 
e"ects deriving from the first application of Ifrs 16.
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Performance

After an extremely positive year, with a sharp increase in volumes, 
the Group was a"ected by a drastic slowdown at the end of the first 
quarter and during the second quarter, due to the consequences of 
the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

In particular, all Group sites, starting from the Chinese plant in 
January, had to gradually deal with production stopping, as imposed 
by the authorities. In February, the spread of the virus had a"ected 
all continents. In late March, Italian sites were closed, with this 
shutdown lasting until 4 May, as well as the plants at Pune (India), 
Buenos Aires (Argentina) and Caixas do Sul (Brazil), while only the 
logistics hub at Poggiofiorito stayed open, for the supply of replace-
ment parts.

Normality more or less returned from June onwards, with the 
gradual re-opening of activities overall, in complete safety, thanks 
to the protocols to control and contain the spread of the Covid-19 
virus adopted well in advance and e!ciently based on experience 
at the Chinese site. 

Reversing the trend of the first half of the year, the Group saw 
a considerable increase in volumes, from as early on as September 
and above all in the last quarter, predicting the positive performance 
expected for 2021, of which the results will depend on whether the 
supply chain is able to support growth, considering that it has re-
sumed with a capacity below market demand, which will also have 
important evident e"ects on logistics activities. Despite the signifi-
cant sales contraction, the economic data analysis highlights an en-
couraging stability in margins, essentially due to the positive e"ect 
of the various actions implemented over the past few years on pro-
duction factors; despite activities stopping and the resulting slow-
down, all Group companies were able to optimise the use of internal 
resources, significantly limiting the use of social shock absorbers 
(furlough schemes) in Italy, holidays and other government incen-
tives (e.g. China). 

An analysis of profitability ratios (Ebit and Ebitda), adjusted to 
take account of the non-recurring operations discussed further on, 
shows that margins were substantially in line in percentage terms 
with the previous year. This is the result of the responsiveness de-
ployed in the first half of the year and targeted actions to contain 
fixed costs. This result can be considered a significant success, given 
the scope and duration of the global health crisis. 

In addition to the above, during the volume recovery phase, in 
September, the Carraro Group was a"ected by cyber attack that 
caused production to stop for a few days and the loss of some op-
erating data. The prompt recovery activities allowed a progressive 
and rapid restart of operations, guaranteeing their quality. 

As already stated in the comments on the results for the first half 
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of the year, both the internal growth plan, based on important R&D 
activities that will lead to new product lines on the market, and 
projects to expand external lines continued, in order to improve the 
Group’s strategic and dimensional positioning, with the support of a 
new group bond issue in September for 150 million euros.

With regard to the financial profile, as expected, the financial 
position increased compared to December 2019, when it had been 
positively a"ected by the advances received from customers of the 
Agritalia Division for bunkering (the storage of engines that will be 
used in production in the next few years). 

Besides the above bond, and to better deal with the e"ects of lock-
downs, some new credit lines and liquid assets were obtained with a 
Sace guarantee (as established by the Liquidity decree). 

For the relevant figures, please refer to the next paragraph.

Results summary

The year ended with a downturn in volumes for the reasons ex-
plained previously, and above all due to the impacts of lockdowns 
imposed in various parts of the world. Consolidated turnover in 
2020 amounted to 478.678 million euros compared to 548.846 mil-
lion euros in the previous year (-12.78%). As regards the Drive Tech 
Business Area, turnover fell by 14.9%, while the decrease for the 
Agritalia Business Area stood at 4.26%.

Despite this, margins decreased to a limited extent, thanks to 
the ability to react after the slowdown resulting from the various 
lockdowns and the actions taken to improve the industrial struc-
ture and the supply chain. These margins were negatively a"ected, 
as regards non-recurring operations, by the costs incurred to adapt 
workplaces to the health situation (Covid-related costs, such as 
costs for sanitisation and the purchase of face masks, sanitisers and 
safety equipment), the costs incurred due to the cyber attack, as 
well as the e"ects of the impairment of an engineering contract, and 
the costs for the restructuring of the Argentinian subsidiary). 

Ebitda at 31 December 2020 came to 32.567 million euros (6.8% 
of turnover), down 23.66% compared to 42.660 million euros (7.77% 
of turnover) in 2019; 2020 Ebit amounted to 12.163 million euros 
(2.54% of turnover), down 46.02% compared to 22.531 million euros 
(4.11% of turnover) in 2019. 

Having eliminated non-recurring e"ects, adjusted Ebitda and 
Ebit were down compared to 2019 in absolute terms; as a percentage 
of turnover, on the other hand, they were in more line with the pre-
vious year. As mentioned above, margins remained generally good, 
thanks to the Group’s ability to absorb the drop in volumes.
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The table shows Ebit and Ebitda adjusted to take into account 
non-recurring operations which amounted to 4.5 million euros for 
2020, due mainly to the e"ects of the non-recoverability of an engi-
neering contract of Carraro spa (for 3 million euros) costs incurred 
for the safety of factories and o!ces to minimise contagion (500 
thousand euros), and costs incurred due to the cyber attack (878 
thousand euros). In 2019, the same item amounted to 1.3 million 
euros for restructuring costs related to the Argentinian subsidiary. 

Net financial expenses amounted to 13.233 million euros (2.76% 
of turnover), an increase compared to 9.856 million euros (1.8% of 
turnover) in 2019. This item was a"ected by liquid assets obtained to 
support tensions in working capital (liquidity decree loans) and the 
growth plan through external channels (new bond issue). 

Again in 2020, the effect of hyperinflation accounting for the 
Argentinian subsidiary was recognised, a"ecting some items of the 
financial statements, with hyperinflation income of 0.493 million 
euros (0.1% of turnover) being recognised; in 2019, these expenses 
amounted to 0.359 million euros (-0.07% of turnover), recognised 
under financial expenses. For the appropriate detailed analysis, ref-
erence should be made to the specific paragraph of the Notes to the 
Financial Statements.

Exchange gains of 356 thousand euros were recognised (0.07% 
of turnover) improving on the previous year (exchange gains of 74 
thousand euros (0.01% of turnover), thanks to policies to balance 
commercial flows (natural hedging) and hedging transactions.

Taxes for the period amounted to a total of 1.294 million eu-
ros (0.27% of turnover) compared to 1.640 million euros (0.3% of 
turnover) in the previous year. In 2019, larger amounts for some 
extraordinary items were recognised compared to 2020, including 
the e"ect of the tax subsidy for research and development activities 
pursuant to the 2015 stability law.

A net consolidated loss of 3.271 million euros was recorded (-0.68% 
of turnover), down on profit for 2019 equal to 8.121 million euros 
(1.5% of turnover). Without the e"ects of extraordinary items and 
after the related e"ect of taxes (-1,254 thousand euros in 2020 and 
-390 thousand euros in 2019) the adjusted net operating result broken 
even, as indicated in the following table.
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The consolidated net financial position at 31 December 2020 was 
negative 143.764 million euros, worsening compared to 31 December 
2019 (negative 123.617 million euros). The position at the end of 2019 
was a"ected by advances received from some customers of Agritalia 
for bunkering (the storage of engines that will be used in production 
in the next few years).

Consolidated shareholders’ equity at 31 December 2020 was equal 
to 63.215 million euros (73.304 million euros in 2019); the change 
was a"ected by the result for the year, as well as changes in the 
translation reserve. 

At 31 December 2020, all financial covenants of the regulations of 
the CAR FIN TF Ge 25 bond for 180 million euros issued in January 
2018 (Incurrence Covenants) had been met. As regards the recently 
issued CAR FIN ST 26 bond, the registration of covenants for 2020 
was not required.$

Agreements with banks which required financial covenants to be 
met were suspended for all of 2020.$
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Net Income
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Gross Investments
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Consolidated Ebit

Consolidated Sales Revenues
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Consolidated Net Income

Consolidated Net Financial Position
debt balance
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Carraro Group Investments
gross of revenues from disposals
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Consolidated Equity Structure

A — Fixed assets
B — Working capital
C — Liquidity

D — Shareholders’ equity
E — Sever, Indem
F — M/L terms payables
G — Short-term payables
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Breakdown by Sector of Application

Agriculture Construction Equipment
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Automotive

Material Handling

Other

Railways 
and Transport
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Main Markets

South America
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France
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Drivetech
Summary Data and Graphs
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Shareholders’ Equity
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Breakdown by Sector of Application

Construction 
Equipment

Agriculture

Spare Parts Material Handling

Auto & Truck Other
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Agritalia
Summary Data and Graphs
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Agriculture
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Significant Events
in Financial Year
"#"#

The most significant events that occurred during the year are sum-
marised below.

Between the end of the first quarter of 2020 and start of the sec-
ond quarter, all Group sites were gradually a"ected by production 
stopping due to the lockdowns imposed by authorities in various 
areas of the world. The Chinese site was the first Carraro Group fa-
cility a"ected, and had to deal with production stopping for around 
a month, from January, to then return to a substantial normality.

Subsequently on 22 March 2020, the Italian government stopped 
all non-essential production activities up until 4 May. As a result of 
this decree, the production plants in Campodarsego, Maniago and 
Rovigo were therefore closed, while the Poggiofiorito logistics hub 
(which supplies replacement parts) remained operational. 

From 23 March onwards, the sites at Pune (India), Buenos Ai-
res (Argentina) and Caixas do Sul (Brazil) were closed, following 
similar measures taken by local governments, with activities re-
suming in full, first in Argentina and gradually in India, to return to 
near-normal conditions in June. 

In September, the Company Carraro International issued a se-
nior unsecured bond listed on the MOT and on the Luxembourg 
stock exchange maturing in 2026, for 150 million euros, with a cou-
pon of 3.75%.

The placement closed with complete coverage on 14 September 
2020, ahead of the scheduled closing date. 

Besides the aforesaid bond, and to better deal with the health 
crisis, some new amortizing credit lines maturing in 2026 were ob-
tained, for a total of 85 million euros from various banks with a Sace 
guarantee (as established by the Liquidity decree). 

In September, all Carraro Group companies were involved in a 
cyber attack that a"ected a part of the IT infrastructure, causing a 
production shutdown of a few days and the loss of some operating 
data. Recovery activities made it possible to quickly resume opera-
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tions. The integrity of company data was guaranteed in full, thanks 
to the rapid deployment of protection systems.

In November, the Company Siap Spa took out an additional loan 
with Civibank for 3.75 million euros from Frie, the Rotation Fund 
for Economic Initiatives in Friuli Venezia Giulia. This loan, in addi-
tion to the 7.5-million-euro loan obtained last year, is part of a sup-
port programme with Civibank that will make it possible to accel-
erate the investments planned to expand the production capacity of 
the Maniago site.

Following the resignation of the Chief Executive O!cer Alberto 
Negri, on 26 October 2020, the Board of Directors of the Compa-
ny decided to co-opt Andrea Conchetto, already appointed General 
Manager on 1 January 2020, and granted him the widest-ranging 
powers for the operational management of the Company.
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Share
Performance

In 2020, the share, although following the trend of the Mib, per-
formed worse than the index, a"ected heavily by the uncertainty of 
markets due to the spread of the pandemic.

The mean o!cial price of 2020 was 1.48 euros, reaching the max-
imum listing of 2.23 euros on 2 January 2020 and the minimum of 
1.10 euros on 16 March 2020. 
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Subsequent
Events

There are no subsequent events to report.
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Expected Business 
Outlook "#"1

The first half of 2021 shows a growing order backlog thanks to the 
positive performance of all target markets, compared to both the 
previous year as well as expectations. The ability to meet this backlog 
will be a"ected by certain critical issues in the supply chain, caused 
both by the availability of materials as well as the corresponding price 
increase, and also by certain problems linked to the logistics chain, 
all of which the group is pro-actively addressing.
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Consob 1/"#"1 
Alert

As regards the evaluations on the business being a going concern, 
the e"ect of the new phenomenon of the pandemic in 2020 made 
it necessary to reconsider possible scenarios in business forecasts 
and in the assumptions used for the business being a going concern.$

Considering the recent indications of European and nation-
al technical and control authorities (Esma 28.10.2020, Consob 
16.02.2021), the directors reviewed the economic e"ects of mea-
sures taken by the authorities to contain the virus on their own 
industrial context, and the trend of main market ratios for the year 
ended and subsequent period.$$

This review showed that despite the complexity of the general 
situation, no elements to indicate that the business is no longer a 
going concern have occurred, within reasonably foreseeable limits.$
In particular the following is noted:$$

› the group’s markets are reporting growth, as demonstrated by 
the robust portfolio expected for 2021;$$

› the reliability of the supply chain, despite some di!culties in 
processing orders due to the sudden increase in demand, has 
not shown any signs so far of substantial discontinuity overall;$$

› at present, the Group does not plan to use public support mea-
sures which, if no longer provided, would have significant eco-
nomic/financial e"ects;

› thanks to recent and significant mid-term funding operations, 
the Group is not in conditions where it has a limited availabili-
ty of or access to financial resources; $$

› the Group operates with customers that have excellent credit 
ratings, whose past and present financial performance has no 
critical aspects that would a"ect the recoverability of amounts 
owing by them.$$
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Turnover
Consolidated turnover at 31 December 2020 amounted to 478.678 million euros, down 

12.78% compared to turnover for 2019, equal to 548,846 million euros. 
The following table breaks turnover down by business segment:

<
<

Sales Sales to third parties

2323 2304 Diff1 % 2323 2304 Diff1 %

Carraro Drive Tech  A9=:@<B  <B<:<9B 7?<>C  A==:@9=  <AB:9;B 7?B>9

Carraro div> Agritalia  ??A:;=<  ??9:;C? 7<>A  ?;9:9=C  ??8:B?8 7A>8

Non7allocated business  8=:;=@  8<:9;B B>?  A:;?B  B;8  

Total segments  :2:8769  :468/70 ;0213  5678963  :578704 ;0217

Intra7group eliminations 7<@:?C9 7<9:BAB 78>9  7  7 

Consolidated total  5678967  :578759 ;0217  5678963  :578704 ;0217

<
<

Related sales Intra;group sales

2323 2304 Diff1 % 2323 2304 Diff1 %

Carraro Drive Tech   ?9 7?;;  ?C:CBC  ?9:==8 =>C

Carraro div> Agritalia  7  7  <:?CB  B:B@C 78<>9

Non7allocated business  @  C 788  8A:;B8  8<:8C< 7B>?

Total segments  6  26 ;6510  568239  578:/: ;217

Intra7group eliminations  7  7 7<@:8;= 7<9:BAB 78>9

Consolidated total  6  26 ;6510  ;  ; 

Intra-group sales refer to sales realised between companies from di"erent business areas 
(in particular Carraro Drive Tech and Divisione Agritalia). 

The following table breaks down total turnover by geographical area:

/010212323 % /010212304 % Diff1 2323;04 %

India  @;:@<C ?<>@9%  @=:?BC ?A>99% 7@>?;%

North America  B@:;?@ ??>C?%  @@:AC< ?<>?;% 78=>AA%

Germany  B=:A9? ??>@9%  @;:9=B ?8>C?% 78;><<%

Turkey  8C:BA8 =>?@%  ?A:??B 8>AC% ?8B>?9%

South America  89:<C< B>CB%  A8:C8= =>;;% 7?A><=%

Switzerland  8@:CC= B>9B%  89:;9A B>?8% 7;>A?%

France  8=:=9A B>B@%  8C:@@= B><A% 7?;>AC%

China  8B:B@? B>A<%  88:@<@ <>?<% ?8><?%

United Kingdom  ?B:B<8 A>8B%  <;:999 @><B% 7=?>CC%

Spain  9:@<8 ?>9A%  ?=:89; 8>C@% 7<=>A;%

Other EU areas  89:CA< =>;<%  8C:A== B>AB% 7?><@%

Other non7EU areas  ?<:;C< 8>C<%  ?8:C8; 8>AB% C>;C%

Total Abroad  /7486/: 70152%  5:38:04 72137% ;0/154%

Italy 99:C<A ?9>B9% C9:A8@ ?@>C8% 7C>B<%

Total  5678967 033133%  :578759 033133% ;02167%

of whichE , , , , ,

Total EU area  234897/ 5/173%  255890/ 551:6% ;05127%
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/010212323 % /010212304 % Diff1 2323;04 %

Total non;EU area  297844: :9123%  /3582// ::15/% ;001:7%
Note: following an improvement in the reclassification by geographical area, the figures for 2019 have been restated.

It should be noted that the Group mainly sells to the production sites of OEMs that may 
reside in di"erent countries from the nations of end users of their products. 

In terms of foreign country positioning, India - albeit recording a limited decline in ab-
solute terms (-7.1%), went against the trend compared to 2019, ranking in first place overall, 
ahead of the group’s historic market, North America (down by -26.33%). As regards sales on 
European markets, Germany maintained its lead, despite a significant drop of -20.44%. All 
other geographic areas decreased, except for Turkey, which regained significant momen-
tum in 2020 (+125.18%), as mentioned already in the section on markets.

Ebitda and Ebit
The following tables show details of the non-recurring items a"ecting Ebitda and Ebit.

/0102123 % of 
turnover

/0102104 % of 
turnover

Diff1 %

Ebitda  /28:96 917 528993 617 ;2/199

Costs/(income) of non7recurring operations <:B;; , ?:A;? , ,

of whichE

Restructuring costs in Argentina ?<? ?:A;?

Other restructuring costs 79?

Covid7?C7related costs B;;

Cyber attack costs 9@9

Other (impairment effect) A:;=8

Adjusted Ebitda  /68396 616 5/8490 713 ;0:197 

/0102123 % of 
turnover

/0102104 % of 
turnover

Diff1 %

Ebit  02809/ 21:  228:/0 510 ;59132

Costs/(income) of non7recurring operations <:B;; , ?:A;? , ,

of whichE

Restructuring costs in Argentina ?<? ?:A;?

Other restructuring costs 79?

Covid7?C7related costs B;;

Cyber attack costs 9@9

Other (impairment effect) A:;=8

Adjusted Ebit  09899/ /1: 2/87/2 51/ ;/3137

Minus the non-ordinary e"ects, margins in terms of Ebitda and Ebit were solid in both 
absolute and relative terms. An analysis of these indicators, adjusted to take account of 
non-recurring operations, shows that margins in absolute terms improved and are substan-
tially in line in percentage terms with the previous year, in particular for Ebitda.
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Net financial expenses

/0102123 % of 
turnover

/0102104 % of 
turnover

Diff1 %

Net financial expenses 7?A:8AA 78>9 7C:9B= 7?>9 7A<>A 

Financial expenses increased by 34.3%, going up from 9.856 million euros to 13.233 mil-
lion euros as a consequence of the liquid assets obtained, as indicated in the introduction.

Expenses also include the fees paid on the bond, absorbed in the repayment schedule, 
based on the amortised cost method.

Income (expenses) from equity investments

/0102123 % of 
turnover

/0102104 % of 
turnover

Diff1 %

Income/(expenses) from equity investments ; ; ;>89; ;>;B 7?;;%

During 2019, 7.62% of the shares of Enertronica Santerno Spa were sold, resulting in a 
total capital gain of 280 thousand euros. In 2020, no changes were recorded.

Exchange differences

/0102123 % of 
turnover

/0102104 % of 
turnover

Diff1 %

Exchange differences AB= ;>;@ @< 7;>;? n>r>

Exchange di"erences at 31 December 2020 were positive amounting to 356 thousand 
euros (0.07% of turnover). In 2019, exchange di"erences were positive amounting to 74 
thousand euros (0.01% of turnover). 

Thanks to a natural hedge policy, the Group’s sales flow profile is substantially balanced. 

Value adjustments of financial assets

/0102123 % of 
turnover

/0102104 % of 
turnover

Diff1 %

Value adjustments of financial assets ?:B;= –;>A –8:8A< 7;><? A8>BC

Adjustments in 2020 refer to the economic e"ect arising from the equity method valua-
tion of the investment in Elettronica Santerno Spa.
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Income (expenses) from hyperinflation 

/0102123 % of 
turnover

/0102104 % of 
turnover

Diff1 %

Income (expenses) from hyperinflation <CA ;:? 7ABC 7;>;@ nr

In 2020, the e"ect of inflation accounting for the Argentinian subsidiary was recognised 
in the financial statements, which a"ected several items and resulted in total income of 493 
thousand euros, 0.1% of turnover (in 2019 this was equal to expenses for 359 thousand eu-
ros, 0.07% of turnover). For the appropriate detailed analysis, reference should be made to 
the specific paragraph of the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements.

Net profit/(loss)
2020 closed with a loss of 3.271 million euros (-0.7% of turnover), a deterioration com-

pared to the profit of 2019 (8.121 million euros, 1.48 % of turnover). Taxes at 31 December 
2020 amounted to 1.294 million euros (-0.30% of turnover) against 1.640 million euros 
(-0.30% of turnover) at 31 December 2019.

/0102123 % of 
turnover

/0102104 % of 
turnover

Diff1 %

Earnings before tax ;08626 ;315 0385/9 0143 nr 

Current and deferred income taxes 7?:8C< 7;>A 7?:=<; 7;>A ,

Profit/(loss) pertaining to minorities 78B; 7;>? 7=@B 7;>?8 ,

Net profit/(loss) ;/8260 ;3197/  78020 0157 nr 

Net of the e"ects of non-recurring operations, the net operating result decreased com-
pared to the previous year and basically broke even, as shown in the table below:

/0102123 % of 
turnover

/0102104 % of 
turnover

Diff1 %

Net profit/(loss) –/8260 –316 78020 0157 nr

Costs/(income) of non7recurring operations 
net of the tax effect 

A:8<= , C?? , ,

Adjusted net profit/(loss) –2: 313 483/2 019: nr

The adjusted net operating result takes account of the extraordinary items referred to in 
previous paragraphs for 3.2 million euros net of the related tax e"ect, including the e"ects 
related to the impairment of an engineering contract of Carraro spa, the costs incurred to 
adapt workplaces to the health situation (Covid-related costs, such as costs for sanitisation 
and the purchase of face masks, sanitisers and safety equipment), and the costs incurred 
due to the cyber attack, as well as the costs for the restructuring of the Argentinian subsidi-
ary; in 2019, extraordinary items related only to the Argentinian subsidiary amounted to 0.9 
million euros net of the related tax e"ect (-390 thousand). 
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Amortisation, depreciation and impairment of fixed assets

/0102123 % of 
turnover

/0102104 % of 
turnover

 Diff1 % 

Depreciation and amortisation  8;:<?8 <>A  8;:8?< A>@ ?>;

Impairment of fixed assets 79 7;>; 79B 7;>; n>r>

Amortisation8 depreciation 
and impairment

 238535 51/  238024 /16 015

Amortisation and depreciation amounted to 20.412 million euros (4.3% of turnover), an 
increase compared to 20.214 million euros (3.7% of turnover) in 2019.

Investments

$%&%'&'( $%&%'&%)

Investments ?=:8<C 8A:CC9

In 2020, investments of 16.249 million euros were made for the purchase of machinery 
and the maintenance of e!ciency and modernisation of the plant and equipment at the 
various sites. The decrease compared to the previous year is due to the slowdown in busi-
ness caused by the health crisis. For supplies of the same capex, the waiting times for new 
machinery became far longer (even more than a year).

Net financial position of operations 

$%&%'&'( $(&()&'( $(&(3&'( $%&%'&%)

Net financial position of operations 7?<A:@=< 7?<@:8A9 7?<C:=;C 7?8A:=?@ 

The consolidated net financial position at 31 December 2020 was negative 143.764 mil-
lion euros, a deterioration compared to 31 December 2019 (negative 123.617 million euros), 
but improving on the figure at 30 June 2019 (149.609 million euros). It should be recalled 
that 31 December 2019 was a"ected by advances received from Agritalia’s customers for 
purchasing and storing engines which were not followed by payment of the related goods 
to the supplier.

Research and innovation 
Expenses for Research and Innovation, the purposes and applications of which are com-

mented on in a specific paragraph, amounted in 2020 to 26.708 million euros, accounting 
for 5.58% of turnover (22.618 million euros in 2019, representing 4.12% of turnover). 

Treasury Shares
At 31 December 2020, the company held 2,626,988 treasury shares for a total investment 

of 6.666 million euros.
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Human resources

Workforce trend 
Figures as at 31.12.2020

/010212323 /010212304 /010212307

Executives 8@ 8= 8<

Clerical staff @?? @;A =@9

Factory workers 8:;<B 8:;?= 8:?;<

Temporary workers =@8 A<@ <=;

Total /85:: /8342 /8299

Group headcount at 31 December 2020 (including temporary workers, trainees and in-
terim workers), amounted to 3,455 persons compared to 3,092 actually working at 31 De-
cember 2019. The higher numbers compared to 31 December 2019 is mainly due to the 
increase in production volumes in the last part of 2020. 

In terms of the geographic breakdown, at 31 December 2020, there were 1,480 employees 
in Italy and 1,975 in other countries.
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Performance of the parent company

Carraro Spa
Carraro Spa is the parent company, with strategic guidance, control and coordination 

functions, and centralises and integrates R&D activities. The company also has a produc-
tion site, Divisione Agritalia, based in Rovigo, for the development, manufacture and distri-
bution of agricultural tractors based on agreements with major international manufactur-
ers (Agco, John Deere, Claas) and Carraro branded tractors. 

In 2020, Carraro Spa realised sales revenues of 138.917 million euros (142.639 million 
euros as at 31 December 2019). The reduction in turnover is attributable to the contraction 
in volumes of the Agritalia division, as explained in the relevant section. 

Ebit was negative 10.986 million euros, -7.9% of turnover (in 2019 it was negative 1.620 
million euros, -1.1% of turnover) and Ebitda was negative 5.848 million euros, -4.2% of turn-
over (3.351 million euros in 2019, 2.3% of turnover). Both ratios performed worse due to the 
deterioration in volumes.

Net financial expenses amounted to 4 million euros (2.9% of turnover), improving on the 
figure of 4.8 million euros (3.4% of turnover) at 31 December 2019. 

In 2020, dividends were not recognised as they were suspended following the obligation 
imposed by the Cure Italy decree for companies that intended to request loans secured by 
the Sace guarantee. At 31 December 2019, dividends amounted to 17 million euros, referred 
to the investees Carraro Drive Tech Spa and Carraro International Se. 

Taxes totalled 4.4 million euros (3.5 million euros in 2019) and 2020 closed with a loss of 
11.3 million euros (-8.1% of turnover) compared with a profit of 14.2 million euros (9.9% of 
turnover) in the previous year.

In 2020, amortisation and depreciation were equal to 5.138 million euros, substantially in 
line with those of the previous year (4.971 million euros). 

Gross investments amounted to 4.944 million euros in 2020, down on 5.559 million euros 
as at 31 December 2019. The decrease compared to the previous year is due to the slowdown 
in business caused by the health crisis.

The net financial position of operations recorded debt of 76.432 million euros as at 31 
December 2020, compared to a negative position amounting to 50.714 million euros as at 
31 December 2019. It should be noted that 2019 was positively impacted by the e"ects of 
bunkering, which concerned the Divisione Agritalia.

The shareholders’ equity of Carraro Spa at 31 December 2020 amounted to 84.222 mil-
lion euros, up compared to 86.359 million euros in 2019.

The workforce at 31 December 2020 totalled 509 persons (of which 178 at the holding 
in Campodarsego, including the R&D area with 100 people, and 331 at the Rovigo plant of 
Divisione Agritalia).
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Summary results of the parent company and the companies it directly controls, not at-
tributable to any of the Business Areas, are given below.

Carraro Spa Carraro Germania Srl

/0102123 % of 
turn1

/0102104 % of 
turn1

Diff1% /0102123 % of 
turn1

/0102104 % of 
turn1

Diff1%

Turnover  ?A9:C?@  ?<8:=AC , 78>=  7  7 ,

Ebitda 7B:9<9 7<>8  A:AB? 8>A n>r> 7  9 7?;;>; 

Ebit 7?;:C9= 7@>C 7?:=8; 7?>? n>r>  7  9 7?;;>; 

Net Profit/(loss) 7??:AA? 79>8  ?<:8A8 ?;>; n>r>  7  ABC 7?;;>; 

Amortisation: 
depreciation 
and impairment

 B:?A9 A>@  <:C@? A>B A><  7  7 

Investments  <:C<<  B:BBC , ,  7  7 ,

Net financial position 
of operations

7@=:<A8 7B?:=9= , ,  7  ??>?C< ,

Shareholders’ equity  9<:888  9=:ABC , ,  >  ??>?;B ,

Carraro International Se MiniGears Inc1

/0102123 % of 
turn1

/0102104 % of 
turn1

Diff1% /0102123 % of 
turn1

/0102104 % of 
turn1

Diff1%

Turnover  A;A  A<< , 7??>C  7 ,  7 ,

Ebitda 7?:=;? n>r 7C9< n>r =8>@ 7?  7 n>r>

Ebit 7?:==B n>r 7?:;A9 n>r =;>< 7?  7 n>r>

Net Profit/(loss) 7@:AA@ n>r  8:988 n>r n>r> 7?  7 n>r>

Ammortam> e svalut>  =< 8?>?  B< ?B>@ ?9>B  7  7 

Investimenti  =B  <B , ,  7 ,  7 , >

Pos>finanziaria netta 
della gestione

7AB:C8; 78;:=== , ,  ? ,  8 , ,

Patrimonio netto  8B:?AC  ?9:BB8 , ,  ? ,  8 , ,
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Subconsolidated income statement as at 21.1"."#"#
Business Area Drivelines0&0Components / Drivetech

/0102123 % /0102104 % Changes

/0102123 /0102104

Revenues from sales  /79865: 033133%  5:5857: 033133% ;968653 ;05143%

Purchases of goods and materials 
(net of changes in inventories)

78?9:=<< 7B=>BA% 78=9:B8A 7BC>;9%  <C:9@C ?9>B9%

Services and Use of third7party goods 
and services

7@;:;9? 7?9>?8% 7@C:8A= 7?@><A%  C:?BB ??>BB%

Personnel costs 7BC:BA; 7?B>AC% 7=<:CBC 7?<>8C%  B:<8C 9>A=%

Amortisation: depreciation 
and impairment of assets

7?=:=AC 7<>A;% 7?=:A@8 7A>=;% 78=@ 7?>=A%

Provisions for risks 7?:;BB 7;>8@% 7=:B=< 7?><<%  B:B;C 9A>CA%

Other income and expenses  A:@C9 ;>C9%  =:;9? ?>A<% 78:89A 7A@>B<%

Internal construction  <<@ ;>?8%  A<< ;>;9%  ?;A 8C>C<%

Operating costs ;/908635 ;4/1:/% ;5248224 ;45155%  968:2: 0:16/%

Operating profit/(loss) (Ebit)  2:8350 9156%  2:82:9 :1:9% ;20: ;317:%

Income from equity investments  7 ;>;;%  7 ;>;;%  7 

Other financial income  ?:;9B ;>89%  C?9 ;>8;%  ?=@ ?9>?C%

Financial costs and expenses 7=:=;A 7?>@?% 7@:;@B 7?>B=%  <@8 =>=@%

Net gains/(losses) on foreign exchange  A=C ;>?;%  ?;= ;>;8%  8=A 

Value adjustments of financial assets  7 ;>;;%  7 ;>;;%  7 

Income (expenses) from hyperinflation  <CA ;>?A% 7ABC 7;>;9%  9B8 

Gains/(losses) on financial assets ;589:9 ;0123% ;98503 ;0150%  086:5 261/9%

Profit/(loss) before taxes  238/7: :126%  078759 510:%  08:/4 7106%

Current and deferred income taxes 7B:8@9 7?>A=% 7B:?;? 7?>?8% 7?@@ 7A><@%

Net profit/(loss)  0:8036 /140%  0/865: /132%  08/92 4140%

Profit/(loss) pertaining to minorities 78B; 7;>;=% 7=@B 7;>?B%  <8B =8>C=%

Business area consolidated result  0587:6 /175%  0/8363 2177%  08676 0/196%

Ebitda *  5089/2 03169%  508:/9 4105%  49 312/%
* for the breakdown, please refer to the “Summary of financial year” section, which describes the alternative performance indicators
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Subconsolidate statement of financial position as at 21.1"."#"#
Business Area Drivelines0&0Components / Drivetech

/0102123 /0102104

Property: plant and equipment  ???:<;<  ??8:?9< 

Intangible fixed assets  AC:@9@  <;:=<? 

Real estate investments  ?BB  ?BB 

Investments  7  7 

Financial assets  8:9=A  ?:=9@ 

Deferred tax assets  B:9@8  @:8C? 

Trade receivables and other receivables  <:88A  <:;@B 

Non;current assets  0958/35  09983// 

Closing inventory  9A:9BC  @A:B?? 

Trade receivables and other receivables  9A:?==  98:=A; 

Financial assets  ?:<BB  ?:;=< 

Cash and cash equivalents  A9:CCB  8<:@;; 

Current assets  236856:  070843: 

Total assets /608664 /5684/7

Share Capital  B:;;;  A;:?;8 

Reserves  9<:?;B  <=:8?A 

Foreign currency translation reserve  C:<A;  =:89@ 

Profit/loss for the year  ?<:9B@  ?A:;@; 

Minority interests  C:A<@  C:?;? 

Shareholders’ equity  02286/4  035866/ 

Financial liabilities  =;:C<=  <=:<;C 

Trade payables and other payables  =8  ??< 

Deferred tax liabilities  ?:<@@  ?:9CC 

Provision for severance indemnity and retirement benefits  =:C9<  @:AA= 

Provisions for risks and liabilities  8:89?  8:@BC 

Non;current liabilities  6086:3  :78:06 

Financial liabilities  88:;CB  <=:98B 

Trade payables and other payables  ?<8:C9A  ?8A:=;C 

Current tax payables  8:@9<  A:;B; 

Provisions for risks and liabilities  C:<89  ??:?=< 

Current liabilities  0668243  0758957 

Total shareholders’ equity and liabilities  /608664  /5684/7 
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Analysis of net working capital at 21.1"."#"#
Business Area Drivelines0&0Components / Drivetech

/0102123 /0102104

Trade Receivables  B9:?<?  BB:C9? 

Closing inventory  9A:9BC  @A:B?? 

Trade Payables 7??=:CB9 7C@:8<A 

Net Working Capital of operations  2:8352  /28254 

Corporate Structure as at 21.1"."#"#
Business Area Drivelines0&0Components / Drivetech

Sales in 2020 were considerably a"ected by developments in the COVID-19 pandemic, 
from the first few months of the year onwards. The restrictions put in place by all countries 
worldwide to limit the spread of the virus, and in particular the general lockdowns imposed 
in the second quarter, reduced orders for the period to a minimum, for both the agricultural 
and construction equipment sectors. The recovery of all markets starting as early as the 
third quarter and the explosion of orders in the fourth quarter failed to o"set the full-year 
e"ect. In addition, they posed a significant strain on the logistics and production chain, 
highlighting limits in the production capacity of Carraro’s suppliers in the Asian area and 
of the Group’s plants.

Sales revenues of Drive Tech as at 31 December 2020 amounted to a total of 386.745 
million euros compared to 454.485 million euros in the same period of 2019, registering a 
decrease of 14.9%, which was far lower than expected at the start of the pandemic.

Turnover from third parties, which accounts for 94.8% of total turnover, was equal to 
366.786 million euros compared to 435.825 million for the previous year (95.9% of total 
turnover) down by 15.8%. 

Below is the detailed analysis of the main target markets.

Agricultural market
Despite the negative e"ect caused by the production of our main customers stopping in 

the second quarter, sales on the agricultural market, which account for 38.25% of the over-
all turnover of the Drive Tech Business Area (29.77% in 2019), increased by 3.8% compared 
to the previous year.

The main market for the segment is Asia. In India, in particular, which accounts for 
10.36% of turnover (8.29% in 2019), after a first half of the year with very low sales figures 
due to the combined e"ect of the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic and the locust invasion, 
the tractor market saw a sharp increase in demand from the end of the second quarter on-
wards. Sales recorded a series of monthly highs, thanks to a good winter harvest due and 
good prices for agricultural products, which enabled farmers to purchase new vehicles. 
Sales in India in 2020 increased by 10.9% compared to the previous year.

China, which accounts for 3.68% of total turnover (3.02% in 2019), also record an in-
crease, of 8.0% compared to the previous year, thanks to the growth in demand for new 
agricultural machinery which was still very low compared to the potential expected of this 
market. In 2020, after a lengthy recession, the agricultural sector saw a change in trend, 
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with tractors ranging from 60 to 100 hp being the most popular. Other Asian markets, such 
as Japan and South Korea remained in a recessionary phase.

The European market also came to a major standstill in the second quarter of 2020 due to 
the Covid-19 pandemic. Despite this, the year closed with an increase of 1.71% compared to 
2019, thanks to the recovery in orders for all types of agricultural machinery from the third 
quarter onwards.

In particular, sales increased in Italy, which accounted for 6.66% of overall turnover in 
2020 (2.76% in 2019) and in France (3.67% in 2020 and 2.98% in 2019), o"setting the drop 
in sales in Germany (0.95% in 2020 against 1.22% in 2019).

The North American market continued to be fundamentally a"ected by the trade war 
with China, which is one of the main export destinations for US agricultural products, with 
the US accounting for 3.20% of turnover in 2020 (3.34% in 2019) decreasing by 34.1% com-
pared to the previous year.

In South America, where demand for agricultural machinery was basically in line with 
the previous year, entirely di"erent results were recorded for Brazil, with a downturn of 
48.3% compared to the previous year (1.11% in 2020 compared to 1.9% in 2019) and for Ar-
gentina, which ended the year with an increase of 37.1% compared to 2019, accounting for 
2.40% of turnover (1.49% in 2019).

Turkey recorded a positive trend, with a considerable increase in tractor sales from the 
start of the year. The strong growth in demand followed a long destocking phase, which had 
a"ected sales in the previous two years. The market now seems firmly on track to recover 
pre-crisis sales levels and turnover in this area is equal to 3.17% of the total ( just 0.98% in 
2019) confirming this trend with an increase of 186.7%.

Construction equipment market
The impact of the Covid-19 pandemic was more significant for the construction machin-

ery market, naturally with di"erent e"ects in various areas worldwide. Compared to the 
first half of the year which recorded a considerable drop compared to 2019, sales volumes 
rebounded significantly starting from the third quarter of the year, to then consolidate at 
the end of the year.

Consequently, the Construction equipment sector, which accounted for 37.86% of sales 
in 2020, despite the recovery in the second half of the year, ended at -26.0% compared to 
2019. 

As regards the analysis in terms of geographic markets, Europe began 2020 with a mod-
erate optimism in terms of demand for construction vehicles, pointing to considerable 
growth compared to 2019 volumes. The rapid spread of the virus in the second quarter of 
the year and halt in construction activities imposed by lockdowns, as well as the conse-
quent low propensity to purchase new machinery suddenly reversed this trend, and despite 
signs of a recovery in the third quarter, which were more than consolidated at the end of the 
year, this led to a considerable downturn for European markets.

Italy, which regained its leading position in Europe, accounted for 5.83% (6.56% in 2019) 
registering a decrease of 21.9% compared to 2019, basically in line with figures for Germany, 
where sales were equal to 5.06% of the total (5.64% in 2019), decreasing by 23.6%.

The United Kingdom registered a 66.0% decrease compared to the previous year (8.44% 
of turnover in 2019) and accounted for just 3.23% of total sales in 2020. 

India, with 6.65% was the first market in this segment, and the decrease in sales (equal to 
26.3%), refers to both Backhoe Loaders (-23.6%) and applications used in road maintenance 
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(-36.2%) and is mainly due to the lockdowns caused by the pandemic and heavy decline in 
investments in the constructions industry. In this region as well, demand went up to reach 
pre-Covid levels, from as early on as the third quarter.

Despite being the area where the pandemic started, and being first affected by the 
economic impacts, China maintained its growth in demand for construction machinery 
throughout 2020. This result was achieved thanks to major investments in the construc-
tions industry being continued by central government and various provinces. Demand has 
always been driven by the strong request for crawler excavators, and In 2020 the Chinese 
market alone absorbed more than 30% of the global construction machinery volume. The 
year ended with sales up on the figure of 2019 (+28.9%) and China now represents 2.66% of 
overall turnover (1.83% in 2019).

The year 2020 opened in North America with demand from the construction equipment 
market slowing down compared to the same period of 2019. This area was also a"ected by 
the end of a growth cycle lasting several years, almost without interruption. The negative 
trend remained basically unchanged until the third quarter. Signs of recovery picking up 
could only be seen in the last part of the year. Consequently, the overall figures for 2020 
show a considerable drop in sales compared to 2019 (-45.9%) and sales in the United States 
were equal to just 3.33% compared to 5.24% in the previous year.

In Brazil, South America’s main market, demand for new vehicles was overall more 
buoyant than the previous year, thanks to some new investments in the constructions in-
dustry, however in absolute terms it was far from the figures of a few years ago. The impact 
of the pandemic and consequent slowdown in the construction industry exacerbated the 
situation, explaining the fall in sales in South America, from 3.23% in 2019 to 3.21% in 2020, 
with a 11.9% decrease in absolute terms. 

Particular mention should be made of the 111.3% increase in sales in the Turkish market, 
which represents 4.05% of total turnover (1.7% in 2019) and appears to confirm the end of 
a long period of recession. The impact of Covid-19 does not seem to have been significant 
in the area.

Material handling market 
The Material Handling segment represented 3.89% of total turnover (6.02% in 2019), 

with a 42.6% decrease compared to the previous year and this is mainly due to the phase-
out of a German customer, rather than to the e"ects of the pandemic.

Automotive Market
The “Automotive” segment accounted for 2.87% of total turnover in the Drive Tech Busi-

ness Area, compared to 2.9% in the previous year, a decrease of 12.3%.
Europe, and Italy in particular (2.11% of total turnover) is the main market for this seg-

ment, accounting for 93% of sales.
In 2020, activities continued at full pace for the design of new axles for the Grenadier 

extreme o"-road application, for which a commercial agreement was signed with Ineos in 
2019; the axles will be produced at the Maniago plant from late 2021 onwards.

Replacement parts
Turnover from replacement parts in 2020 was a"ected by the general downturn in the 

market, due to the pandemic, recording a decrease of 9.1% compared to the previous year.
From the second half of 2018, in order to guarantee better service to customers, the re-
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placement parts warehouse management function was internalised and a new company, 
Driveservice srl (part of the Group) was formed which has been equipped with specialised 
infrastructure and management software.

Germany, where the main OEMs of the sectors the Group operates in are based, is still 
the main market, despite the drop in demand caused by the pandemic (-19.6%);

A similar result was also recorded for sales in the US, which is the second market for re-
placement parts, accounting for 2.4%, down by 20.1% compared to 2019.

Lastly, the Italian market reported positive signs, with an increase of 6.8% compared to 
the previous year, as well as the Indian market, where sales increased by 19.3% compared 
to 2019.

Results summary
Despite the significant sales contraction as amply discussed above, income data anal-

ysis shows an encouraging albeit slight increase in margins, in absolute terms, and good 
improvement in percentage terms, essentially due to the positive e"ect of actions imple-
mented over the past few years on production factors; despite the halt in activities and the 
resulting slowdown, all Business Area Companies were able to optimise the use of internal 
resources, significantly limiting the use of social shock absorbers (furlough schemes) in 
Italy, holidays and other government incentives (e.g. China). Last, but not least, fixed costs 
and overheads were constantly monitored, recording a decrease, due also to the restrictions 
on moment.

Ebitda amounted to 41.632 million euros (10.8% of turnover), up slightly compared to 
the 41.536 million euros (9.1% of turnover) of 2019, while EBIT amounted to 25.041 million 
euros (6.5% of turnover), a decrease of 0.85% compared to the 25.256 million euros of 31 
December 2019 (5.6% of turnover). 

2020 Ebitda was a"ected by non-recurring costs of 991 thousand euros, including 60 
thousand euros for restructuring costs, and 931 thousand euros for other e"ects. 

Net of the non-recurring operations, adjusted and Ebitda and Ebit would be the follow-
ing:

 /010212323 % of turnover  /010212304 % of turnover

Ebitda  <?:=A8 ?;>9  <?:BA= C>? 

Adjusted Ebitda  <8:=8A ??>;  <8:9A@ C>< 

Ebit  8B:;<? =>B  8B:8B= B>= 

Adjusted Ebit  8=:;A8 =>@  8=:BB@ B>9 

Despite the decrease in sales, and net of extraordinary e"ects, margins improved slightly 
in absolute terms over the previous year, and increased in percentage terms.

Earnings before tax amounted to 20.385 million euros (equal to 5.3% of turnover), up on 
the figure of 18.846 million euros recorded in 2019 (equal to 4.2% of turnover); earnings be-
fore tax for 2020 include restructuring costs and Covid-related costs, as well as costs con-
cerning the cyber attack for 669 thousand euros, as mentioned above. In 2019 these costs 
amounted to 911 thousand euros. These items are calculated net of the related tax e"ects 
(-322 thousand euros in 2020 and -390 thousand euros in 2019). 

Net profit was equal to 14.857 million euros (3.8% of turnover) compared to 13.070 mil-
lion euros (2.9% of turnover) in 2019. After adjusting for non-recurring items, net profit for 
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2020 was 15.526 million euros, up on 13.981 million euros recorded in 2019.
Net of non-recurring operations, adjusted net profit would have been the following:

 /010212323 % of turnover  /010212304 % of turnover

Net profit/(loss)  ?<:9B@ A>9  ?A:;@; 8>C 

Adjusted net profit/(loss)  ?B:B8= <>;  ?A:C9? A>? 

The net financial position as at 31 December 2020 was negative amounting to 31.433 mil-
lion euros, decreasing compared to the figure of 63.464 million euros as at 31 December 
2019, thanks to the cash flow from the positive result for the year including amortisation 
and depreciation and the improvement in net working capital.

Turnover
A breakdown of turnover between sales to third parties and intra-group is provided be-

low:

< Sales Sales to third parties

< /010212323 /010212304 Diff % /010212323 /010212304 Diff %

Carraro Drivetech  A9=:@<B  <B<:<9B 7?<>C  A==:@9=  <AB:9;B 7?B>9

Related sales Intra;group sales

/010212323 /010212304 Diff % /010212323 /010212304 Diff %

Carraro Drivetech  7  ?9 7?;;>;  ?C:CBC  ?9:==8 =>C

Intra-group sales refer to sales realised between companies from di"erent business areas 
(in particular Drive Tech and Divisione Agritalia).

Turnover from third parties, which accounts for 94.8% of total turnover, was equal to 
366,786 million euros compared to 435.805 million for the previous year (95.9% of total 
turnover) down by 15.8%. Turnover from Group and related companies amounted to 19,959 
million euros (5.16% of total turnover), with a 6.85% decrease compared to 18.680 million 
euros (4.1% of total turnover) in 2019.

The following table breaks down total turnover by geographical area:

Geographical Area /010212323 % /010212304 % Diff1 % ‘23 ; ‘04

India  @;:@9?  ?9>A;  @=:?BC  ?=>@= 7@>;= 

North America  <B:A?B  ??>@8  =@:B<@  ?<>9= 7A8>C? 

Germany  AC:<C;  ?;>8?  B9:@98  ?8>CA 7A8>98 

Turkey  8C:B8<  @>=A  ?A:?;C  9>9C ?8B>88

South America  89:?@=  @>8C  A8:;<C  @>;B 7?8>;9 

China  8B:<;C  =>B@  88:=??  <>C9  ?8>A@ 

France  ?9:=AA  <>98  ?@:B=8  A>9=  =>?; 

United Kingdom  ?B:A?B  A>C=  <;:A9=  8>99  7=8>;9 

Sweden  =:B@C  ?>@;  @:A;<  ?>=? 7C>CA 

Belgium  =:8B9  ?>=8  B:@;=  ?>8C  C>=@ 

Other UE areas  ?=:8;=  <>?C  ?9:8C@  =>AB 7??><A 

Other non7UE areas  ?=:?A;  <>?@  ?9:B8;  ?>@8  7?8>C;

Total Abroad  /068709  72107  /6783/0  7/107 ;0:14/ 
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Geographical Area /010212323 % /010212304 % Diff1 % ‘23 ; ‘04

Italy  =9:C8C  ?@>98  @=:<B<  ?=>98 7C>9< 

Total  /79865:  033133  5:5857:  033133 ;05143 
NoteE following an improvement in the reclassification by geographical area: the figures for 8;?C have been restated>

In analysing turnover, it should be noted that the Group mainly sells to the production 
sites of OEMs that may reside in di"erent countries from the nations of end users of their 
products. 

Sales made within the European market accounted for 40.36% of total turnover (49.39% 
in 2019), while sales to markets outside Europe amounted to 59.64% (50.61% in 2019). 
These percentages were a"ected by the reclassification of sales in Great Britain, which left 
the European Union in 2020.

Drive Tech’s total turnover by geographic area shows India with 18.30% (16.76% in 2019) 
as the main foreign market, followed by North America with 11.72% (14.86% in 2019). Ger-
many, with 10.21% (12.93% in 2019) is the main market in the European Union followed by 
France with 4.82% (3.86% in 2019). Turnover in Italy fell (-9.84% compared to 2019).

The following table breaks down total sales by application segment:

Sector /010212323 % /010212304 % diff1 % ‘23 ; ‘04

Agricultural  ?<@:C?=  A9>8B  ?<8:<=A  <A>BB 7A>9A

Construction Equipment  ?<=:<AB  A@>9=  ?C@:C8?  A?>AB 78=>;?

Replacement parts  <C:@?8  ?8>9B  B<:==C  ?8>;A 7C>;@

Material Handling  ?B:;B8  A>9C  8=:8<A  B>@@ 7<8>=<

Automotive  ??:??;  8>9@  ?8:==A  8>@C 7?8>8=

Other  ?=:B8;  <>8@  8;:B8=  <>B8 7?C>B8

Total  /79865:  033133  5:5857:  033133 ;05143
NoteE following a revision for the application market: 8;?C data were restated>

Ebitda and Ebit
Ebitda amounted to 41.632 million euros (10.8% of turnover), up slightly compared to 

41.536 million euros (9.1 % of turnover) in 2019. Excluding non-recurring operations, as dis-
cussed previously, Ebitda would have amounted to 42,623 million euros (11.0% of turnover), 
down slightly compared to 42.837 million euros (9.4% of turnover) in 2019. Ebit amounted 
to 25.041 million euros (6.5% of turnover), down slightly compared to 25.256 million euros 
(6.5% of turnover) in 2019. Excluding non-recurring operations, Ebit would have amounted 
to 26.032 million euros (6.7% of turnover) down 2.0% compared to 26.557 million euros 
(5.8% of turnover) in 2019.

 /010212323 % of turnover  /010212304 % of turnover  Diff1 % 

Ebitda  5089/2 0317  508:/9 410 312 

Restructuring costs in Argentina  ?<? ,  ?:A;? , ,

Other restructuring costs  79? ,  7 , ,

Covid7?C7related costs A@?

Cyber attack costs B=;

Adjusted Ebitda  52892/ 0013  5287/6 415 ;31: 
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 /010212323 % of turnover  /010212304 % of turnover  Diff1 % 

Ebit  2:8350 91:  2:82:9 :19 ;314 

Restructuring costs in Argentina  ?<? ,  ?:A;? , ,

Other restructuring costs  79? ,  7 , ,

Covid7?C7related costs A@?

Cyber attack costs B=;

Adjusted Ebit  2983/2 916  298::6 :17 ;213 

Financial expenses

 /010212323 % of turnover  /010212304 % of turnover  Diff1 % 

Net financial expenses 7B:B?9 7?>< 7=:?B@ 7?>< ?;>< 

Financial expenses at 31 December 2020 amounted to 5.518 million euros (1.4% of turn-
over), a decrease compared to 6.157 million euros (1.4% of turnover) at 31 December 2019.

Exchange differences

 /010212323 % of turnover  /010212304 % of turnover  Diff1 % 

Exchange differences  A=C ;>?  ?;= ;>; 8<9>? 

Exchange di"erences at 31 December 2020 were positive, amounting to 369 thousand 
euros (0.1% of turnover) compared to 106 million euros (-0.02% of turnover) at 31 Decem-
ber 2019. 

Thanks to a natural hedge policy, the Group’s sales flow profile is mainly well balanced. 

Income (expenses) from hyperinflation

/0102123 % of turnover /0102104 % of turnover Diff1 %

Income (expenses) from hyperinflation <CA ;>? 7ABC 7;>? 8A@>A

In 2020, income amounted to 493 thousand euros (0.13% of turnover). In 2020, the ef-
fect of inflation accounting for the Argentinian subsidiary was recognised in the financial 
statements, which a"ected several items and resulted in total income of 493 thousand euros 
(0.1% of turnover). For the appropriate detailed analysis, reference should be made to the 
specific paragraph of the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements. 
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Net profit/(loss)
2020 closed with a profit of 20.385 million euros (5.27% of turnover) up compared to 

2019 (18.846 million euros, 4.15% of turnover). Taxes at 31 December 2020 amounted to 
5.278 million euros (-1.36% of turnover) against 5.101 million euros (-1.12% of turnover) at 
31 December 2019.

/0102123 % of turnover /0102104 % of turnover Diff1 %

Earnings before tax 238/7: :126%  078759 510:% 7106% 

Current and deferred income taxes 7B:8@9 7?>A=% 7B:?;? 7?>?8%  

Profit/(loss) pertaining to minorities 78B; 7;>;=% 7=@B 7;>?B% ,

Net profit/(loss)  0587:6 /175%  0/8363 2177% 0/196% 

Amortisation, depreciation and impairment of fixed assets

 /010212323 % of turnover  /010212304 % of turnover  Diff1 % 

Depreciation and amortisation  ?=:BCC <>A  ?=:A=B A>= ?>< 

Impairment of fixed assets 79 7;>; 79B 7;>; C;>= 

Amortisation8 depreciation 
and impairment

 098:40 51/  098273 /19 014 

Amortisation and depreciation for the year amounted to 16.591 million euros (4.3% of 
turnover), an increase compared to 16.280 million euros (3.6% of turnover) in 2019. 

Investments 

 /010212323  /010212304 

Investments  8;:A@8  ?9:<;B 

In 2020, investments of 20.372 million euros were made for the purchase of machinery 
and the maintenance of e!ciency and modernisation of the plant and equipment at various 
sites. 

Net financial position of operations 

 /010212323  /313412323  /313912323  /010212304 

Net financial position of operations 7A?:<AA 7<A:?AC 7B9:B9? 7=A:<=< 

The consolidated net financial position at 31 December 2020 was negative for 31.433 mil-
lion euros, an improvement compared to 31 December 2019 (negative for 63.464 million 
euros), and compared to 30 June 2020 (58.581 million euros). 
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Human resources

Workforce trend

 /010212323  /010212304  /010212307 

Executives  =  @  @ 

Clerical staff  <99  <9=  <@B 

Factory workers  ?:98?  ?:9;9  ?:C;C 

Temporary workers  =8C  8CB  AC= 

Total  28455  28:49  28676 

The increase in the workforce compared to 31 December 2019 is mainly due to the in-
crease in production volumes of the Indian subsidiary.

Summary data of companies belonging to the
Business Area Drivelines0&0Components / Drivetech as at 1#/#!/!"!"

< Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa 0 Siap Spa

 /0102123 % of 
turn1

 /0102104 % of 
turn1

Diff1 %  /0102123 % of 
turn1

 /0102104 % of 
turn1

Diff1 % 

Turnover  ?;@:<8B ,  7 , n>r>  =;:=B8 ,  @=:ABC , 78;>= 

Ebitda  ?A:9=@ ?8>C?  = ; n>r>  =:8<? ?;>8C  9:8=@ ?;>9A 78<>B 

Ebit  ??:CA< ??>??  = ; n>r>  CA; ?>BA  A:?<= <>?8 7@;>< 

Net profit/(loss)  @:C;@ @>A=  7 ;>;  ?:;@= ?>@@  8:C;< A>9; 7=8>C 

Amort., deprec. 
and impairment

 ?:CAA ?>9;  7 ;>;  B:A?? 9>@=  B:?8? =>@? A>@ 

Investments  ?:@<B ,  7 , ,  B:<A@ ,  @:9<C , ,

Net financial 
position

7A@:;8@ , 7B; , , 79:A;A , 7<:=9= , ,

Shareholders’ 
equity

 ?9:=9? , 7AA , ,  <;:88; ,  AC:?=? , ,

1DSubholding company

< Driveservice Srl Carraro India Pvt1 Ltd1 

 /0102123 % of 
turn1

 /0102104 % of 
turn1

 Diff1 %  /0102123 % of 
turn1

 /0102104 % of 
turn1

 Diff1 % 

Turnover  A:8CA ,  A:89? , ;><  ???:8@= ,  ?8A:?A9 , 7C>= 

Ebitda  =89 ?C>?  B=@ ?@>A ?;>9  @:<C< =>@  =:=;? B>< ?A>B 

Ebit  8;@ =>A  ?<= <>< <?>9  A:A<C A>;  8:AB< ?>C <8>A 

Net profit/(loss)  ?;= A>8  =; ?>9 @=>@  C@= ;>C  A<C ;>A n>r>

Amort., deprec. 
and impairment

 <8? ?8>9  <8? ?8>9 ;>;  <:?<B A>@  <:8<@ A>< 78>< 

Investments  ?:8;B ,  8:8@B , ,  A:A@8 ,  B:?=; , ,

Net financial 
position

7?:8BC , 7?:=A; , , 7??:B88 , 7?=:<BC , ,

Shareholders’ 
equity

 ?@9 ,  @@ , ,  8C:?98 ,  A8:;C9 , ,
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< Carraro China Drive Systems Co1 Ltd1 Carraro Technologies Ltd12

 /0102123 % of 
turn1

 /0102104 % of 
turn1

 Diff1 %  /0102123 % of 
turn1

 /0102104 % of 
turn1

 Diff1 % 

Turnover  <=:9C; ,  BC:@CA , 78?>=  ?:CCB ,  ?:=C? , ?9>; 

Ebitda  B:A=A ??><  B:9B; C>9 79>A  =A< A?>9  @B< <<>= 7?B>C 

Ebit  A:=9C @>C  <:8A@ @>? 7?8>C  <BB 88>9  B@? AA>9 78;>A 

Net profit/(loss)  8:=@@ B>@  A:8;B B>< 7?=>B  <;< 8;>A  <;A 8A>9 ;>8 

Amort., deprec. 
and impairment

 ?:=@< A>=  ?:=?A 8>@ A>9  ?@C C>;  ?9A ?;>9 78>8 

Investments  9B? ,  ?:?A9 , ,  C9 ,  ??; , ,

Net financial 
position

 ?8:??? ,  ?;:898 , ,  B<B ,  8=9 , ,

Shareholders’ 
equity

 8B:8B< ,  8=:?B= , ,  ?:<AB ,  ?:?@9 , ,

2DThis company carries out design, research and development for the Group and third parties and is based in Pune (India)

< Carraro North America Inc1 (Virginia Beach) Carraro Drive Tech Do Brasil Inc1 

 /0102123 % of 
turn1

 /0102104 % of 
turn1

 Diff1 %  /0102123 % of 
turn1

 /0102104 % of 
turn1

 Diff1 % 

Turnover  BCB ,  B<@ , 9>9  A:;B8 ,  =:;A= , 7<C>< 

Ebitda  B ;>9  = ?>? 7?=>@ 79;9 78=>B  A88 B>A n>r>

Ebit  B ;>9  = ?>? 7?=>@ 7?:;;@ 7AA>;  =B ?>? n>r>

Net profit/(loss) 7? 7;>8  7 ;>; 7?:=CB 7BB>B 7?BA 78>B n>r>

Amort., deprec. 
and impairment

 7 ;>;  7 ;>;  ?CC =>B  8B@ <>A 788>= 

Investments  8 ,  7 , ,  ??B ,  8?@ , ,

Net financial 
position

7<A< , 7<AC , ,  ?:??B , 78:;@= , ,

Shareholders’ 
equity

78C= , 7A88 , ,  8:A=; ,  C<C , ,

< Carraro Argentina Sa

 /0102123 % of 
turn1

 /0102104 % of 
turn1

 Diff1 % 

Turnover  ??:<C? ,  ??:@CB , 78>= 

Ebitda  @=A =>=A 7B@; 7<>9 n>r>

Ebit  8C? 8>BA 7?:;BA 79>C n>r>

Net profit/(loss) 7@<B 7=><9 78:BB< 78?>9 7@;>9 

Amort., deprec. 
and impairment

 <@8 <>??  <9A <>? 78>A 

Investments  <; ,  9C , ,

Net financial 
position

7A:AB8 , 7CA@ , ,

Shareholders’ 
equity

 <?= ,  ?:<?A , ,
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Agritalia

Business Area Vehicles
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Income Statement as at 21/1"/"#"#
Business Area Vehicles / Agritalia

/0102123 % /0102104 % Changes

/0102123 /0102104

Revenues from sales  00/8395 033133%  0078340 033133% ;:8326 ;5129%

Purchases of goods and materials 
(net of changes in inventories)

79C:??9 7@9>98% 7C?:<C8 7@@><9%  8:A@< 8>BC%

Services and Use of third7party goods 
and services

7??:A@= 7?;>;=% 7??:=99 7C>C;%  A?8 8>=@%

Personnel costs 7?<:?=A 7?8>BA% 7?A:=== 7??>B@% 7<C@ 7A>=<%

Amortisation: depreciation 
and impairment of assets

7?:C@? 7?>@<% 7?:CC@ 7?>=C%  8= ?>A;%

Provisions for risks 79;9 7;>@?% 7@C< 7;>=@% 7?< 7?>@=%

Other income and expenses  <:8CC A>9;%  8:=;A 8>8;%  ?:=C= =B>?=%

Internal construction  7 ;>;;%  7 ;>;;%  7 

Operating costs ;00/80/6 ;033139% ;00683/5 ;44103%  /8746 /1//%

Operating profit/(loss) (Ebit) ;6/ ;3139%  083:6 3143% ;080/3 

Income from equity investments  7 ;>;;%  7 ;>;;%  7 

Other financial income  ?C ;>;8%  ?? ;>;?%  9 @8>@A%

Financial costs and expenses 7AB 7;>;A% 7@B 7;>;=%  <; BA>AA%

Net gains/(losses) on foreign exchange  < ;>;;%  7 ;>;;%  < 

Value adjustments of financial assets  7 ;>;;%  7 ;>;;%  7 

Gains/(losses) on financial assets ;02 ;3130% ;95 ;313:% :2 7012:%

Profit/(loss) before taxes ;7: ;3137%  44/ 3175% ;08367 

Current and deferred income taxes  7 ;>;;%  7 ;>;;%  7 ;>;;%

Contribution to the net profit/(loss) 
of Carraro Spa

;7: ;3137%  44/ 3175% ;08367 

Ebitda *  08747 0197%  /83:5 21:4% ;080:9 ;/617:%
* for the breakdown, please refer to the “Summary of financial year” section, which describes the alternative performance indicators

Statement of Financial Position as at 21/1"/"#"#
Business Area Vehicles / Agritalia

/0102123 /0102104

Property: plant and equipment  ??:99B  ?;:CC= 

Intangible fixed assets  ?:9CB  B:?8< 

Real estate investments  7  7 

Holdings in subsidiaries and associates  7  7 

Financial assets  7  7 

Deferred tax assets  ?:A9@  ?:A9< 

Trade receivables and other receivables  ?8  9 

Non;current assets  0:8064  068:02 

Closing inventory  A=:C<=  B?:B8B 

Trade receivables and other receivables  ?@:<C=  8?:A8= 
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/0102123 /0102104

Financial assets  7  7 

Cash and cash equivalents  7  7 

Current assets  :58522  6287:0 

Total assets 948920 438/9/

Contribution to shareholders’ equity of Carraro Spa :8639 ;228264 

Financial liabilities  8A9  A=C 

Trade payables and other payables  7  7 

Deferred tax liabilities  7  7 

Provision for severance indemnity and retirement benefits  ?:?B8  ?:?B< 

Provisions for risks and liabilities  7  7 

Non;current liabilities  08/43  08:2/ 

Financial liabilities  ?9?  ?9A 

Trade payables and other payables  B9:?B;  ?;@:;8< 

Current tax payables  7  7 

Provisions for risks and liabilities  <:?C<  A:C?8 

Current liabilities 928:2:  0008004 

Total shareholders’ equity and liabilities 948920 438/9/

Analysis of Net Working Capital of Operations at 21/1"/"#"#
Business Area Vehicles / Agritalia

/0102123 /0102104

Trade Receivables  =:<;B  C:=9? 

Closing inventory  A=:C<=  B?:B8B 

Trade Payables 7A?:8@A 7==:BA? 

Net Working Capital of operations  028367 ;:8/2: 

Corporate Structure as at 21/1"/"#"#
Business Area Vehicles / Agritalia

Carraro Agritalia ended 2020 with a turnover of 113.064 million euros, down slightly on 
the figure of 118.091 million euros recoded in the previous year (-4.26%) and well below 
expectations due to the drastic slowdown caused by the lockdown. This reduction was also 
partially a"ected by a decrease in the average price per tractor related to a di"erent sales 
mix. 

The recovery, during the second half of the year, of poor turnover in the first half, was 
limited by some di!culties in procuring components, particularly from India. 

3,409 tractors were sold, up slightly on the figure of 3,347 in 2019, when volumes were 
already well below expectations due to the destocking phase of some important customers 
and slowdown in some stimulus packages of some markets in the Mediterranean area.

Due to the reduced volumes, margins decreased compared to the previous year. Thanks 
to the response in the first half of the year and actions to streamline production processes, 
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Agritalia managed to limit this decline. Apart from health prevention and protection costs, 
overheads did not increase in the year, making it possible to limit the negative impact of 
lower volumes on the operating result.

Ebitda in 2020 amounted to 1.898 million euros (1.7% of turnover), down compared to 
the 3.054 million euros (2.6% of turnover) of 2019, while Ebit in 2020 amounted to -0.1 
million euros (-0.1% of turnover) a sharp decrease compared to 1,057 million euros (0.9% 
of turnover) in 2019. 

As regards research and development, commitment in the year, which will also continue 
in the medium term, focussed on renewing ranges related to the change to Stage V emission 
standards, imposed by regulations. 

Turnover
Turnover from the Vehicles Business Area at 31 December 2020 amounted to 113.064 

million euros, decreasing by 4.26% compared to 118.091 million euros at 31 December 2019. 
A breakdown of turnover between sales to third parties and intra-group is provided below:

Sales Sales to third parties Intra;group sales

/0102123 /0102104 Diff % /0102123 /0102104 Diff % /0102123 /0102104 Diff %

Carraro 
div> Agritalia ??A:;=< ??9:;C? 7<>A ?;9:9=C ??8:B?8 7A>8 <:?CB B:B@C 78<>9

Intra-group sales refer to sales realised between companies from di"erent business areas 
(in particular to Carraro Drive Tech).

The following table breaks down total turnover by geographical area:

/010212323 % /010212304 % Diff1 % ‘23;‘04

Switzerland  8<:8<8 8?><<%  8A:8<B ?C>=9% <>8C%

Germany  ?=:9C? ?<>C<%  ?8:;9A ?;>8A% AC>@C%

North America  ??:@;A ?;>AB%  C:9<@ 9>A<% ?9>9B%

France  9:;B; @>?8%  ?8:8?< ?;>A<% 7A<>;C%

Spain  =:=B9 B>9C%  ?8:@9B ?;>9A% 7<@>C8%

Other EU areas  8:A;8 8>;<%  8:<A@ 8>;=% 7B>B<%

Other non7EU areas  ?:8B@ ?>??%  9?= ;>=C% B<>;<%

Total abroad  60803/ 92174%  6/8526 92107% ;/106%

Italy <?:C=? A@>??% <<:==< A@>98% 7=>;B%

Total  00/8395 03313%  0078340 033133% ;5129%
Note: following an improvement in the reclassification by geographical area, the 2019 data has been restated.

It should be noted that the Group mainly sells to the production sites of OEMs that may 
reside in di"erent countries from the nations of end users of their products. 

Decreases in turnover in various geographic segments is due to the fall in volumes caused 
by lockdowns imposed by governments to o"set the spread of the pandemic.

The German market went against this trend, where the halt in activities in the first half 
of 2020 was more limited. 
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Ebitda and Ebit

/0102123 % of turn1 /0102104 % of turn1 Diff1 %

Ebitda ?:9C9 ?>@ A:;B< 8>= 7A@>C 

/0102123 % of turn1 /0102104 % of turn1 Diff1 %

Ebit 7@A 7;>? ?:;B@ ;>C no> 

Ebitda amounted to 1.898 million euros (1.7% of turnover), a deterioration compared to 
the 3,054 million euros (2.6% of turnover) at 31 December 2019. Ebit was negative amount-
ing to 73 million euros (-0.1% of turnover), compared to 1,057 million euros (0.9% of turn-
over) at 31 December 2019. 

The result in terms of margins is due, as explained previously, to the fall in volumes.
Non-recurring, non-significant expenses, equal to approximately 201 thousand euros, re-

fer to costs incurred to adapt workplaces to the health situation (Covid-related costs, such 
as costs for sanitisation and the purchase of face masks, sanitisers and safety equipment) 
for 88 thousand euros, and costs incurred due to the cyber attack for 113 thousand euros.

Net financial expenses

/0102123 % of turn1 /0102104 % of turn1 Diff1 %

Net financial expenses  7?= 7 ;>?  7=< 7 ;>? @B

Contribution to the net profit/(loss) of Carraro Spa

/0102123 % of turn1 /0102104 % of turn1 Diff1 %

Contribution to the net profit/(loss) 
of Carraro Spa

79B  7;>;9 CCA  ;>9  no> 

2020 closed with a loss of 85 thousand euros (-0.08% of turnover), a considerable de-
crease on the previous year (net profit of 993 million euros, 0.8% of turnover) for the rea-
sons mentioned in the introduction and especially due to the drop in volumes.

Amortisation, depreciation and impairment of fixed assets

/0102123 % of turn1 /0102104 % of turn1 Diff1 %

Amortisation: depreciation and impairment  ?:C@? ?>@  ?:CC@ ?>@ 7?>A
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Investments 

/0102123 /0102104

Investments 8:;;B ?:<<A

Human Resources

Workforce trend 

/0102123 /0102104 /0102107

Executives  B  =  B 

Clerical staff  CA  CB  99 

Factory workers  ?C?  ?@A  ?=; 

Temporary workers  <8  B;  =8 

Total  //0  /25  /0: 

The increase in the workforce compared to 31 December 2019 is mainly due to the in-
crease in production volumes in the last part of 2020.
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Key risks and uncertainties to which
Carraro Spa and the Group are exposed 

Carraro’s risk management system, in line with the most common, consolidated practic-
es in this area, adopts a five-category classification:

› Strategic risks: Relating to medium/long-term objectives and the influence of exter-
nal economic factors that are hard to predict or only partially foreseeable or which 
cannot be influenced by the Group (for example the macroeconomic context, country 
risk, market or sector risk);

› Financial risks: risks of a financial nature (for example credit risk, liquidity risk, ex-
change and interest rate volatility, commodities prices, availability of funds);

› Operational risks: Linked to the e!ciency and e"ectiveness of operating capacity, 
and connected to events that could adversely a"ect the creation of value (for example 
risks related to the supply chain, product development, industrialisation, human re-
sources, information systems, health, safety and the environment, product quality);

› Legal and compliance risks: Related to the capacity to promptly comply with current 
laws and regulations, or associated to legal disputes and proceedings;

› Planning and reporting risks: Linked to the reliability of financial and planning infor-
mation. 

The following are some of the main types of risk for the Carraro Group that are of greater 
importance for the rest of the year, suitably reviewed in light of the changed context of ref-
erence due to the spread of Covid-19.

Strategic risks

Risks associated with the general economic conditions
The Group’s financial, capital and borrowing situation is influenced by various factors 

within the general macro-economic framework, such as changes to the gross national prod-
uct, the state of the agricultural and construction industries, the cost of raw materials and 
the level of business confidence in the various countries in which the Group operates. 

Significant macro-economic events, such as a generalised and significant increase in the 
prices of raw materials, a significant fall in demand in one of the key markets of the Group, 
enduring uncertainty and volatility of the financial and capital markets, falling interest 
rates and unfavourable changes in the exchange rates of the major currencies to which the 
Group is exposed are all negative factors for the Group’s operations and future, as well as its 
economic results and its financial position.

The dynamics in the global economy and international trade in 2020 were once again 
characterised by instability in some areas of the world.

Risks related to the trends on the markets/industrial customers
The market sectors in which the Group operates are influenced to varying degrees by 

boom and recession cycles, and the dynamics are gradually becoming less predictable. The 
ways in which our main customers absorb these fluctuations in demand and pass them 
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on throughout the production chain significantly impact the production volumes that the 
Group is required to fulfil. This has an e"ect on the purchasing and stock management pol-
icies and by implication, on the working capital requirement and the capacity to adequately 
absorb fixed costs.

Country risk
The Carraro Group operates in di"erent countries and its exposure to them has grad-

ually increased over the years. These markets show cyclical conditions of economic and 
political instability (for example in Turkey). This has a"ected, and may continue to nega-
tively a"ect the subsidiaries’ situation and results. A global presence is fundamental for the 
Group, encompassing a strategy serving clients and seizing opportunities on new markets 
for its product range.

Risks associated with protectionist regulations in various countries 
in terms of customs and embargoes
The Group is exposed to the risk of protectionist policies in the countries where it op-

erates, which take the form of customs duties. In other cases, the risk may arise from con-
straints or bans resulting from international agreements that restrict free trade conditions 
(e.g. embargoes).

To deal with all the risks mentioned above, the Group constantly monitors:
› macroeconomic variables, with particular regard to the supply of commodities and 

final destination of products (agriculture, public works and construction);
› the direction of government decisions that could have e"ects in sales markets;
› the evolution of protectionist policies;
through the collection of information and forecasts by its central and local sales and tax 

o!ces, in order to take any measures to mitigate potential negative e"ects.

Financial risks

Risks associated with funding requirements 
The Group’s liquidity risk is mainly linked to the activation and maintenance of su!cient 

funding to support industrial operations. 
The raising of funds, consistent with the latest business plan, is intended to finance both 

working capital and investments in R&D and innovation, as well as investments in fixed as-
sets necessary to ensure su!cient and technologically advanced production capacity. This 
requirement is directly proportional to the trend in customer orders and the resulting trend 
in the volume of business, and also to the Group’s e"orts in directing its research and inno-
vation.

The cash flows envisaged for 2021 include, besides the trend in working capital from 
operations and investments, the e"ects of current liabilities and the short-term portions of 
medium- and long-term loans reaching maturity, as well as the e"ects (assuming the same 
rates of exchange with respect to 31.12.2020) of the closure of derivative financial instru-
ments on currencies in existence at the reporting date.

The Group envisages meeting the needs arising from all of the above with the flows de-
riving from operations, available liquidity, the collection of receivables from the sale of as-
sets and the availability of additional credit facilities.
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The management of liquidity, funding requirements and cash flows are under the direct 
control and management of the Group Treasury, which operates with the aim of managing 
the resources available as e!ciently as possible.

Risks relating to fluctuating exchange and interest rates 
The Group is exposed to exchange rate risks by virtue of the fact that a significant portion 

of sales and some of the purchases are made in currencies other than the Group’s functional 
currency, with trade transactions carried out by companies in the euro area with counter-
parties that do not belong to the euro area and vice versa.

Another aspect of exchange rate risk is the fact that several Group companies present 
their financial statements in currencies other than the Group’s functional currency.

Exposure to exchange-rate risk with reference to each entity is regularly monitored by 
the Group Treasury according to a strategy which focuses, in particular, on the balance 
between purchases and sales in foreign currency and activating, for the remaining non-bal-
anced portion and according to the criteria set by the company policy in terms of the man-
agement of financial risks, appropriate initiatives to hedge or reduce the risks identified, 
using the instruments available on the market.

The Group is also exposed to interest rate risks in relation to financial liabilities assumed 
to fund either normal operations or, where applicable, the Group’s expansion by acquisi-
tions. Changes in interest rates may have positive or negative e"ects on both the financial 
outcome and on cash flows.

The interest-rate risk on the floating portion is then reduced if needed via specific hedg-
ing operations.

Credit risk
The Group includes among its customers leading international manufacturers of agricul-

tural machinery, construction equipment vehicles and industrial; The risk concentration is 
associated with the size of these customers, which on a global context is on average high, 
yet balanced by the fact that credit exposure is distributed across a complex network of 
counterparties active in several geographic segments. 

The management of credit is designed to prioritise the acquisition of customers of na-
tional and international standing for multi-annual supplies; on this basis consolidated his-
torical relationships have been built up with the main customers. Generally speaking, these 
relationships are governed by ad-hoc supply contracts. Credit control requires periodic 
monitoring of the main financial and economic data (including the delivery schedules) re-
lating to each customer.

Except in special circumstances to do with country or counterparty risk, guarantees are 
not normally obtained on credit.

The e"ects of the spread of the pandemic in 2020 did not have significant consequences 
on the overall operations of customers a"ecting the continuity of inflows from the sale of 
the Group’s products.

Receivables are recognised in the accounts net of any writedowns determined by assess-
ing the counterparty’s risk of insolvency based on the information available. See also the 
Notes on the application of Ifrs 9.

Commodity price risk
Given the type of materials mainly used in production, the Group is exposed to chang-
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es in the prices of main raw materials and commodities. Besides continual monitoring of 
prices and listings, also regarding forecasts, the Group arranges for sales contracts with 
customers to include, where necessary, a price adjustment mechanism related to the trend 
of commodity prices.

Operational risks

Supply chain risks
Achieving the objectives of its strategy require Carraro to operate within a supply chain 

in which its suppliers must meet the same standards of technological ability, quality, e!-
ciency and ethics that the Group has set for itself. Accordingly, inadequate management 
of strategic suppliers in terms of quality controls, delivery times and required production 
flexibility carries a risk of potential operational ine!ciencies and the inability to meet cus-
tomer needs. 

To deal with this risk, Carraro subjects its suppliers – and in particular strategic suppli-
ers – to initial and periodic assessments. The assessment measures their adequacy in terms 
of technological and production capacity, overall process and product quality, ISO quali-
ty certifications, corporate and financial situation, and compliance with Carraro’s ethical 
principles.

The unexpected phenomenon of the pandemic, with activities being consequently 
stopped in various production sectors in a number of countries, led to some delays in the 
functioning of the chain to procure materials necessary for production at the Group’s var-
ious production facilities. This new risk characteristic related to the supply chain led the 
Group to review its supply strategies, seeking, where possible, alternative sources in order 
to limit these delays.

Risks associated with employee and trade-union relationships
The Group carries out industrial activities through complex production processes that 

make extensive use of skilled labour in the processing, assembly and handling phases. Re-
lations with employees are mediated by trade unions, which are normally well organised 
and historically deep-rooted in the various countries. The status of these relationships de-
termines the continuity of production and the ability to plan to meet delivery commitments 
with customers, with risks of delays or interruptions in activities caused by conflict over 
contract renewals or the downsizing and closure of production sites.

Risks related to product quality
The success of the products manufactured depends to a large extent on the ability to en-

sure quality standards appropriate to sales markets, taking into account:
› for transmission systems (axles, transmissions, etc.), the levels of reliability required 

by the machines in which the Group’s products are used as key components;
› for agricultural vehicles, the safety requirements for their use, according to the con-

straints dictated by applicable laws or legislation and industry standards for road safe-
ty, operating safety, occupational safety and environmental safety (noise and engine 
emissions).

The risk of defects is therefore mitigated from the design phase, through procurement, 
production and testing, at all times in dialogue with customers to discuss the results 
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achieved, and with suppliers to ensure required quality levels are met from the start of the 
industrial supply chain.

Risks regarding health and safety at work
The Group carries out industrial processes consisting to a large extent of machining, 

assembly of mechanical components. Risks related to health and safety in the workplace 
arising from work activities mainly comprise risks typical of the metalwork industry, which 
involves mechanical processing with interactions between the operator and am automatic 
or semi-automatic machine, parts assembly, handling of loads, use of high temperature fur-
naces and other ancillary activities.

Faced with these risks, the Group has adopted an EH&S (Environmental Health and 
Safety) Management System based on international best practices and in force across all 
production sites. 

Risks related to the Covid-,= pandemic
Since January 2020, the national and international scenario has been characterised 

by the spread of Covid-19 and the consequent restrictive measures for its containment, im-
plemented by the public authorities of the countries a"ected. 

As is known, restrictions led to a slowdown and subsequent halt in the production ac-
tivities of various industrial sectors, including those in which the Group operates, which, 
starting from March, stopped activities at di"erent times, and in various countries, ac-
cording to the orders of the local authorities.

In dealing with this situation, the Group set itself the following main goals:
› safeguarding, at all costs, the safety of its employees in the workplace;
› providing continuity, as far as possible, for operations, considering commitments with 

customers;
› mitigating the e"ects of possible supply chain discontinuities. 
All actions necessary to deal with the situation caused by the pandemic were immedi-

ately taken in this direction, with the utmost attention paid to safeguarding and protecting 
personnel, as well as curbing the e"ects of this emergency situation on the business. 

The measures contained in the safety protocols established by national authorities were 
gradually adopted and, where required, shared by industry associations and trade unions, 
to protect workplace health, including: sanitising areas, providing protective equipment 
for employees, reviewing layouts, installing partitions for workstations.

Committees for the management of the pandemic emergency were set up at each site, 
involving management and competent functions, as well as sta" representatives, to con-
stantly monitor the situation and identify the most suitable measures to prevent risks of 
contagion, in line with the provisions of local authorities. 

Each measure adopted was disclosed to all employees and to sta" of companies operat-
ing with access to sites (e.g. contractors).

The head o!ces of the parent company Carraro Spa and Carraro Drivetech Italia Spa 
have joined the “Pilot project to reopen production activities”, promoted by the Veneto 
Region, with voluntary qualitative serological testing on employees.

To maintain business continuity, the work organisation was reviewed; shifts with fewer 
sta" present were organised, as well as working from home in all cases where possible, 
particularly for white collars, as a way to limit the spread of the virus. 
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Risks related to IT systems and cyber security
IT systems have a major supporting role in business processes; it therefore follows that 

e"ective monitoring of the risks related to IT security is a significant matter for the Group. 
Statistics from the last few years show a growing number of cyber attacks on private 

companies and public entities, not only large in scale, with sophisticated techniques to 
penetrate company networks and which are more aggressive in causing harm to data and 
information archives.

One condition favouring these attacks may also be the expansion of company networks, 
which has been necessary - in the recent circumstances caused by the pandemic – to pro-
vide access to all sta" enabled to work remotely using connections not directly managed 
by the company.

The significance of these archives, and consequent harm that a breach or damage 
entails, is assessed based on their significance not only for operations (technical, design, 
management and reporting data), but also for activities which involve the storage of 
third-party personal data, i.e. information on external sta" and other persons, which must 
be managed based on specific requirements of law (privacy regulations). 

The seriousness of this threat is demonstrated by the fact that even the most well-
equipped organisations in IT terms have been a"ected by the spread of this phenomenon.

This risk actually happened in September 2020 with a cyber attack by a specialised 
criminal organisation, with the aim of making a large number of data and information 
contained in the archives unusable and releasing said data and information for a ransom.

The response of the Group’s IT department, which was quick to deal with the first signs 
of the attack, made it possible to reduce the severity of the impact which in any case af-
fected the availability of some archives and caused the loss of some sets of data concerning 
some associates. In deploying defence mechanisms, the systems had to be isolated from 
external networks, and most applications stopped, even on a precautionary basis, to carry 
out appropriate controls, so activities were stopped for several days necessary to turn o" 
and reboot the machines and programmes installed. Main operating systems were reboot-
ed first as a priority, followed by ancillary systems, with a programme run at the same time 
to clean the IT devices used by sta".

The analysis of the procedures, times, scope, breadth and origin of the attack was 
overseen by companies specialised in IT investigation and cyber security protection; these 
analyses then made it possible to develop specific short and medium/long term mitigation 
and remediation plans, useful for improving protection and risk management mecha-
nisms and procedures in this sector, and for reducing the vulnerabilities of the company 
infrastructure, with an awareness however of the constant danger posed by organisations 
dedicated to cyber attacks.

Environmental risks
The Group operates across 8 manufacturing sites in 5 di"erent nations.
The manufacturing processes carried out at the Group’s industrial sites are essentially 

mechanical processing of iron and steel and assembly of purchased components.
These processes have accessory materials such as packaging, lubricants, paints and sol-

vents. The objective of limiting the impact of emissions into the environment has seen a 
significant improvement from 2008 onwards through an important investment in moving 
from solvent-based coatings to water-based paints that reduce atmospheric emissions.

Under the EH&S Management System, Each site operates in compliance with local envi-
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ronmental regulations; as a result of relentless management engagement, most of the plants 
have acquired ISO 14001 Environmental Certification.

Particular attention has been paid to increasing the e!ciency of processes in order to 
maximise energy savings.

Risks related to climate change 
The pressure of conclusions reached in scientific circles has gradually led to climate 

change and its possible e"ects establishing itself as a topic of increasing importance for 
international bodies, national authorities, politicians and in public debate. 

Faced with worrying signs, resulting in unpredictable climate changes whose root caus-
es seem to have been identified (increased greenhouse gases, global warming), studies are 
ongoing into the possible consequences on the planet’s equilibrium in terms of continuity 
of access to natural resources, the seasons, and the e"ect on agricultural, mining and more 
general productive activities. 

The emerging picture of uncertainty leads to new hypothetical types of risks or, at least, 
risks of a di"erent gradation to those currently identified, with a future direction that is still 
di!cult to imagine and, moreover, quantify even roughly.

Given this situation, the Group has set out to collect and aggregate all the information 
that gradually becomes available, so as to conduct an analysis that will help to adapt the risk 
framework of its business segments to the new future of industrial activities in the agricul-
tural and construction equipment sectors. 

As already explained with regard to containment of environmental risks, the Group has 
long brought its standards of conduct up to an adequate level to obtain international certi-
fications in this area. 

In terms of production processes, the relentless work to improve energy e!ciency is 
bringing benefits in terms of less energy used for the same output, with a consequent re-
duction in costs and emissions. 

In terms of end products, the impetus given by increasingly stringent vehicle pollution 
regulations and end customers’ need to reduce consumption costs is leading manufacturers 
such as Carraro to adapt their strategies towards the development of innovative technical 
solutions in terms of the energy absorbed by vehicle transmission systems. This is a con-
straint but also an opportunity that the Group must seize by steering its research and devel-
opment work in this direction – as it is already doing.

As indicated above, in view of the fact that assessing the impacts of climate change on 
company activities is highly complex and the methods and tools for e"ectively reporting 
these e"ects have not yet been unequivocally defined, the Group decided to adopt an ap-
proach when identifying the main risk conditions and opportunities deriving in the ab-
stract from climate change based on strictly qualitative considerations.
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Transactions with related parties

Transactions with related parties carried out during the period gave rise to relationships 
of a commercial, financial or advisory nature and were expedited at market terms, in the 
economic interest of the individual companies involved in the transactions. 

No transactions were carried out that were atypical or unusual with compared to normal 
business operations and the interest rates and terms applied to and by the companies in 
their reciprocal financial relationships are in line with market terms. 

For detailed information, as required by Article 2497-bis of the Civil Code, section 5, on 
transactions carried out with related parties, see the Explanatory Notes to the Individual 
Financial Statements.

Standards used in preparing 
the consolidated financial statements 

The present financial statements are drawn up in compliance with the International Fi-
nancial Reporting Standards (Ifrs) issued by the International Accounting Standard Board 
(“Iasb”) and endorsed by the European Union in accordance with Regulation no. 1606/2002 
and with the provisions issued in implementation of Article 9 of Italian Legislative Decree 
no. 38/2005. Furthermore, these financial statements are based on the assumption that the 
company is a going concern. 
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Other information

With reference to the provisions of Articles 15 and 18 of Consob Regulation 20249 of 
28.12.2017 (the so-called “Market Regulations”), the parent company Carraro Spa meets the 
conditions required by points a), b) and c) of paragraph 1 of the aforementioned Article 15 
on the subject of accounting situations, articles of association, corporate bodies and admin-
istrative and accounting control of its subsidiaries incorporated and regulated in countries 
that do not belong to the European Union. 

The Group’s perimeter includes 12 companies of which seven are established and regu-
lated in non-European Union countries, specifically in Argentina, Brazil, China, India and 
the United States; of these, three, in Argentina, China and India, are significant under the 
terms of Title VI, Section II of the Issuer Regulations (Consob Resolution 11971/1999).

For more complete disclosure on the system of corporate governance of Carraro Spa and 
its ownership structures, as required by Article 123-bis of Legislative Decree 58 of 24 Feb-
ruary 1998, (Consolidated Finance Act – TUF), see the “Report on Corporate Governance 
and Ownership Structures”, which can be consulted on the company’s website www.carra-
ro.com, under the about us/corporate governance section.

Consolidated non-financial statement
The Carraro Group’s consolidated non-financial statement 2019, prepared in accordance 

with Legislative Decree 254/16, is a separate report (“Sustainability Report”) to this direc-
tors’ report, as required by Article 5, paragraph 3, letter b) of Legislative Decree 254/16. It 
is available on the website www.carraro.com.
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Statement of reconciliation of consolidated 
net profit/(loss) and shareholders’ equity 
with the net profit/(loss) and shareholders’ equity 
of the parent company

The following statement illustrates the reconciliation of the consolidated net income and 
shareholders’ equity as disclosed in the Consolidated Financial Statements and the net in-
come and shareholders’ equity disclosed in the Financial Statements of Carraro Spa:

Items Net profit/
(loss) for the 

period

Shareholders’ 
equity for the 

period

Net profit/
(loss) for the 

previous year

Shareholders’ 
equity for the 
previous year

Net profit/(loss) and shareholders’ equity 
of Carraro Spa

7??:AA?  9<:888  ?<:8A8  9=:ABC 

Net profit/(loss) and shareholders’ equity 
of subsidiaries

 =:=AB  ?<8:BC8  ?9:@B9  ?C;:@8? 

Aggregate ;58949  2298705  /28443  2668373 

Elimination of carrying amount of subsidiaries  A:;8; 7?CA:=?<  8:@;C 78AA:9?; 

Consolidation adjustments  7?:A<B  A;:;?= 78=:C;A  A;:;A< 

Profit and shareholders’ equity ;/8320  9/8209  78649  6/8/35 

Recognition of minority interests 78B; 7C:A<@ 7=@B 7C:?;? 

Profit and shareholders’ equity 
of the Group

;/8260  :/8794  78020  95823/ 

The information required by Article 152 quinquies 1 of the Issuers’ Regulations and Reg-
ulation EU 596/2014 Article 19 (information on the equity investments in the Parent Com-
pany Carraro Spa and its subsidiaries held by directors, statutory auditors and …omitted…) 
is set forth in a specific statement annexed to the Explanatory Notes to the Financial State-
ments to which this Report refers.

Enrico Carraro
Chairman
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Consolidated income statement

Notes /010212323 /010212304

A) Revenues from sales

?) Products ,  <=8:=?@  BA8:B<9 

8) Services ,  B:A88  A:C8= 

A) Other revenues ,  ?;:@AC  ?8:A@8 

Total revenues from sales 0  5678967  :578759 

B) Operating costs

?) Purchases of goods and materials ,  89@:C8B  A<<:8== 

8) Services ,  @?:<A<  @@:@B? 

A) Use of third7party goods and services ,  ??9  9< 

<) Personnel costs ,  9C:8;C  C?:9AB 

B) Amortisation: depreciation and impairment of assets ,  8;:<B8  8;:8AB 

B>a) depreciation of property: plant and equipment ,  ?@:?89  ?=:9== 

B>b) amortisation of intangible fixed assets ,  A:89<  A:A<9 

B>c) impairment of fixed assets , 79 79B 

B>d) impairment of receivables ,  <9  ?;= 

=) Changes in inventories ,  CC 7=:=AB 

@) Provision for risks and other liabilities ,  ?:C?A  @:ABC 

9) Other income and expenses , 7<:?CB 79:??? 

C) Internal construction , 7<<; 7<=C 

Total operating costs 2  5998:0:  :298/0: 

Operating profit/(loss)  02809/  228:/0 

C) Gains/(losses) on financial assets

?;) Income and expenses from equity investments ,  7  89; 

??) Other financial income ,  ?:8BA  CA< 

?8) Financial costs and expenses , 7?<:<9= 7?;:@C; 

?A) Net gains/(losses) on foreign exchange ,  AB=  @< 

?<) Value adjustments of financial assets , 7?:B;= 78:8A< 

?B) Income (charges) from hyperinflation ,  <CA 7ABC 

Net gains/(losses) on financial assets / ;0/8743 ;02834: 

Profit/(loss) before taxes  ;08626  0385/9 

?B) Current and deferred income taxes <  ?:8C<  ?:=<; 

Net profit/(loss) ;/8320  78649 

?=) Minority interests , 78B; 7=@B 

Group consolidated profit/(loss) ;/8260  78020 

Earnings (losses) per share :

Basic: for the profit/loss for the period attributable to ordinary shareholders 
of the parent company

7F ;>;< F ;>?? 

Diluted: for the profit/loss for the period attributable to ordinary shareholders 
of the parent company

7F ;>;< F ;>?? 
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Consolidated comprehensive income statement

Notes /010212323 /010212304

Net profit/(loss) for the period < ;/8320  78649 

Other income components that could be recognised 
in the income statement in subsequent periods>

< <

Change in cash7flow hedge reserve C 78?=  ?A; 

Exchange differences from the translation of items from foreign operations ?B  <C<  7?:==@ 

Taxes on other comprehensive income components  BA 7A8 

Total other income components that could be recognised in the income 
statement in subsequent periods>

 //0  08:94

Other income components that will not be recognised 
in the income statement in subsequent periods>

< <

Change in the provision for discounting employee benefits ?C 7?98 78?= 

Taxes on other comprehensive income components ,  ?9  =9 

Total other income components that will not be recognised 
in the income statement in subsequent periods>

< ;095 ;057 

Other comprehensive income components8 net of tax effects <  096 ;08606

Total comprehensive income for the period < ;287:5  68364 

Total comprehensive income attributable to> < <

Shareholders of the parent company , 7A:?;;  =:<?A 

Profit/(loss) pertaining to minorities ,  8<=  === 

Total comprehensive income for the period ;287:5  68364 

Consolidated statement of financial position

Notes /010212323 /010212304
A) Non7current assets

?) Property: plant and equipment =  ?B8:9@?  ?B9:@9B 
8) Intangible fixed assets @  <=:CC=  B8:B<< 
A) Real estate investments 9  @BB  =CB 
<) Investments C  7  ?:B;= 
B) Financial assets ?;  @:88A  @:@@< 

B>?) Loans and receivables  B:A9B  =:B=8 
B>8) Other financial assets ?:9A9  ?:8?8 

=) Deferred tax assets ??  ?C:A?9  8;:A9C 
@) Trade receivables and other receivables ?8  <:8@<  <:?9? 

@>?) Trade receivables  7  7 
@>8) Other receivables <:8@<  <:?9? 

Total non;current assets 2/085/6  25:8765 
B) Current assets

?) Closing inventory ?A  ??9:CC9  ?8A:8?8 
8) Trade receivables and other receivables ?8  C<:=9C  C<:8<A 

8>?) Trade receivables  =?:B;?  B9:A?B 
8>8) Other receivables  AA:?99  AB:C89 

A) Financial assets ?;  A:;C;  8:;<9 
A>?) Loans and receivables  ?:@C<  ?:<B= 
A>8) Other financial assets ?:8C=  BC8 

<) Cash and cash equivalents ?<  A<@:8=A  @=:?8; 
<>?) Cash  @@  @8 
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Notes /010212323 /010212304
<>8) Bank current accounts and deposits  A<@:?9=  @=:;<9 
<>A) Other cash and cash equivalents  7  7 

Total current assets :958353  24:892/ 
Total assets  64:8566  :508546 

Notes /010212323 /010212304
A) Shareholders’ equity ?B

?) Share Capital  <?:<BA  <?:<BA 
8) Other Reserves  B:CCA  @:@B= 
A) Profits/(Losses) brought forward  7  7 
<) Cash flow hedge reserve 7B?  ??A 
B) Provision for discounting employee benefits  ?8B  89< 
=) Foreign currency translation reserve  C:=?C  =:<@= 
@) Profit/loss for the year pertaining to the group 7A:8@?  9:?8? 

Group shareholders’ equity  :/8797  95823/ 
9) Minority interests  C:A<@  C:?;? 

Total shareholders’ equity  9/820:  6/8/35 
B) Non7current liabilities

?) Financial liabilities ?=  <@<:<@@  ?C<:;C= 
?>?) Bonds  A8<:<AA  ?@=:@;@ 
?>8) Loans  ?B;:;<<  ?@:A=9 
?>A) Other financial liabilities  7  8? 

8) Trade payables and other payables ?@  =8  ??B 
8>?) Trade payables  7  7 
8>8) Other payables  =8  ??B 

A) Deferred tax liabilities ??  ?:<@@  ?:9CC 
<) Provision for employee benefits/retirement ?C  C:A@C  C:@=C 

<>?) Provision for severance indemnity  @:@89  9:?C@ 
<>8) Provision for retirement benefits  ?:=B?  ?:B@8 

B) Provisions for risks and liabilities 8;  A:;8<  A:@<= 
B>?) Provision for warranties  8:A??  8:C9C 
B>8) Provision for legal claims  B=  B= 
B>A) Provision for restructuring and reconversion  7  7 
B><) Other provisions  =B@  @;? 

Total non;current liabilities  5778504  234892: 
C) Current liabilities

?) Financial liabilities ?=  89:<@=  ?@:9=? 
?>?) Bonds  7  7 
?>8) Loans  8A:9;;  ?B:;=@ 
?>A) Other financial liabilities  <:=@=  8:@C< 

8) Trade payables and other payables ?@  ?C=:@@<  8?C:8<@ 
8>?) Trade payables  ?<;:<;;  ?B;:?=C 
8>8) Other payables  B=:A@<  =C:;@9 

A) Current taxes payables ?9  8:@9<  B:AA? 
<) Provisions for risks and liabilities 8;  ?B:9;C  ?=:?8C 

<>?) Provision for warranties  ?;:A;C  ?A:A?@ 
<>8) Provision for legal claims  A?<  <=? 
<>A) Provision for restructuring and reconversion  ?:;@?  ?:<9A 
<><) Other provisions  <:??B  9=9 

Total current liabilities  25/875/  2:78:97 
Total liabilities  6/28292  597804/ 
Total shareholders’ equity and liabilities  64:8566 :508546 
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Statement of changes 
in consolidated shareholders’ equity

Share 
Capital

Other reserves Provision 
for dis;

counting 
employee 

benefits 

Reserve
cash;

flow 
hedge

Foreign currency 
translation reserve

Profit/
(Loss) 

for the 
period

Equity of 
Group

Minority  
interests

Total

Capital 
reserves

Other 
reserves

Treasury 
stock 

acquired

On capital 
reserves

On profit 
reserves

Balance as at 
01012304 

 5085:/  /383/: ;7856: ;98999  507  23  20: ;08574  028076  968947  48/69  668365 

Total profit/loss
for the year

 ;0/5 4/ < ;08996 78020 9850/ 999 68364

Transactions with 
shareholders>

Allocation of 8;?9 
residual profit

?8:?9@ , , , , 7?8:?9@, 7 , 7 

Allocation 
of Carraro Spa 
dividend

7?;:;88 , , , , , 7?;:;88 7CA= 7?;:CB9 

Hyperinflation 
effect (Carraro 
Argentina)

7C:8@< , , ,C:88A ,  7B? ,  7B? 

Ifrs ?= 7 “Restate7
ment Effect”

78C 78C 7B 7A<

Exchange impact 
“capital reserves”

,7 , , ?C< , , ?C<  7 ?C< 

Total transactions 
of the period

 ; ; ;680/7  ; ;  ;  045  4822/ ;028076 ;48437 ;450 ;038754 

Balance as at 
/010212304

 5085:/  /383/: ;0:890/ ;98999  275  00/  534 98396  78020  95823/  48030  6/8/35

Share 
Capital

Other reserves Provision 
for dis;

counting 
employee 

benefits 

Reserve
cash;

flow 
hedge

Foreign currency 
translation reserve

Profit/
(Loss) 

for the 
period

Equity of 
Group

Minority  
interests

Total

Capital 
reserves

Other 
reserves

Treasury 
stock 

acquired

On capital 
reserves

On profit 
reserves

Balance as at 
01012323

 5085:/  /383/: ;0:890/ ;98999  275  00/  534 98396  78020  95823/  48030  6/8/35

Total profit/loss 
for the year

;0:4 ;095 <  545 ;/8260 ;/8033  259 ;287:5 

Transactions with 
shareholders>

Allocation of 8;?C 
residual profit

 9:?8? , , , , , 79:?8? 7 , 7 

Hyperinflation 
effect (Carraro 
Argentina)

7C:99< , , , ,  C:@A@ , 7?<@ , 7?<@ 

Exchange impact 
“capital reserves”

,7 , , 7?;:;;;  8:C?8  7 7@:;99  7 7@:;99 

Total transactions 
of the period

 ; ; ;0869/  ;  ;  ; ;038333  028954 ;78020 ;682/:  ; ;682/: 

Balance as at 
/010212323

 5085:/  /383/: ;068/69 ;98999  02: ;:0 ;48:40  048203 ;/8260  :/8797  48/56  9/820: 

For further details regarding changes in consolidated shareholders’ equity, please refer to note no.15 below. 
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Consolidated statement of cash flows

Notes /010212323 /010212304

Profit/(loss) for the year pertaining to the Group B 7A:8@? 9:?8?

Profit/(Loss) for the year pertaining to minority interests 8B; =@B

Tax for the year < ?:8C< ?:=<;

Profit/(loss) before taxes ;08626 0385/9

Depreciation of property: plant and equipment 8 ?@:?89 ?=:9==

Amortisation of intangible fixed assets 8 A:89< A:A<9

Impairment of intangible assets 8 79 79B

Provisions for risks 8 8:<?A @:ABC

Provisions for employee benefits 8 <:8=< <:CB<

Net gains/(losses) on foreign exchange A 7AB= 7@<

Income and expenses from equity investments A 7 789;

Value adjustments of financial assets A ?:B;= 8:8A<

Other non7monetary income and expenses 7 7

Cash flows before changes in Net Working Capital 298:35 5586:7 

Changes in inventory ?A CC 7=:=AB

Change in trade receivables ?8 7B:CB< ?C:@8=

Change in trade payables ?@ 7B:A=@ 79:@C?

Change in other receivables/payables ?A7?@ 7??:@B? AA:=8<

Changes in receivables/payables for deferred taxation ?? 7?; 7A=

Use of provisions for employee benefits ?C 7<:=A@ 7<:CB8

Use of risks provisions for risks and liabilities 8; 78:B<; 79:C9C

Change in other financial assets and liabilities 7=C; 9C<

Tax payments < 78:==A 7A:9C8

Cash flows from operating activities ;68334 9:8636

Investments in material fixed assets and real estate = 7?B:<B< 788:9?@ 

Disinvestments and other movements in property: plant and equipment = 7A;; 799B 

Real estate investments 7=;  7 

Investments in intangible fixed assets @ 7@C9 7?:?98 

Disinvestments and other movements in intangible assets @  8:CA< 79 

Equity investments/divestments 7 A:@99

Cash flows from investing activities ;0/8967 ;208035

Change in financial assets ?; AC8 98A

Change in financial liabilities ?= 8C<:B<9 B:C89

Change in share capital ?B 7 7

Declared dividends  ?B 7 7?;:CB9

Entrance of non7controlling interests 7 7

Other movements of shareholders’ equity 7?:B8; 8;8

Cash flows from financing activities 24/8523 ;5833:

Total cash flows for the period 26286// 538:47

Opening cash and cash equivalents 698023 /:8906

Exchange changes in cash and cash equivalents 7?:BC; 7CB

Closing cash and cash equivalents /56829/ 698023
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Explanatory and supplementary notes
to the Consolidated Accounts
as at 21 december "#"#

1. Introduction
Publication of the Consolidated Financial Statements of Carraro Spa and “Carraro Group” 

subsidiaries for the year ended 31 December 2020 was authorised by a resolution of the Board 
of Directors on 26 March 2021.

Carraro Spa is a joint-stock company registered in Italy at the Padua Companies Register 
and controlled by Finaid Spa.

Carraro Spa is not subject to management and coordination activities under the terms of 
Art. 2497 et seq of the Italian Civil Code.

The controlling shareholder Finaid Spa does not perform any activity of management 
and coordination in relation to Carraro, and in particular:

› Finaid is a purely financial holding; 
› Finaid does not issue any directions to Carraro;
› the Finaid Board of Directors does not approve Carraro’s strategic or business plans 

nor does it “interfere” regularly in its operations; and
› there are no relationships of a commercial or financial nature between Finaid and Car-

raro.
These financial statements are presented in euros, as this is the currency in which most of 

the group’s operations are conducted. The foreign companies are included in the consolidat-
ed financial statements in accordance with the principles described in the notes that follow.

Amounts in these financial statements are given in thousands of euros, while amounts in 
the notes are indicated in millions of euros.

The Carraro Group companies are principally engaged in the manufacture and market-
ing of drive systems developed for agricultural tractors, construction equipment, material 
moving machinery, light commercial vehicles and automobiles, and electronic control and 
power systems.

The Carraro Group is organised into two CGUs (Cash Generating Units): Carraro Drive 
Tech and Agritalia.

Reporting criteria and accounting principles
The annual Financial Statements are drawn up in compliance with the International 

Financial Reporting Standards (‘Ifrs’) issued by the International Accounting Standards 
Board (“Iasb”) and endorsed by the European Union, and with the measures issued imple-
menting Article 9 of Legislative Decree 38/2005. The term Ifrs also includes the revised 
International Accounting Standards (Ias) and all interpretations of the International Fi-
nancial Reporting Interpretations Committee (Ifric) previously known as the Standard 
Interpretation Committee (Sic). These standards are the same as those used for the Fi-
nancial Statements as at 31 December 2019, with the exceptions described in paragraph 3.3 
“Accounting standards, amendments and interpretations applicable as of 1 January 2020”.

The financial statements were prepared assuming that the company is a going concern. For 
further details, please refer to the Directors’ Report on Operations (“Consob Alert 1/2021”).
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2. Form and content of the financial statements
These consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the re-

vised International Accounting Standards (Ias/Ifrs) ratified by the European Union and to 
this end the figures of financial statements of the consolidated subsidiary companies have 
been reclassified and adjusted appropriately.

This document contains a number of “alternative performance indicators” not envisaged 
by the Ifrs accounting standards: 

› Ebitda (understood as the sum of operating profit/(loss), amortisation, depreciation 
and impairment of fixed assets); 

› Ebit (understood as operating profit/(loss) in the income statement); 
› Net Financial Position: Esma net debt determined in accordance with the provisions 

of paragraph 127 of the recommendations contained in the Esma document no. 319 of 
2013, implementing Regulation (EC) 809/2004, deducting, where applicable, non-cur-
rent receivables and financial assets, and the e"ects of the application of Ifrs 16.

2.1 Format of the consolidated financial statements
With regard to the format of consolidated accounting schedules, the Group opted for the 

presentation of the following accounting statements.

Income Statement
Items on the consolidated income statement are classified by their nature. 

Statement of Comprehensive Income
The statement of comprehensive income includes items of income and costs that are not 

posted in the period income statement, as required or permitted by the Ifrs, such as chang-
es to the cash flow hedge reserve, changes to the provision for employee benefits, actuarial 
gains and losses, changes to the translation reserve and the result of financial assets avail-
able for sale.

Statement of Financial Position
The consolidated interim statement of financial position is presented with separate dis-

closure of Assets, Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity.
Assets and Liabilities are illustrated in the Consolidated Financial Statements according 

to their classification as current and non-current.

Statement of Changes in Shareholders’ Equity
The statement of changes in shareholders’ equity is presented in accordance with the re-

quirements of the international accounting standards, showing the comprehensive income 
for the period and all changes generated from transactions with shareholders.

Statement of Cash Flows
The consolidated statement of cash flows illustrates the changes in cash and cash equiv-

alents (as presented in the statement of financial position) divided by cash generating area, 
indicating financial flows in accordance with the “indirect method”, as permitted by Ias 7.
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Accounting statements of transactions with related parties (Consob regulation 15519)
With reference to the reporting of related-party transactions in the financial statements, 

provided for in Consob Regulation 15519 of 27 July 2006, balances of a significant amount 
are specifically indicated, to facilitate understanding of the assets and liabilities, financial 
position and results of the Group, in the table of paragraph 8 below on related-party trans-
actions. 

2.2 Content of the Consolidated Financial Statements

Basis of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements of the Group include the financial statements of 

Carraro Spa and companies it directly or indirectly controls.
Subsidiaries are companies in which the Company exercises control. The Company con-

trols another company when it is exposed, or has rights, to the variability of the subsidiary’s 
results, based on its involvement with the subsidiary, and can influence those results by 
exercising its power. 

Control may be exercised through directly or indirectly holding the majority of shares 
with voting rights, or on the basis of contractual or legal agreements, also regardless of 
shareholding relations. The existence of potential voting rights that may be exercised at the 
reporting data is considered for the purposes of determining control. 

In general, the existence of control is assumed when the Parent Company holds, directly 
or indirectly, more than half the voting rights. 

Subsidiaries are consolidated on a line-by-line basis, starting from the date when control 
is actually acquired and stop being consolidated at the date when control is transferred to 
third parties. 

The following companies are consolidated using the line-by-line method:

Name Based in Currency Nominal value
Share capital

Group 
stake

Parent company>

Carraro Spa Campodarsego (Padua) Eur  <?:<B8:B<< ,

Italian subsidiaries>

Siap Spa Maniago (Pordenone) Eur  ?9:C;A:;;; @=>@=%

Driveservice Srl Campodarsego (Padua) Eur A;:;;; ?;;>;;%

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa Campodarsego (Padua) Eur B:;;;:;;; ?;;>;;%

Carraro International Se Campodarsego (Padua) Eur  ?A:B;;:;;; ?;;>;;%

Foreign subsidiaries>

Carraro Technologies India Pvt> Ltd> Pune (India) Inr  ?9:;;;:;;; ?;;>;;%

Carraro Argentina Sa Haedo (Argentina) Ars  ?:CB<:A89:CAC CC>CB%

Carraro China Drive System Tsingtao (China) Cny  ?=9:?;A:8?C ?;;>;;%

Carraro India Ltd> Pune (India) Inr  B=9:B?B:A9; ?;;>;;%

Carraro North America Inc> Virginia Beach (Usa) Usd  ?:;;; ?;;>;;%

Carraro Drive Tech Do Brasil Comercio 
e Industria de Sistemas Automotivos Ltda

Caxias do Sul (Brazil) Brl AC:B9A:<98 ?;;>;;%

Carraro Finance Sa Luxembourg Eur  A;:;;; ?;;>;;%

Mini Gears Inc Virginia Beach (Usa) Usd  9:C?;:;;; ?;;>;;%
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Associated companies are consolidated using the net equity method as better defined in 
the following paragraph “Accounting standards and measurement criteria”.

A breakdown of the equity investments is given below:

Name Based in Currency Nominal value
Share capital

Group 
stake

Enertronica Santerno Spa Milan Eur  @9<:C99 8;>8<%

Changes in the scope of consolidation and other operations of company reorganisation
Demerger of Drive Tech Spa and merger with Carraro International SE
E"ective 1 August 2020, Carraro Drive Tech Spa was subject to a partial, non-proportion-

al demerger, by transferring a business unit to Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa; at the same 
time, the merger of Carraro Drive Tech Spa with Carraro International Se took place. 

Merger of Carraro Germania Srl with Carraro Spa
E"ective 1.1.2020, Carraro Spa merged Carraro Germania Srl, wholly owned as of De-

cember 31, 2019.

Constitution of Carraro Finance Sa
Carraro Finance Sa, wholly owned by Carraro International Se, was incorporated on 30 

October 2020.

3. Consolidation criteria and accounting standards

3.1 Consolidation criteria

The figures are consolidated using the line by line method, that is assuming the entire 
amount of the assets, liabilities, costs and revenues of the individual companies, regardless 
of the stock held in the company.

Foreign companies are consolidated using financial statement formats in line with the 
layout adopted by the parent company and compiled in accordance with common account-
ing standards, as applied for Carraro Spa. Where necessary, to achieve alignment with the 
reporting dates of the foreign companies, infra-annual financial statements as at 31 Decem-
ber 2020 have been provided by the directors, with the same criteria as those for year-end 
statements.

The carrying amount of consolidated equity interests, held by Carraro Spaor by other 
companies within the scope of consolidation, was o"set by the relevant amount of share-
holders’ equity in the subsidiary companies.

The amount of shareholders’ equity and the net profit/(loss) of these third-party share-
holders are shown in the Consolidated Statement of Financial Position, Consolidated In-
come Statement and Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income respectively.

Payable and receivables, income and expenditure and all operations undertaken between 
the companies included within the scope of consolidation have been eliminated, including 
dividends distributed within the Group.
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Profits not yet realised and capital gains and losses deriving from operations between 
companies of the Group have also been eliminated.

Intra-group losses that indicate impairment are recognised in the consolidated financial 
statements.

Financial statements denominated in foreign currencies are translated into euros using 
the period-end exchange rates for assets and liabilities, historical exchange rates for eq-
uity items and average exchange rates for the period for the income statement, except for 
investments in hyperinflationary economies, for which the period-end exchange rates re-
quired by Ias 21, paragraph 42.b, were also used to translate the income statement.

Exchange di"erences resulting from this conversion method are shown in a specific 
shareholders’ equity item entitled “Foreign currency translation reserve”.

The exchange rates applied for the translation of balances presented in foreign curren-
cies were as follows:

Currency Average exchange 
rate for 2323

Exchange rate as at 
/010212323

Average exchange 
rate for 2304

Exchange rate as at 
/010212304

Indian rupee 9<>=AC8 9C>==;B @9>9A=? 9;>?9@;

US dollar ?>?<88 ?>88@? ?>??CB ?>?8A<

Chinese renminbi @>9@<@ 9>;88B @>@ABB @>98;B

Argentine peso 9;>C8?9 ?;A>8<C< BA>988C =@>8@<C

Brazilian real B>9C<A =>A@AB <><?A< <>B?B@

3.2 Discretionary valuations and significant accounting estimates

Estimates and assumptions
In the application of the Group’s accounting standards, the directors have not made deci-

sions based on discretionary evaluations (excluding those which involve estimates) having 
a significant e"ect on the values in the financial statements.

The activities that most required the use of estimates were those concerning the impair-
ment test on goodwill, the analysis of deferred tax assets, development costs, provisions for 
risks and charges and the write-down of receivables and inventories.

In this regard, the estimates made as at 31 December 2020 reflect the considerations 
made by the Directors concerning possible developments linked to the national and inter-
national scenario marked by the spread of Covid-19 and the consequent restrictive mea-
sures for its containment, implemented by the public authorities of the countries a"ected. 

From the analysis conducted by the Directors in consideration of the foreseeable income 
flows based on the most up-to-date estimates, the type of customers served, the dynamics 
of the orders received, at present there are no significant uncertainties regarding the recov-
erability of the value of existing assets or the need to allocate specific risk provisions. For 
further details, please refer to the Directors’ Report on Operations (“Consob Alert 1/2021”).

Impairment loss on goodwill
Goodwill is examined for any impairment once a year. This test requires an estimate of 

the value in use of the cash generating unit to which the goodwill is attributed, which in 
turn is based on an estimate of the anticipated cash flows from the unit and their discount-
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ing based on an appropriate discount rate. For further details see note 7, also as regards the 
sensitivity analyses carried out on the possible impacts on the impairment test. 

Deferred tax assets
Deferred tax assets are recognised in compliance with Ias 12 and they include retained 

tax losses, to the extent that it is likely there will be future tax profits to o"set these losses 
with the returns of the temporary di"erences absorbed. A significant discretionary valua-
tion is required of the directors to determine the amount of the deferred tax assets that can 
be accounted for. They must estimate the probable timing and the amount of future taxable 
profits as well as a planning strategy for future taxation. The details are provided in note 11.

Pension funds and other post employment benefits 
The cost of defined-benefit pension plans is determined using actuarial valuations. The 

actuarial valuation requires assumptions on the discount rates, the expected rate of return 
on investments, future salary increments, mortality rates and future pension increases. 
Because of the long-term nature of these plans, these estimates are subject to a significant 
level of uncertainty. Further information is provided in note 19.

Development costs
Development costs have been capitalised based on the following accounting principle. In 

order to determine the amounts to be capitalised the directors must develop assumptions 
on anticipated future cash flows from assets, the discount rates to apply and the periods of 
manifestation of the anticipated benefits.

Provisions for risks and liabilities
The Group used estimates for the valuation of the provisions for credit risks, for work 

under warranties granted to customers, for company restructuring, for stock depreciation 
and for other risks and liabilities. Further details are provided in the notes relating to the 
individual financial statement items.

3.3 Accounting standards and measurement criteria

Ifrs accounting standards, amendments and interpretations 
adopted since 1 January 2020:

Definition of Material (Amendments to Ias 1 and Ias 8)
On 31 October 2018, the Iasb published the document “Definition of Material (Amend-

ments to Ias 1 and Ias 8)”. The document introduced a change in the definition of “material” 
contained in Ias 1 – “Presentation of Financial Statements” and Ias 8 – “Accounting Policies, 
Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors”. This amendment aims to make the definition 
of “material” more specific and introduces the concept of “obscured information” alongside 
the concepts of omitted or incorrect information already present in the two standards being 
amended. The amendment clarifies that information is “obscured” if it has been described 
in such a way that the e"ect on primary readers of financial statements would be similar to 
the e"ect that would have occurred if such information had been omitted or incorrect. The 
adoption of this amendment had no e"ect on the Group consolidated financial statements. 
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References to the Conceptual Framework in Ifrs Standards
On 29 March 2018, the Iasb published an amendment to the “References to the Concep-

tual Framework in Ifrs Standards”. The amendment is e"ective for periods beginning on 
or after 1 January 2020, but early application is permitted. The Conceptual Framework 
defines the fundamental concepts for financial reporting and guides the Board in the de-
velopment of Ifrs standards. The document helps to ensure that the Standards are concep-
tually consistent and that similar transactions are treated in the same way, so as to provide 
useful information to investors, lenders and other creditors. The Conceptual Framework 
supports companies in the development of accounting standards when no IFRS standard is 
applicable to a particular transaction and, more generally, helps stakeholders understand 
and interpret the Standards. 

Amendments to Ifrs 9, Ias 39 and Ifrs 7: Interest Rate Benchmark Reform
On 26 September 2019, the Iasb, published the amendment entitled “Amendments to Ifrs 

9, Ias 39 and Ifrs.7: Interest Rate Benchmark Reform”. It amends Ifrs 9 – Financial Instru-
ments and Ias 39 – Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement as well as Ifrs 
7 – Financial Instruments: Disclosures. In particular, the amendment changes some of the 
requirements for the application of hedge accounting, providing for temporary exceptions 
to the same, in order to mitigate the impact of the uncertainty of the Ibor reform on future 
cash flows in the period prior to its completion. The amendment also requires companies to 
provide additional information in their financial statements on their coverage ratios which 
are directly a"ected by the uncertainties generated by the reform and to which the above 
exceptions apply. The adoption of this amendment had no e"ect on the Group consolidated 
financial statements. 

Definition of a Business (Amendments to Ifrs 3)
On 22 October 2018, the Iasb published the document “Definition of a Business (Amend-

ments to Ifrs 3)”. The document provides some clarifications regarding the definition of 
business for the purposes of the correct application of Ifrs 3. In particular, the amendment 
clarifies that while a business usually produces an output, the presence of an output is not 
strictly necessary to identify a business in the presence of an integrated set of activities/
processes and assets. However, to meet the definition of business, an integrated set of ac-
tivities/processes and goods must include, as a minimum, a substantial input and process 
that together contribute significantly to the ability to create output. To this end, the Iasb 
has replaced the term “ability to create output” with “ability to contribute to the creation 
of output” to clarify that a business can exist even without the presence of all the inputs 
and processes necessary to create an output. The amendment also introduced an optional 
test (“concentration test”), which makes it possible to exclude the presence of a business if 
the price paid is substantially related to a single asset or group of assets. The amendments 
apply to all business combinations and acquisitions of assets after 1 January 2020, but early 
application is permitted. The adoption of this amendment had no e"ect on the Group con-
solidated financial statements. 

Covid-19 Related Rent Concessions (Amendment to Ifrs 16)
On 28 May 2020, the Iasb published an amendment called.“Covid-19 Related Rent Con-

cessions (Amendment to Ifrs 16)”. The document provides lessees with the option to ac-
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count for reductions in lease fees related to Covid-19 without having to assess, through the 
analysis of the contracts, whether the definition of lease modification of Ifrs 16 is complied 
with. Therefore, lessees applying this option will be able to account for the e"ects of lease 
fee reductions directly in the income statement on the e"ective date of the reduction. This 
amendment applies to financial statements beginning on 1 June 2020. The adoption of this 
amendment had no e"ect on the Group consolidated financial statements.

Ifrs and Ifric accounting standards, amendments and interpretations 
endorsed by the European Union, not yet mandatorily applicable 
and not adopted in advance by the Group as at 31 December 2020:

Extension of the Temporary Exemption from Applying Ifrs 9 (Amendments to Ifrs 4)
On 28 May 2020, the Iasb published an amendment called.“Extension of the Tempo-

rary Exemption from Applying Ifrs 9 (Amendments to Ifrs 4)”. The amendments allow 
temporary exemption from application of Ifrs 9 until 1 January 2023 for insurance. All 
amendments will enter into force on 1 January 2021. The directors do not expect a signifi-
cant e"ect in the consolidated financial statements of the Group from the adoption of this 
amendment. 

Interest Rate Benchmark Reform—Phase 2
On 27 August 2020, in the light of the reform on interbank interest rates such as Ibor, the 

Iasb published the document “Interest Rate Benchmark Reform—Phase 2” which contains 
amendments to the following standards:

› Ifrs 9 Financial Instruments;
› Ias 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement;
› Ifrs 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures;
› Ifrs 4 Insurance Contracts; and
› Ifrs 16 Leases.
All amendments will become e"ective on 1 January 2021. The directors are currently 

evaluating the possible e"ects of introduction of this amendment on the Group’s consoli-
dated financial statements.

Ifrs standards, amendments and interpretations 
not yet endorsed by the European Union:

At the date of this document, the competent bodies of the European Union had not yet 
completed the process to endorse the adoption of the amendments and standards described 
below:

Ifrs 17 – Insurance Contracts
On 18 May 2017, the Iasb published Ifrs 17 – Insurance Contracts, which is intended to 

replace Ifrs 4 – Insurance Contracts.
The objective of the new standard is to ensure that an entity provides relevant infor-

mation that faithfully represents the rights and obligations arising from issued insurance 
contracts. The Iasb developed the standard to eliminate inconsistencies and weaknesses in 
existing accounting policies, providing a single principle-based framework to take account 
of all types of insurance contracts, including reinsurance contracts that an insurer holds.
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The new standard also includes presentation and disclosure requirements to improve 
comparability between entities in this segment.

The new standard measures an insurance contract on the basis of a General Model or a 
simplified version of this, called the Premium Allocation Approach (“PAA”).
The main features of the General Model are:

› estimates and assumptions of future cash flows are always current;
› the measurement reflects the time value of money;
› the estimates involve extensive use of information observable on the market;
› there is a current and explicit measurement of the risk;
› the expected profit is deferred and aggregated in groups of insurance contracts at the 

time of initial recognition; and,
› the expected profit is recognised during the contractual coverage period, taking into 

account the adjustments resulting from changes in the assumptions relating to the 
cash flows for each group of contracts.

The PAA approach involves measuring the liability for the residual coverage of a group of 
insurance contracts provided that, at the time of initial recognition, the entity expects the 
liability to reasonably represent an approximation of the General Model. Contracts with 
a coverage period of one year or less are automatically eligible for the EAP approach. The 
simplifications resulting from the application of the PAA method do not apply to the mea-
surement of liabilities for outstanding claims, which are measured with the General Model. 
However, it is not necessary to discount those cash flows if it is expected that the balance 
to be paid or collected will occur within one year of the date on which the claim occurred. 
An entity shall apply the new standard to insurance contracts issued, including reinsurance 
contracts issued, reinsurance contracts held and also investment contracts with a discre-
tionary participation feature (Dpf ). The standard is applicable as from 1 January 2023 but 
early application is allowed only for companies that have implemented Ifrs 9 – Financial 
Instruments and Ifrs 15 – Revenue from Contracts with Customers. The directors do not 
expect a significant e"ect in the consolidated financial statements of the Group from the 
adoption of this standard.

Amendments to Ias 1 Presentation of Financial Statements: 
Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-current
On 23 January 2020, the Iasb published an amendment called “Amendments to Ias 1 Pre-

sentation of Financial Statements: Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-current”. 
The purpose of the document is to clarify how to classify short-term and long-term pay-
ables and other liabilities. The amendments enter into force on 1 January 2023; early appli-
cation is nevertheless possible. At the moment, the directors are considering the possible 
impacts of this amendment on the Group consolidated financial statements.

On 14 May 2020, the Iasb published the following amendments called:
Amendments to Ifrs 3 Business Combinations: The purpose of the amendments is to up-

date the reference in Ifrs 3 to the Conceptual Framework in its revised version, without 
changing the requirements of Ifrs 3.

Amendments to Ias 16 Property, Plant and Equipment: The purpose of the amendments is 
not to allow the amount received from the sale of goods produced during the testing phase 
of the asset to be deducted from the cost of tangible assets. These sales revenues and related 
costs will therefore be recognised in the income statement.

Amendments to Ias 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets: the amend-
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ment clarifies that when estimating the possible onerous nature of a contract, all costs di-
rectly attributable to the contract must be taken into account. Consequently, the assessment 
of whether a contract is onerous includes not only incremental costs (such as the cost of 
direct material used in processing), but also all costs that the company cannot avoid due to 
the fact that it has entered into the contract (such as, for example, the share of personnel 
costs and depreciation of machinery used to perform the contract).

Annual Improvements 2018-2020: The amendments were made to Ifrs 1 First-time Adop-
tion of International Financial Reporting Standards, Ifrs 9 Financial Instruments, Ias 41 
Agriculture and the Illustrative Examples of Ifrs 16 Leases.

All amendments will enter into force on 1 January 2022. At the moment, the directors are 
considering the possible impacts of these amendments on the Group consolidated financial 
statements.

Business Combinations and Goodwill 
Business combinations are accounted for according to the purchase method. This re-

quires the recognition at fair value of the identifiable assets (including intangible fixed as-
sets previously not recognised) and identifiable liabilities (including potential liabilities 
and excluding future restructuring) of the business acquired. 

The goodwill acquired through a business combination is initially measured at cost, rep-
resented by the amount by which the cost of the business combination exceeds the share 
attributable to the Group of the net fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and po-
tential liabilities (of the business acquired). In order to analyse appropriateness, goodwill 
acquired in a merger is allocated at the date of acquisition, to the individual cash generating 
units of the Group or to groups of cash generating units, which should benefit from the 
synergies of the combination, irrespective of whether other Group assets or liabilities are 
allocated to such units or groups of units. 

Each unit or group of units to which the goodwill is allocated:
› represents the lowest level, within the Group, at which the goodwill is monitored for 

internal management purposes; and
› is no larger than the business segments identified on the basis of the Group’s primary 

or secondary schedule of presentation of the segment reporting, determined on the 
basis of the indications of Ifrs 8 - “Operating Segments”.

When the goodwill represents part of a cash generating unit (or group of cash generating 
units) and part of the asset internal to that unit is transferred, the goodwill associated with 
the asset transferred is included in the carrying amount of the asset in order to determine 
the profit or loss generated by the transfer. Goodwill transferred in such cases is calculat-
ed on the basis of the values relating to the asset transferred and of the portion of the unit 
maintained in existence.

When the transfer concerns a subsidiary, the di"erence between the selling price and the 
net assets plus the accumulated translation di"erences and goodwill is recognised in the 
income statement.
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Acquisitions of additional equity interests after achieving control
Ias 27 Revised states that, once control of an entity has been obtained, transactions in 

which the controlling entity buys or sells further minority interests without a"ecting the 
control exercised over the subsidiary are transactions with owners and therefore must be 
recognised in shareholders’ equity. It follows that the carrying amount of the controlling 
and the minority interests must be adjusted to reflect the change in the equity investment 
in the subsidiary and any di"erence between the amount of the adjustment made to the 
minority interests and the fair value of the price paid or received in this transaction is rec-
ognised directly in shareholders’ equity and is attributed to the owners of the parent com-
pany. There will be no adjustments to the value of goodwill and profits or losses recognised 
in the income statement. Any ancillary expenses deriving from these transactions, more-
over, must be recognised in shareholders’ equity in accordance with the provisions of Ias 
32, paragraph 35.

Previously, in the absence of a specific Standard or Interpretation on the subject, in the 
case of acquisition of minority interests in companies already controlled, the Carraro Group 
had adopted the Parent Entity Extension Method, which involved recognition of the di"er-
ence between the purchase price and the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities under 
the item Goodwill. In the case of sale of minority interests without loss of control, instead, 
the Group recognised the di"erence between the carrying amount of the assets and liabili-
ties sold and the sales price in the income statement.

The measurement criteria and accounting standards are illustrated below for the most 
significant items.

Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment items are recognised at their historical cost, minus the 

related accumulated depreciation and cumulative impairment losses. This cost includes 
expenses for replacing parts of machinery and plant at the time they are incurred if this is 
in accordance with the recognition criteria. 

Depreciation is calculated on a straight-line basis with reference to the estimated useful 
life of the assets. 

Property, plant and equipment items are derecognised at the time of sale or once future 
economic benefits are no longer expected from their use or disposal. Any losses or profits 
(calculated as the di"erence between the net income on the sale and the carrying amount) 
are recognised in the income statement during the year of elimination as above. 

Assets held under finance leases, through which all the risks and benefits of ownership 
are transferred to the Group, are recognised as Group assets at their current value or, if 
lower, at the present value of the minimum lease payments. 

The corresponding liability to the lessor is included in the financial statements under 
financial payables. Leases where the lessor substantially retains all the risks and benefits 
of ownership are classified as operating leases and the related costs are recognised in the 
income statement over the term of the contract. 

The asset’s residual value, its useful life and the methods applied are reviewed annually 
and adjusted if necessary, at the end of each accounting period. On average the useful life, 
in years, is as follows: 
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Category Useful life

Industrial buildings 8;7B;

Plant ?B78B

Machinery ?B7?9

Equipment A7?B

Dies and models B79

Furniture and fittings ?B

Office machines B7?;

Motor vehicles B7?B

Real estate investments
Real estate investments are recognised at fair value and are not depreciated.

Intangible fixed assets
Intangible assets are recognised in the accounts only if they can be identified and checked, 

are expected to generate future economic benefits, and their cost can be reliably determined.
Intangible fixed assets with a limited life are carried at purchase or production cost net 

of amortisation and accumulated impairment losses.
Amortisation is calculated in relation to their anticipated useful life and starts when the 

asset becomes available for use.

Goodwill
Goodwill represents the surplus of the purchase cost compared to the acquirer’s interest 

in the fair value (referred to the identifiable net values of the assets or liabilities of the entity 
acquired).
After initial recognition, goodwill is carried at cost, less any cumulative impairment losses.

Goodwill is subject, at least once a year, to an impairment test, to identify any impairment 
losses. In order to perform a correct fair value analysis, the goodwill is allocated to each 
of the units generating financial flows that will benefit from the e"ects deriving from the 
acquisition.

Research and development costs
The costs of research are charged to the income statement when incurred, in accordance 

with Ias 38.
Again in compliance with Ias 38, development costs relating to specific projects are re-

corded among the assets only if all the following conditions are fulfilled:
› the asset can be identified;
› the technical feasibility of completing the intangible asset so that it will be available for 

use or sale exists;
› the intention to complete the intangible asset and use or sell it exists;
› the ability to use or sell the intangible asset exists;
› the availability of adequate technical, financial and other resources to complete the 

development and to use or sell the intangible asset exists;
› it is likely that the asset created will generate future financial benefits;
› the costs of the development of the asset can be reliably measured.
Such intangible assets are amortised on a straight-line basis over their useful lives.
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Licences, trademarks and similar rights
Trademarks and licences are stated at cost, net of amortisation and accumulated impair-

ment losses. The cost is amortised over the shorter of the duration of the contract and the 
limited useful life.

Software
The cost of software licences, inclusive of ancillary expenses, is capitalised and rec-

ognised net of amortisation and of any accumulated impairment losses. 
Such intangible assets are amortised on a straight-line basis over their useful lives.

Impairment losses
Where there are specific signs of impairment, tangible and intangible fixed assets are 

subject to an impairment test, estimating the recoverable value of the assets and comparing 
it with their net carrying amount. The recoverable value is the greater of the fair value of an 
asset net of selling costs and its value in use, which is determined as the present value of the 
cash flows that the company estimates will derive from the continuous use of the asset and 
from its disposal at the end of its useful life.

This recoverable value is determined for each individual asset except when the asset 
does not generate cash flows which are fully dependent on those generated by other assets.

If the recoverable value is lower than the carrying amount, the latter is reduced accord-
ingly. This reduction represents an impairment loss, which is recognised in the income 
statement.

If there is no longer any reason for an impairment loss previously recognised to be main-
tained, with the exception of goodwill and of intangible assets with an unlimited useful life, 
the carrying amount is reinstated to the new value deriving from the estimate, provided 
that this value does not exceed the net carrying amount which the asset would have had, if 
no impairment had ever been made and net of amortisation that would have accumulated. 
The value written back is also recorded in the income statement.

Impairment tests are carried out annually in the case of goodwill and of intangible fixed 
assets with an unlimited useful life.

Impairment tests are also carried out on all assets with independent flows that show 
evidence of impairment.

Equity investments in associated companies
An associated company is an entity over which the Group is able to exercise significant 

influence, but does not have control or joint control, via the equity investment, over the 
financial and operating policies of the subsidiary.

The income, expenses, assets and liabilities of associated companies are shown in the 
consolidated financial statements using the net equity method. 
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Equity investments in other companies and other securities
In accordance with Ifrs 9 and Ias 32, equity investments in companies other than sub-

sidiaries and associates are classified as financial assets available for sale (hold to collect 
contractual cash flow and sell), and are carried at fair value except in cases where it is not 
possible to determine the market price or the fair value: in this case the cost method is used.

Profits and losses deriving from value adjustments are recognised in the statement of 
comprehensive income and accumulated in a specific shareholders’ equity reserve.

In the presence of permanent impairment losses or in the event of a sale, profits and 
losses recognised up to that moment in shareholders’ equity are recognised in the income 
statement.

Financial assets
The standard Ifrs 9 sets out the following types of financial instruments: financial assets 

at amortised cost, financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, and financial assets at 
fair value through other comprehensive income. Initially, all financial assets are recognised 
at fair value, increased, in the case of assets other than those at fair value, by any ancillary 
expenses. The company establishes the classification of its financial assets at initial regis-
tration and, where appropriate and permitted, revises the classification at the end of each 
financial year.

All standardised (regular way) purchases and sales of financial assets are recognised 
at the trade date, or at the date on which the company undertakes to acquire the asset. 
Standardised purchases and sales means all purchase/sale transactions on financial assets 
which require the handing over of the assets in the period generally envisaged by the regu-
lations and by the practices of the market on which the trade occurs.

Financial assets measured at amortised cost
Financial assets that meet both of the following conditions are measured at amortised 

cost:
› the financial asset is held within a business model whose objective is to hold financial 

assets in order to collect contractual cash flows;
› the contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on specified dates to cash flows 

that are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding.
This amortised cost is calculated as the value initially recognised, less the repayment of 

the principal, plus or minus the amortisation accumulated using the e"ective interest rate 
method on any di"erence between the value initially recognised and the amount at maturi-
ty. This calculation includes all the fees or points paid between the parties, which form an 
integral part of the e"ective interest rate, the transaction costs and other premiums or dis-
counts. For investments measured at their amortised cost, profits and losses are recognised 
in the income statement at the moment in which the investment is derecognised or in the 
event of an impairment loss, as well as by means of the amortisation process.
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Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
Financial assets are measured at fair value through other comprehensive income if both 

of the following conditions are met:
› the financial asset is held within a business model whose objective is achieved by both 

collecting contractual cash flows and selling financial assets and
› the contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on specified dates to cash flows 

that are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding.
On disposal of the financial asset, amounts previously recognised in other comprehen-

sive income are reversed to the income statement, unless the financial asset was an equity 
instrument not held for trading, in which case they are not expected to be recycled on dis-
posal and the other comprehensive income reserves accumulated over time are reversed 
directly to other available reserves.

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
If a financial asset is not measured at amortised cost or at fair value through other com-

prehensive income, it must be measured at fair value and any changes in fair value are rec-
ognised in the income statement for the period in which they arise.

Derecognition of financial assets and liabilities
Financial assets
A financial asset (or, if applicable, part of a financial asset or parts of a group of similar 

financial assets) is derecognised when:
› the right to receive the cash flows from the asset has expired;
› the Group maintains the right to receive cash flows from the asset, but has undertaken 

a contractual commitment to pay them in full and without delay to a third party; 
› the Group has transferred the rights to receive cash flows from the asset and (a) has 

essentially transferred all the risks and benefits of the ownership of the financial asset 
or (b) has not transferred or essentially withheld all the risks and benefits of the asset, 
but has transferred control of the same.

In cases where the Group has transferred the rights to receive cash flows from an asset 
and has not essentially transferred or withheld all the risks and benefits or has not lost con-
trol over the same, the asset is recorded in the Group’s financial statements to the extent 
of the latter’s residual involvement in this asset. The residual involvement, which takes the 
form of a guarantee on the asset transferred, is measured at the lower of the initial carrying 
amount of the asset and the maximum amount which the Group could be obliged to pay. 

In cases where the residual involvement takes the form of an option issued and/or ac-
quired on the asset transferred (including options settled in cash or similar), the extent 
of the Group’s involvement corresponds to the amount of the asset transferred which the 
company could re-acquire; however, in the case of a put option issued on an asset measured 
at fair value (including options settled in cash or by means of similar provisions), the ex-
tent of the Group’s residual involvement is limited to the lower of the fair value of the asset 
transferred and the exercise price of the option.
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Financial liabilities
A financial liability is derecognised when the underlying obligation is discharged, can-

celled or fulfilled.
In cases where an existing financial liability is replaced by another of the same lender, 

under essentially di"erent conditions, or the conditions of an existing liability are essential-
ly changed, this change or amendment is treated as derecognition of the original liability 
and recognition of a new liability. Any di"erence between the carrying amounts are rec-
ognised in the income statement.

Impairment losses on financial assets
The Group assesses whether a financial asset or group of financial assets has undergone 

a loss in value at the end of each accounting period. 

Assets measured on the basis of amortised cost
If there is objective evidence that a loan or receivable recognised at amortised cost has 

su"ered an impairment loss, the amount of the loss is measured as the di"erence between 
the carrying amount of the asset and the present value of the estimated future cash flows 
(excluding future receivable losses not yet incurred) discounted at the original e"ective 
interest rate of the financial asset (that is the e"ective interest rate calculated at the date of 
initial recognition). The carrying amount of the asset is reduced both directly and by setting 
aside provisions. The amount of the loss will be recognised in the income statement.

The Group assesses first of all the existence of objective evidence of impairment at the 
individual level. In the absence of objective evidence of an impairment loss for a financial 
asset measured individually, whether significant or otherwise, this asset is included in a 
group of financial assets with similar credit risk features and the group is subject to as-
sessment for impairment losses in a collective manner. Assets assessed at the individual 
level, for which an impairment loss is seen or continues to be seen, will not be included in 
collective valuation.

If, in a subsequent accounting period, the amount of an impairment loss decreases and 
this reduction can objectively be traced back to an event which took place after the impair-
ment loss was recognised, the value previously written down is reinstated. Any subsequent 
write-backs are recognised in the income statement, provided that the carrying amount of 
the asset does not exceed the amortised cost at the date of the reversal.

Assets recognised at cost 
If objective evidence exists of the loss in value of an unlisted instrument representing 

equity which is not recognised at fair value because its value cannot be measured reliably, 
or of a derivative instrument which is linked to this equity instrument and must be settled 
by means of the consignment of the instrument, the amount of the impairment loss is giv-
en as the di"erence between the carrying amount of the asset and the present value of the 
expected future cash flows and discounted at the current market rate of return for a similar 
financial asset.

Available-for-sale financial assets 
In the event of an impairment loss of an available-for-sale financial asset, a value equal to 

the di"erence between its cost (net of repayment of the principal and amortisation) and its 
current fair value, net of any losses in value previously recognised in the income statement, 
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is transferred from the statement of comprehensive income to the income statement. Write-
backs relating to equity instruments classified as available for sale are not recognised in the 
income statement. Writebacks relating to debt instruments are recognised in the income 
statement if the increase in the fair value of the instrument can be objectively traced back 
to an event which took place after the loss was recognised in the income statement. 

Inventories
Inventories are measured at the lower of the average purchase or production cost for the 

period, and market value. Production cost includes materials, labour and direct and indirect 
manufacturing costs. Obsolete or slow-moving stocks are written down appropriately, as 
well as in consideration of their anticipated future use and their realisation value.

Works in progress to order
Works in progress are recognised based on the progress method (or percentage of com-

pletion) according to which costs, revenues and the margin are recognised based on the 
progress of production activities. The Group adopts the percentage of completion method. 
Job order revenues include sums paid under the contract, sums for changes in works and 
price revisions. Job order costs include all costs that refer directly to the job order, costs 
which may be attributable to job order activities in general and that may be allocated to the 
job order, in addition to any other cost that may be specifically charged to the client based 
on contract clauses.

If a loss is expected from completion of a job order, this is entirely recognised in the year 
in which it is reasonably foreseeable. 

Trade receivables and other receivables
Trade receivables and other receivables are included among current assets, with the ex-

ception of those falling due more than 12 months after the reporting date, which are clas-
sified as non-current assets. These assets are valued at amortised cost on the basis of the 
e"ective interest rate method. 

Receivables which mature at more than one year, are interest-free or that earn less inter-
est than the market, are discounted using market rates. Trade receivables are discounted 
when they have longer payment terms than the average term of extension granted. 

If there is objective evidence of elements indicating an impairment loss, the asset is re-
duced by an amount that returns the discounted value of the cash flows obtainable in the 
future. Impairment losses are recognised in the income statement. Where reasons for pre-
vious writedowns are not maintained into subsequent trading periods, the value of the asset 
is reinstated until it corresponds to the value that would have derived from application of 
the amortised cost.

In addition to the valuation referred to in the previous paragraph with reference to im-
pairment, the estimate of losses on receivables is supplemented by an analysis of expected 
losses.
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Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand and cash deposits and investments ma-

turing within three months of the original date of acquisition.

Loans and bonds
Loans are initially recognised at the fair value of the price received net of the related loan 

acquisition costs. After initial recognition, loans are carried on the basis of their amortised 
cost calculated by means of the application of the e"ective interest rate. The amortised cost 
is calculated taking into account the issue costs and any discounts or premium provided for 
at the time of settlement.

Allowances and provisions
Provisions for risks and liabilities
Provisions for risks and liabilities are made when the Group must meet a current legal or 

implicit obligation deriving from a past event, a sacrifice of resources is likely in order to deal 
with this obligation and it is possible to make a reliable estimate of its amount. When the 
Group considers that a provision for risks and liabilities will be partly or fully reimbursed, 
for example in the case of risks covered by insurance policies, the indemnity is recognised 
separately among the assets if, and only if, it is practically certain. In this case, the cost of the 
possible related provisions, net of the amount recognised for the indemnity, is presented in 
the income statement. If the e"ect of discounting to the present the value of the money is 
significant, the provisions are discounted back using a pre-tax discount rate which reflects, 
where appropriate, the specific risks of the liabilities. When the discounting is carried out, 
the increase of the provision due to the passage of time is recognised as a financial expense.

Employee and similar benefits
According to Ias 19, employee benefits to be paid out subsequent to the termination of 

the employment relationship and other long-term benefits (including the provision for sev-
erance indemnity) are subjected to actuarial valuations which have to take into account a 
series of variables (such as mortality, the provisions of future salary changes, the anticipated 
rate of inflation, etc.).

Following this method, the liability recognised represents the current value of the obli-
gation, net of any plan assets, adjusted for any actuarial losses or profits not accounted for.

As provided for by Ias 19 Revised, actuarial gains and losses were recognised directly in 
the income statement, without using the corridor approach.

Following the adoption of Ias 19 Revised, actuarial gains/losses are no longer directly 
recognised in the income statement, but are directly recognised in a reserve of shareholders’ 
equity with immediate recognition in the Statement of Comprehensive Income. Interest 
cost is classified under Financial income/expenses and no longer under the item Personnel 
Costs.
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Recognition of revenues and other positive income components
1. Recognition of revenues (as required by Ifrs 15, paragraphs 31, 46, 47 and 119)
The revenues recognised by the Carraro Group mainly refer to the following types:
› Revenues from the sale of products (axles, transmissions, spare parts, agricultural trac-

tors, gears and components);
› Revenues from holding, financing and processing activities and logistics on behalf of 

third parties.

1.1 Revenues from the sale of products 
(axles, transmissions, spare parts, tractors, gears and components)
The companies belonging to the Carraro Group sell axles, integrated power transmission 

systems, spare parts, agricultural tractors, gears and other components to other companies 
operating in the international construction of agricultural machinery, earthmoving machin-
ery, industrial transport equipment, material handling and power tools sectors, thus oper-
ating in the B2B sector. 

The guarantees related to the sale are aligned in terms of duration to those required by 
law and/or in accordance with commercial practice in the sector. Therefore, the company 
accounts for compliance guarantees in accordance with Ias 37 – “Provisions, Contingent 
Liabilities and Contingent Assets”. 

Revenues as described above include a single performance obligation concerning the sale 
of the product, not including in the sale of services or ancillary products which, in accor-
dance with the standard, should constitute separate performance obligations.

As far as the recognition of revenues is concerned, these are recorded at the time of the 
transfer of control of the goods on which processing has been carried out (at a point in time), 
this condition depends on what has been established with the customer, in most cases this 
transfer of control occurs when the goods are taken over by the carrier (which may alterna-
tively be a carrier or a ship). After the transfer of control, the customer has full discretion on 
the good, on its processing, on the method of distribution of the goods and on the sales price 
to be applied, has full responsibility for its use within its products and assumes the risks of 
obsolescence and possible loss of the goods.

Group companies recognise the receivable when control is transferred, as indicated in 
the previous paragraph, as it represents the moment when the right to the consideration 
becomes unconditional, since the due date of the invoice is the only prerogative that iden-
tifies when payment is due.

According to the standard contractual conditions applied by the company, the fee is cer-
tain and there are no variable parts. In addition, there are no contractually agreed sales with 
a right of return. 

Returns are only made if there is an error in quality or delivery and therefore the goods 
sold have not been produced with the technical characteristics agreed with the customer 
at the time of ordering. For quality problems, the Guarantee Fund set aside in accordance 
with Ias 37 will be used.
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1.2 Revenues from holding, financing and processing activities 
and logistics on behalf of third parties.
Some of the companies belonging to the Carraro Group carry out holding activities and 

therefore deal with the purchase, management, possession and sale of shares, bonds and 
other quotas or similar securities, as well as shareholdings or interests in other companies. 
They also finance subsidiaries and associates and coordinate their technical and financial 
activities within the limits and in compliance with the law.

The companies of the Carraro Group also carry out work on moulds, gears and mechan-
ical work as well as road haulage services and logistics in general on behalf of third parties. 

The guarantees related to the sale are aligned in terms of duration to those required by 
law and/or in accordance with commercial practice in the sector. Therefore, the company 
accounts for compliance guarantees in accordance with Ias 37 – “Provisions, Contingent 
Liabilities and Contingent Assets”. 

Revenues as described above include a single performance obligation concerning the 
provision of the service, not including in the sale any services or ancillary products which, 
in accordance with the standard, should constitute separate performance obligations.
Group companies recognise the receivable when control is transferred, as indicated in the 
previous paragraph, as it represents the moment when the right to the consideration be-
comes unconditional, since the due date of the invoice is the only prerogative that identifies 
when payment is due.

According to the standard contractual conditions applied by the company, the fee is cer-
tain and there are no variable parts. 

2. Recognition of other positive income components
Interest income is recognised in accordance with the accruals concept, on the basis of 

the amount financed and the e"ective interest rate applicable, which represents the rate 
that discounts future collections estimated over the expected life of the financial asset so as 
to take them back to the carrying amount of the asset itself.

Revenues from dividends are recorded when the right to collection arises, which nor-
mally corresponds to the resolution of the shareholders’ meeting approving distribution 
of the dividends. Dividends to shareholders are recognised as payable at the time of the 
distribution resolution.

Public grants
Public grants are recognised when reasonable certainty exists that they will be received 

and all the related conditions are satisfied. When the grants are associated with cost ele-
ments, they are recorded as revenues, but they are systematically spread over the account-
ing periods so that they are commensurate with the costs they are intended to o"set. If the 
grant is linked to an asset, the fair value is suspended in long-term liabilities and the release 
to the income statement takes place progressively over the expected useful life of the asset 
concerned on a straight-line basis.
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Taxes
Taxation for the year represents the sum total of the current and deferred income taxes.

Current taxes
Current income taxes have been provided for on the basis of an estimate of the taxable 

income for the consolidated companies, in accordance with the provisions issued or essen-
tially issued at the reporting date and taking any applicable exemptions into account.

Deferred taxes
Deferred taxes are determined on the basis of the taxable temporary di"erences existing 

between the carrying amount of assets and liabilities and their value for tax purposes; they 
are classified under non-current assets and liabilities.

Deferred tax assets are provided for only to the extent that future tax burdens will prob-
ably exist, against which this asset balance can be used.

The value of deferred tax assets which can be recognised is subject to an annual assess-
ment and is written down to the extent that it is not likely that su!cient income for tax 
purposes will be available in the future so as to permit all or part of this credit to be used. 
Unrecognised deferred tax assets are reviewed annually at the reporting date and are rec-
ognised to the extent that it has become likely that income for tax purposes will be su!-
cient to permit these deferred tax assets to be recovered.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are determined with reference to the tax rates which 
are expected to be applied in the period in which these deferments will be realised, taking 
into account the rates in force or those which it is known will be subsequently issued.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are o"set, if a legal right exists to o"set the current tax 
assets with current tax liabilities and the deferred taxes refer to the same fiscal entity and 
the same tax authority.

Value added tax
Revenues, costs, assets and liabilities are recognised net of value added tax, except when: 
› the tax applied to the purchase of goods or services is non-deductible, in which case 

it is recognised as part of the purchase cost of the asset or part of the cost item rec-
ognised in the income statement; 

› it refers to trade receivables and payables recorded including the value of the tax.

Earnings (losses) per share
Basic earnings (losses) per share are calculated by dividing the net profit (net loss) for 

the period attributable to ordinary shareholders of the Company by the weighted average 
number of ordinary shares outstanding in the period.

Diluted earnings (losses) per share are obtained by means of adjustment of the weighted 
average of outstanding shares, so as to take into account all the potential ordinary shares 
with diluting e"ects.
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Translation of foreign currency balances
Functional currency
The companies of the Group provide their financial statements in the currency used in 

the individual country.
The Group’s functional currency is the euro, which represents the currency in which the 

separate financial statements are drawn up and published.

Accounting transactions and entries
Transactions carried out in a foreign currency are initially recognised using the exchange 

rates at the transaction date.
At the reporting date, the monetary assets and liabilities denominated in a foreign cur-

rency are re-translated on the basis of the exchange rate in force at that date.
Non-monetary foreign currency items measured at historical cost are translated using 

the exchange rate in force at the date of the transaction.
Non-monetary items recognised at fair value are translated using the exchange rate in 

force at the date of determination of the value.

Derivative financial instruments and hedging transactions
The Carraro group’s financial risk management strategy conforms to the company objec-

tives set out in the policies approved by the Board of Directors of Carraro S.p.A. In partic-
ular, it aims to minimise interest rate and exchange rate risk and optimise the cost of debt.
These risks are managed in accordance with the principles of prudence and market best 
practices and all risk management transactions are centrally managed.

The main objectives indicated by the policy are as follows:

A) Exchange-rate risks:
1) to hedge all commercial and financial transactions against the risk of fluctuation;
2) to apply the “currency balancing” method of hedging the risk, where possible, favour-

ing the o"setting of revenues and expenses and payables and receivables in foreign 
currencies in order to engage in hedging solely for the excess balance not o"set;

3) not to permit the use and ownership of derivatives or similar instruments for mere 
trading purposes;

4) to permit only the use of instruments traded on regulated markets for hedging trans-
actions.

B) Interest-rate risks:
1) to hedge financial assets and liabilities against the risk of changes in interest rates;
2) in hedging against risk, to comply with the general criteria for balancing lending and 

borrowing set at the Group level by the Board of Directors of Carraro S.p.A. when it 
approves long-term plans and budgets (fixed and floating interest rates, proportions at 
short term and medium/long term);

3) to permit only the use of instruments traded on regulated markets for hedging trans-
actions.
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The Group uses derivative financial instruments such as currency futures contracts and 
interest rate swaps to hedge the risks deriving mainly from fluctuations in interest and 
exchange rates. These derivative financial instruments are initially recognised at their fair 
value at the date they were entered into; this fair value is periodically reviewed. They are 
accounted for as assets when the fair value is positive and as liabilities when it is negative.

Any profits or losses emerging from the changes in the fair value of derivatives not eligi-
ble for hedge accounting are charged directly to the income statement during the account-
ing period.

The fair value of currency futures contracts is determined with reference to the current 
forward exchange rates for contracts with a similar maturity profile. The fair value of in-
terest rate swap agreements is determined with reference to the market value for similar 
instruments.

For hedge accounting purposes, hedges are classified as: 
› fair value hedges, if they hedge the risk of change in the fair value of an underlying 

asset or liability; 
› cash flow hedges, if they hedge the risk of change in the cash flows deriving from exist-

ing assets and liabilities or from future transactions; 
› hedges of a net investment in a foreign operation (net investment hedges).
A transaction hedging the exchange-rate risk relating to an irrevocable commitment is 

accounted for as a cash flow hedge.
When implementing a hedging transaction, the Group formally designates and docu-

ments the hedging relationship to which it is intended to apply the hedge accounting, its 
risk management objectives and the strategy pursued. The documentation identifies the 
hedging instrument, the element or transaction subject to the hedge, the nature of the risk 
and the methods by means of which the entity intends to assess the e"ectiveness of the 
hedge in o"setting exposure to changes in the fair value of the element hedged or the cash 
flows attributable to the hedged risk. 

These hedges are expected to be highly e"ective in o"setting exposure of the element 
hedged to changes in the fair value or in the cash flows attributable to the hedged risk. The 
assessment of whether these changes are in fact highly e"ective is carried out on an ongo-
ing basis during the accounting periods in which they were designated.

Transactions which meet the criteria for hedge accounting are accounted for as follows:

Fair-value hedges
The Group may use fair value hedging transactions against exposure to changes in the 

fair value of accounting assets and liabilities or of an o"-balance sheet irrevocable commit-
ment, as well as an identified part of the said assets, liabilities or irrevocable commitments, 
attributable to a particular risk, which could have an impact on the income statement. As 
far as fair-value hedges are concerned, the carrying amount of the element being hedged 
is adjusted to reflect the profits and losses attributable to the risk subject to the hedge, the 
derivative instrument is re-determined at fair value and the profits and losses of both are 
booked to the income statement.

With regard to fair value hedges referring to elements recognised on the basis of amor-
tised cost, the adjustment of the carrying amount is amortised in the income statement over 
the period remaining until maturity. Any adjustments to the carrying amount of the hedged 
financial instrument to which the e"ective interest rate method is applied are amortised in 
the income statement.
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The amortisation can start as soon as an adjustment exists but not after the date when 
the hedged element ceases to be adjusted due to the changes in its fair value attributable to 
the hedged risk.

When an unrecognised irrevocable commitment is designated as a hedged item, subse-
quent cumulative changes in its fair value attributable to the hedged risk are recognised as 
assets or liabilities and the corresponding profits and losses are recognised in the income 
statement. Changes in the fair value of a hedging instrument are also booked to the income 
statement. 

An instrument is no longer recognised as a fair value hedge when it matures or is sold, 
discharged or exercised, when the hedge no longer meets the requirements for hedge ac-
counting purposes, or when the Group revokes its designation. Any adjustments to the car-
rying amount of the hedged financial instrument to which the e"ective interest rate meth-
od is applied are amortised in the income statement. The amortisation can start as soon as 
an adjustment exists but not after the date when the hedged element ceases to be adjusted 
due to changes in its fair value attributable to the hedged risk. 

Cash flow hedges
Cash flow hedges are transactions hedging the risk of fluctuations in cash flows attribut-

able to a specific risk, associated with a recognised asset or liability or with a highly likely 
future transaction which could influence the financial outcome. Profits or losses deriving 
from the hedging instrument are recognised in the statement of comprehensive income 
and accumulated in a specific shareholders’ equity reserve for the e!cient part, while the 
remaining (ine!cient) portion is recognised in the income statement. 

The profit or loss booked to shareholders’ equity is reclassified in the income statement 
during the period when the transaction being hedged influences the income statement (for 
example, when the financial income or expense is recognised or when an anticipated sale 
or purchase takes place). When the element being hedged is the cost of a non-financial as-
set or liability, the amounts recognised in shareholders’ equity are transferred at the initial 
carrying amount of the asset or liability.

If the transaction is no longer expected to take place, the amounts initially accumulated 
in shareholders’ equity are transferred to the income statement. If the hedging instrument 
matures or is sold, cancelled or exercised without being replaced, or if its designation as a 
hedge is revoked, the amounts previously accumulated in shareholders’ equity remain rec-
ognised therein until the expected transaction takes place. If it is believed that this will no 
longer happen, the amounts are transferred to the income statement. 

Hedges of a net investment in a foreign operation
Hedges of a net investment in a foreign operation, including hedges of a monetary item 

recognised as part of a net investment, are recognised on a similar basis to cash flow hedges. 
Profits or losses deriving from the hedging instrument are recognised in the statement of 
comprehensive income and accumulated in a specific shareholders’ equity reserve for the 
e!cient part of the hedge, while for the remaining (ine!cient) portion they are recognised 
in the income statement. On disposal of the foreign operation, the cumulative value of these 
profits or losses booked to shareholders’ equity is transferred to the income statement. 
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Credit risk 
The Group includes among its customers leading international manufacturers of agricul-

tural machinery, construction equipment vehicles, industrial vehicles and light power tools 
as well as renewable energy producers. The risk concentration is associated with the size of 
these customers, which on a global context is on average high, yet balanced by the fact that 
credit exposure is distributed across a complex network of counterparties active in several 
geographic segments. 

The management of credit is designed to prioritise the acquisition of customers of na-
tional and international standing for multi-annual supplies; on this basis consolidated his-
torical relationships have been built up with the main customers. Generally speaking, these 
relationships are governed by ad-hoc supply contracts. Credit control requires periodic 
monitoring of the main financial and economic data (including the delivery schedules) re-
lating to each customer.

Except in special circumstances to do with country or counterparty risk, guarantees are 
not normally obtained on credit.

Receivables are recognised in the accounts net of any writedowns determined by assess-
ing the counterparty’s risk of insolvency based on the information available. 

The e"ects of the spread of the pandemic in 2020 have not resulted in any significant 
consequences on the overall operations of customers such as to jeopardize the continuity 
of the cash flows from the sale of the Group’s products.

Liquidity risk
The Group’s liquidity risk is mainly linked to the activation and maintenance of su!cient 

funding to support industrial operations. 
The raising of funds, consistent with the latest business plan, is intended to finance both 

working capital and investments in R&D and innovation, as well as investments in fixed as-
sets necessary to ensure su!cient and technologically advanced production capacity. This 
requirement is directly proportional to the trend in customer orders and the resulting trend 
in the volume of business, and also to the Group’s e"orts in directing its research and inno-
vation.

The cash flows envisaged for 2021 include, besides the trend in working capital of opera-
tions and investments, the e"ects of current liabilities and the short-term portions of medi-
um- and long-term loans reaching maturity, as well as the e"ects (assuming the same rates 
of exchange with compared to 31.12.2020) of the closure of derivative financial instruments 
on currencies in existence at the reporting date.

The Group envisages meeting the needs arising from all of the above with the flows de-
riving from operations, available liquidity, the collection of receivables from the sale of as-
sets and the availability of additional credit facilities.
The management of liquidity, funding requirements and cash flows are under the strict 
direct control and management of the Group’s Treasury, which operates with the aim of 
managing the resources available as e!ciently as possible. 

Uncertainties in financial markets have had an e"ect on borrowing by banks and as a 
consequence on credit granted to businesses. This instability could also continue in 2021, 
preventing the normal execution of financial transactions. 

Lastly, regardless of the fact that the Group has continued refinancing its debts with the 
support of its banking counterparties and the financial markets, the situation could arise of 
having to seek additional financing in less favourable market conditions, with the limited 
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availability of such sources and an increase in financial expenses.
The maturity features of the Group’s liabilities and assets are shown in notes 10 and 16 re-

lating respectively to non-current financial receivables and non-current financial payables. 
The maturity features of derivative financial instruments are described in paragraph 9.2.

Exchange-rate risk and interest rate risk
The Group is exposed to exchange rate risks by virtue of the fact that a significant portion 

of sales and some of the purchases are made in currencies other than the Group’s functional 
currency, with trade transactions carried out by companies in the euro area with counter-
parties that do not belong to the euro area and vice versa.

Another aspect of exchange rate risk is the fact that several Group companies present 
their financial statements in currencies other than the Group’s functional currency.

Exposure to exchange-rate risk with reference to each entity is regularly monitored by 
the Group Treasury according to a strategy which focuses, in particular, on the balance 
between purchases and sales in foreign currency and activating, for the remaining non-bal-
anced portion and according to the criteria set by the company policy in terms of the man-
agement of financial risks, appropriate initiatives to hedge or reduce the risks identified, 
using the instruments available on the market.

The Group is also exposed to interest rate risk in relation to financial liabilities under-
taken for loans for both ordinary operations and investments. Changes in interest rates may 
have positive or negative e"ects on both the financial outcome and on cash flows.

The strategy adopted pursues the basic objective of achieving a balance between float-
ing-rate and fixed-rate debt. The interest-rate risk on the floating portion may then be re-
duced via specific hedging operations.

Intra-group transactions
As regards related-party transactions, including intra-group transactions, said transac-

tions cannot be qualified as atypical or unusual, and are part or the normal operations of 
Group companies. Said transactions take place at market conditions, considering the char-
acteristics of the goods and services provided.

Information on related-party transactions, including the information required by Con-
sob Communication of 28 July 2006, is given in section 8.
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4. Reporting by business and geographic segment

Information on Operating Segments is given on the basis of the internal reporting pro-
vided as at 31 December 2020 to the highest operating decision-making level. 

For operational purposes, the group manages and controls its business on the basis of the 
type of products supplied.

The Carraro Group as at 31.12.2020 was organised in the following Business Areas:
› Carraro Drive Tech (Transmission systems and components): specialised in the design, 

manufacture and sale of transmission systems (axles, transmissions and planetary drives) 
mainly for agricultural and construction equipment, and also markets a wide range of 
components and gears for very diverse sectors, from the automotive industry to light 
power tools, material handling, agricultural applications and construction equipment;

› Carraro Divisione Agritalia (Vehicles): designs and manufactures special tractors (from 
60 to 100 hp) for third-party brands;

The item “other segments” brings together the Groups operations not allocated to the 
two operating segments, and comprises the central holding and management activities of 
the Group.

The Management examines separately the results achieved by the operating segments 
in order to take decisions on the allocation of resources and on assessment of the results. 

4.1 Business segments

The most significant information by business segment is presented in the tables below, 
with comparisons between financial years 2020 and 2019.
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A.!Economic data

2323 Drive Tech Agritalia Eliminations
and items

not allocated

Consolidated 
Total

Revenues from sales  /79865:  00/8395 ;2080/0  5678967 

Sales to third parties  A==:@9=  ?;9:9=C  A:;?=  <@9:=@? 

Related sales  7  7  @  @ 

Sales between divisions  ?C:CBC  <:?CB 78<:?B<  7 

Operating costs  /908635  00/80/6 ;78/29  5998:0: 

Purchases of goods and materials  8AA:?;@  @<:BAC 7?C:@8?  89@:C8B 

Services  B@:<8;  ??:A@=  8:=A9  @?:<A< 

Use of third7party goods 
and services

 ?8:==?  7 7?8:B<A  ??9 

Personnel costs  BC:BA;  ?<:?=A  ?B:B?=  9C:8;C 

Amortisation: depreciation 
and impairment of assets

 ?=:=AC  ?:C@?  ?:9<8  8;:<B8 

Changes in inventories 7?<:<=A  ?<:B@C 7?@  CC 

Provisions for risks  ?:;BB  9;9  B;  ?:C?A 

Other income and expenses 7A:@C9 7<:8CC  A:C;8 7<:?CB 

Internal construction 7<<@  7  @ 7<<; 

Operating profit/(loss)  2:8350 ;6/ ;02873:  02809/ 

2304 Drive Tech Agritalia Eliminations
and items

not allocated

Consolidated 
Total

Revenues from sales  5:5857:  0078340 ;2/86/3  :578759 

Sales to third parties  <AB:9;B  ??8:B?8  B;8  B<9:9?C 

Related sales  ?9  7  C  8@ 

Sales between divisions  ?9:==8  B:B@C 78<:8<?  7 

Operating costs  5248224  00683/5 ;048457  :298/0: 

Purchases of goods and materials  8<C:<9C  ??@:?8B 788:A<9  A<<:8== 

Services  =A:CC?  ??:=99  8:;@8  @@:@B? 

Use of third7party goods 
and services

 ?B:8<B  7 7?B:?=?  9< 

Personnel costs  =<:CBC  ?A:===  ?A:8?;  C?:9AB 

Amortisation: depreciation 
and impairment of assets

 ?=:A@8  ?:CC@  ?:9==  8;:8AB 

Changes in inventories  ?C:;A< 78B:=AA 7A= 7=:=AB 

Provisions for risks  =:B=<  @C<  ?  @:ABC 

Other income and expenses 7=:;9? 78:=;A  B@A 79:??? 

Internal construction 7A<<  7 7?8B 7<=C 

Operating profit/(loss)  2:82:9  083:6 ;/8672  228:/0 
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B.!Other information
 

2323 Drive Tech Agritalia Eliminations
and items

not allocated

Consolidated 
Total

Investments (Euro/;;;)  8;:A@=  8:;;@ 7=:?A?  ?=:8B8 

Workforce as at A?>?8  8:C<<  AA?  ?9;  A:<BB 

2304 Drive Tech Agritalia Eliminations
and items

not allocated

Consolidated 
Total

Investments (Euro/;;;)  ?9:<;=  ?:<<A  <:?B;  8A:CCC

Workforce as at A?>?8  8:BC=  A8<  ?@8  A:;C8 

4.2 Geographic segments

The Group’s industrial operations are located in various areas of the world: Italy, other 
European countries, North and South America, Asia and other non-European countries.

The Group’s sales, deriving from the manufacturing carried out in the above areas are 
achieved equally with customers in Europe, Asia and the Americas.

The most significant information by geographic segment is presented in the tables below.

A.!Sales
The breakdown of sales by main geographic area is shown in the following table.

/010212323 % /010212304 %

India  @;:@<C ?<>@9%  @=:?BC ?A>99%

North America  B@:;?@ ??>C?%  @@:AC< ?<>?;%

Germany  B=:A9? ??>@9%  @;:9=B ?8>C?%

Turkey  8C:BA8 =>?@%  ?A:??B 8>AC%

South America  89:<C< B>CB%  A8:C8= =>;;%

Switzerland  8@:CC= B>9B%  89:;9A B>?8%

France  8=:=9A B>B@%  8C:@@= B><A%

China  8B:B@? B>A<%  88:@<@ <>?<%

United Kingdom  ?B:B<8 A>8B%  <;:999 @><B%

Spain  9:@<8 ?>9A%  ?=:89; 8>C@%

Other EU areas  89:CA< =>;<%  8C:A== B>AB%

Other non7EU areas  ?<:;C< 8>C<%  ?8:C8; 8>AB%

Total Abroad  /7486/: 70152%  5:38:04 72137%

Italy 99:C<A ?9>B9% C9:A8@ ?@>C8%

Total  5678967 03313%  :578759 033133%

of whichE

Total EU area  234897/ 5/173%  255890/ 551:6%

Total non;EU area  297844: :9123%  /3582// ::15/%
NoteE following an improvement in the reclassification by geographical area: the figures for 8;?C have been restated>
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B.!Carrying amount of assets by area 
The following table illustrates the book values of current and non-current assets accord-

ing to the primary geographic areas of manufacture.

/010212323 /010212304

Current 
assets

Non;current 
assets

Current 
assets

Non;current 
assets

Italy  <9B:CAC  A9A:B<9 899:BBB <9;:<<B

North America 8A< ? 89B 7

South America ?;:<9? 8:C=A ??:AB@ <:8AC

Asia (India: China) ??<:B?8 <@:A=8 9C:89C BA:;=8

Eliminations and items not allocated 7<@:?8= 78;8:<A@ 7CA:9=A 78C?:9@8

Total :958353 2/085/6 24:892/ 25:8765

C.!Investments by geographic segment 
The table below illustrates the value of investments in the primary geographic areas of 

manufacture.

$%&%'&'('( $%&%'&'(%)

Italy 8;:8<? ?9:@@9

Other EU countries 7 7

North America 8 7

South America ?BB A;=

Asia <:A8? =:<;9

Eliminations and items not allocated 79:<=C 7?:<CA

Total 0982:3 2/8444
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5. Non-recurring transactions and other extraordinary events

Non-recurring transactions:
At 31 December 2020, the following non-recurring operations were present: relating to 

costs incurred for the adaptation of the workplace to the health situation (Covid costs in-
curred for sanitation and purchase of masks, sanitizers and safety devices), costs incurred 
due to of the cyber attack, in addition to the e"ects of the devaluation of an engineering 
contract, as well as the costs for the restructuring of the Argentine subsidiary.

/010212323 Services Personnel 
costs

Provisions 
for risks and 

liabilities

Other in;
come and 
expenses

Ebit Before 
tax

Taxes Minorities Net

Carraro Spa  ?  <<=  7  A:;=8 A:B;C  A:B;C 7C@C  7 8:BA; 

Carraro Drive Tech Spa  ?<  @@  7  7  C?  C? 78B  7  == 

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa  8=  ?C@  7  ?C?  <?<  <?< 7??B  7  8CC 

Siap Spa  B?  889  7  7  8@C  8@C 7@9 7<@  ?B< 

Driveservice Srl  7  AC  7 79? 7<8 7<8  ?8  7 7A; 

Carraro India  =  @;  7  7  @=  @= 7?C  7  B@ 

Carraro Cina  A  8C  7  7  A8  A8 79  7  8< 

Carraro Argentina Sa  7  7  ?<?  7  ?<?  ?<? 7<8  7  CC 

Total  030  08379  050  /8062 58:33  58:33 ;082:5 ;56 /8044 

B.!Other extraordinary events:
Argentina – hyperinflationary economy: impacts of the application of Ias 29
As at 1 July 2018, the Argentine economy is considered hyperinflationary on the basis of 

the criteria established by “Ias 29 - Financial reporting in hyperinflationary economies”. 
This is the result of the evaluation of a number of qualitative and quantitative elements, 
including the presence of a cumulative inflation rate higher than 100% over the previous 
three years.

For the purposes of preparing these consolidated financial statements and in accordance 
with the provisions of Ias 29, certain items in the balance sheets of the investee Carraro 
Argentina S.A. have been remeasured by applying the general consumer price index to the 
historical data, in order to reflect the changes in the purchasing power of the Argentine 
peso at the closing date of the financial statements.

The non-monetary balance sheet data of the financial statements of this company was 
remeasured by applying the inflation rates from their original acquisition date.

In particular, during 2020, the accounting e"ects of this remeasurement were recorded 
in the following manner:

› the remeasurement of non-monetary items, shareholders’ equity items and income 
statement items recognised during the 2020 financial year, carried out to take account 
of the change in the reference price index, was recognised as a contra entry in a specif-
ic item of the income statement under financial income and expense (see item in the 
financial statements: C15 - Income (charges) from hyperinflation).

The cumulative e"ects of Ias 29 at 31 December 2020 are reported below, in addition to 
showing the impacts of hyperinflation on the main items of the income statement.
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Effects – hyperinflationary economy Carraro Argentina

Balance sheet effects> Effects 
Ias 24>

Total assets 646

Total shareholders’ equity :20

Total liabilities 269

Economic effects> Effects
Ias 24>

?) Products  ?:A<; 

8) Services  8= 

A) Other revenues  A 

Total revenues from sales  08/94 

?) Purchases of goods and materials  @@; 

8) Services  A<9 

A) Use of third7party goods and services  8? 

<) Personnel costs  A<@ 

B) Amortisation: depreciation and impairment of assets  <;< 

=) Changes in inventories  =? 

@) Provision for risks and other liabilities  A? 

9) Other income and expenses 7@ 

C) Internal construction  7 

Total operating costs  0846: 

Operating profit/(loss) ;939 

?;) Income and expenses from equity investments  7 

??) Other financial income  @ 

?8) Financial costs and expenses 7@ 

?A) Net gains/(losses) on foreign exchange 79< 

?<) Value adjustments of financial assets  7 

?B) Income (charges) from hyperinflation  <CA 

Net gains/(losses) on financial assets  534 

Profit/(loss) before taxes ;046 

?B) Current and deferred income taxes  B? 

Net profit/(loss)  257 

?=) Minority interests  7 

Group consolidated profit/(loss)  257 

Ebitda ;232 
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6. Notes and comments 

Revenues and costs

A) Revenues from sales (note 1)
Analysis by business segment and geographic area
Reference is made to the information in section 4 above, and to the Directors’ Report on 

Operations. 
 

B) Operating costs (note 2)

/010212323 /010212304

 Purchases of raw materials  8@@:<=<  AA<:C;? 

 Returns of raw materials 7A< 79 

A) purchases  8@@:<A;  AA<:9CA 

 Miscellaneous consumables  ?:?=<  ?:=@; 

 Consumable tools  A:@9?  <:<AC 

 Maintenance material  8:;;C  8:<=@ 

 Mat> And serv> For resale  <:CCB  8:=?< 

 Rebates and discounts – suppliers 7?:<B< 7?:9?@ 

B) other production costs  ?;:<CB  C:A@A 

0) Purchases of goods and materials  276842:  /558299 

A) external services for production  A@:=?B  <8:??= 

B) sundry supplies  @:8<;  @:@AA 

C) general overheads  8<:;C=  8A:8?? 

D) commercial costs  @8A  ?:B<; 

E) sales expenses  ?:@=;  A:?B? 

2) Services  6085/5  6686:0 

/) Use of third;party goods and services  007  75 

A) wages and salaries  =<:?BC  =B:;;A 

B) social security contributions  ?=:;A8  ?@:8<? 

C) employee severance indemnity and retirement  <:8=<  <:CB< 

D) other costs  <:@B<  <:=A@ 

5) Personnel costs  748234  4087/: 

A) deprec> Prop>: Plant & equipment  ?@:?89  ?=:9== 

B) amort> Intangible assets  A:89<  A:A<9 

C) impairment of fixed assets 79 79B 

D) impairment of receivables  <9  ?;= 

:) Amortisation8 depreciation and impairment of assets  2385:2  2382/: 

A) changes in inventories of raw and ancillary materials and goods  =:B8@ 7?B:9=9 

B) changes in inventories of work in prog> Semi7fin> & Fin> Prods 7=:<89  C:8AA 

9) Changes in inventories  44 ;989/: 

A) warranty  ?:<@9  =:B;9 

B) costs of legal claims  9@  CC 

C) renovation and conversion  ?<?  AB@ 
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/010212323 /010212304

D) other provisions  8;@  ACB 

6) Provision for risks and other liabilities  0840/  68/:4 

A) sundry income 7@:<== 79:;B? 

B) grants 7?=; 7<@ 

C) other operating expenses  ?:?8@  ?:8CA 

D) other non7ordinary operating income/expenses  8:A;< 7?:A;= 

7) Other income and expenses ;5804: ;78000 

4) Internal construction ;553 ;594

C.!Net income from financial assets (note 3)

/010212323 /010212304

03) Income/expenses from equity investments ; 273

A) from financial assets ?A? 7

B) from bank current accounts and deposits ?C@ ??A

C) from other cash equivalents 8A< =B

D) income other than the above =C? @B=

E) from changes in the fair value of derivative transactions on rates 7 7

00) Other financial income 082:/ 4/5

A) from financial liabilities 7??:?C? 79:?=;

B) from bank current accounts and deposits 7@B9 7C=?

C) expenses other than the above 78:BA@ 7?:==C

D) from changes in the fair value of derivative transactions on rates 7 7

02) Financial costs and expenses ;058579 ;038643

From net derivative transactions on exchange rates A=9 7C@=

From changes in the fair value of derivative transactions on net exchange rates 8== 8=<

Other net exchange rate differences 78@9 @9=

0/) Net gains/(losses) on foreign exchange /:9 65

A) revaluations ??A 7

B) impairment 7?:=?C 78:8A<

05) Value adjustments of financial assets ;08:39 ;282/5

Income (charges) from hyperinflation 7<CA ABC

0:) Income (charges) from hyperinflation ;54/ /:4

Net gains/(losses) on financial assets ;0/8743 ;02834:

Financial expenses amounted to 14.486 million euros compared to 10.790 million euros 
in 2019, an increase of 34.25%. 

Financial expenses also include the fees paid on the bond issues that are absorbed along 
the bond amortisation schedule in application of the amortised cost method of accounting. 

Exchange di"erences as at 31 December 2020 were positive, amounting to 0.356 million 
euros (0.1% of turnover) compared to a negative value of 0.074 million euros (0.01% of turn-
over) as at 31 December 2019. 

Value adjustments to financial assets and income from equity investments refer to the eco-
nomic e"ect of the equity method valuation of the investment in Elettronica Santerno Spa.
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For further details and analysis, see section 9.1 “General summary of the e"ects on the 
Income Statement deriving from financial instruments”.

Current and deferred income taxes (note 4)

/010212323 /010212304

Current taxes 8:;A@ 8:B8@

Tax consolidation expense and income ?:C=A A:A;@

Taxes from previous years 7A:=88 7<:?8C

Deferred taxes C?= 7=B

0:) Current and deferred income taxes 08245 08953

Current taxes
Tax on the income of Italian companies is calculated at 24%, for Ires (corporation tax), 

and at 3.90% for Irap (regional business tax) on the respective taxable income for the peri-
od. Taxes for the other foreign companies are calculated at the rates in force in the various 
countries.

Tax consolidation expense and income
The companies Carraro Spa, Carraro Drive Tech Spa, Siap Spa, Carraro International Se, 

Driveservice Srl and Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa adhere to the tax consolidation area of 
the parent company Carraro Spa. The option is valid for the three-year period 2018-2020 
with reference to the subsidiaries Carraro Drive Tech Spa, Siap Spa, Carraro International 
Se and Driveservice Srl and for the three-year period 2019-2021 with reference to the sub-
sidiary Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa. The expense/income deriving from the transfer of 
the Ires taxable base are booked under income and charges from tax consolidation. 

Deferred taxes
These are set aside on the temporary di"erences between the carrying amount of the 

assets and liabilities and the corresponding tax value.
The provisions for taxation for the year can be reconciled with the result recorded in the 

financial statements as follows:

/010212323 % /010212304 %

Earnings before tax ;08626 <  0385/9 

Theoretical tax rate ;572 26143%  28402 26143%

Tax effects related toE , ,

Effect of non7deductible costs  <:<8C 78B=><=%  C:9;9 CA>C9%

Untaxable income 7C?B B8>C9% 7@:8=C 7=C>=B%

Effect of change in deferred tax rate  7 ;>;;% 78AC 78>8C%

Other unrecognised deferred tax assets  A@A 78?>=;%  B=9 B><<%

Adjustment of deferred taxes of previous year , , 7 7

Unrecognised deferred taxes on tax losses  <<< 78B>@?% 7 7

Foreign companies rate difference 7?=@ C>=@% 7 7

Capital gains taxes  99? 7B?>;?% 7 7
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/010212323 % /010212304 %

Taxes on dividend distribution  AC8 788>@;% 7 7

Prior7year tax credits 7?:B=B C;>=8% 7A:AAA 7A?>C<%

Taxes from previous years 78:;C= ?8?>A@% 79;@ 7@>@A%

Taxation at effective rate  08245 ;65145%  08953 0:160%

As well as taxes recognised in the income statement for the year, deferred tax assets of 
0.07 million euros were directly recognised in the statement of comprehensive income.

Earning (loss) per share (note 5)
Basic earnings (losses) per share are calculated by dividing the net earnings (net losses) 

for the year attributable to the company’s ordinary shareholders by the weighted average 
number of outstanding ordinary shares during the year.

/010212323 /010212304

Results

Earnings (Losses) for the purposes of calculating basic earnings per share 7A:8@?  9:?8? 

Diluting effect deriving from potential ordinary shares  7  7 

Earnings (Losses) for the purposes of calculating diluted earnings per share 7A:8@?  9:?8? 

Number of shares

Weighted average number of ordinary shares for calculatingE

basic earnings (losses) per shareE  @@:;9C:<<8  @@:;9C:<<8 

diluted earnings (losses) per shareE  @@:;9C:<<8  @@:;9C:<<8 

Basic earnings (losses) per share (euros)E  7;>;<  ;>?? 

Diluted earnings (losses) per share (euros)E  7;>;<  ;>?? 

Dividends
The shareholders’ meeting of 22 April 2020 did not deliberate the distribution of divi-

dends.

Property, plant and equipment (note 6)
These items present a net balance of 152.87 million euros compared with 158.78 million 

euros in the previous period. The breakdown is as follows:

Items Land and 
buildings

Plant and 
machinery

Industrial 
equipment

Other 
assets

Invest1 in progress 
and deposits

Total

Historical cost  @@:9@9  ?C9:A89  ?;A:=CC  ??:C@B  ?;:;8<  <;?:C;<

Provisions 
for amort> and deprec>

78=:BAA 7?A=:;B8 7@C:89A 7C:A?B  7 78B?:?9A

Net as at /010212307  :08/5:  928269  258509  28993  038325  0:38620

Movements in 2304> < < < < < <

Increases  @BA  9:9?<  =:C98  ?:9;9  <:<=;  88:9?@ 

Decreases 7<;  ?B< 7C= 7?;< 7A 79C 

Capitalisation  =:;<;  <:<A=  <?9  A?A 7??:8;@  7 

Hyperinflation effect 
in Argentina

 A;9  =A=  ?:?A;  9=?  7  8:CAB 
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Items Land and 
buildings

Plant and 
machinery

Industrial 
equipment

Other 
assets

Invest1 in progress 
and deposits

Total

Depreciation 
and amortisation

7?:@CC 79:BB? 7B:A9? 7?:?AB  7 7?=:9== 

Reclassification  7 7<<A  A@A  9@ 7?@  7 

Write7downs  7  =C 7=  88  7  9B 

Foreign exchange 
translation difference

7< 7B<9 7?<C 7BA 7=< 79?9 

Net as at /010212304  :9893/  99875/  268976  585:4  /804/  0:7867: 

Made up of>

Historical cost  9<:C<@  ?C@:A;C  ??A:AC=  ?<:9C<  A:?C8  <?A:@A9 

Provisions for amort> 
and deprec>

789:A<< 7?A;:<== 79B:@;C 7?;:<AB  ? 78B<:CBA 

Items Land and 
buildings

Plant and 
machinery

Industrial 
equipment

Other 
assets

Invest1 in progress 
and deposits

Total

Historical cost  9<:C<@  ?C@:A;C  ??A:AC=  ?<:9C<  A:?C8  <?A:@A9

Provisions 
for amort> and deprec>

789:A<< 7?A;:<== 79B:@;C 7?;:<AB  ? 78B<:CBA

Net as at /010212304  :9893/  99875/  268976  585:4  /804/  0:7867:

Movements in 2323> < < < < < <

Increases  <?@  ?:C8C  B:C8@  ?:8<<  B:CA@  ?B:<B< 

Decreases 7C;  ?<B 7?C8 7CB 7? 78AA 

Capitalisation  ?:<A?  ?:AB8  =A8  =@ 7A:<98  7 

Hyperinflation effect 
in Argentina

 7  <?@  ACA  A? 78==  B@B 

Depreciation 
and amortisation

7?:98? 79:<;? 7B:=@9 7?:889  7 7?@:?89 

Reclassification 7  7  7 7 7 7

Write7downs  7  =  ?  ?  7  9 

Foreign exchange 
translation difference

7@9A 78:A<C 7CC@ 7?B@ 7A;< 7<:BC; 

Net as at /010212323  ::86:6  :48452  26866/  58/22  :8366  0:28760 

Made up of>

Historical cost  9B:;C?  ?CA:8;;  ??=:@<A  ?B:A;8  B:;@B  <?B:<?? 

Provisions for amort> 
and deprec>

78C:AA< 7?AA:8B9 799:C@; 7?;:C9;  8 78=8:B<; 

As at 31.12.2020, assets under finance leases for 2.7 mln euros and right-of-use assets 
(Ifrs16) of 1.7 mln euros are recognised under property, plant and equipment.

Right-of-use assets (Ifrs 16) are broken down by category as follows:
› Land and buildings: 0.06 million euros;
› Industrial equipment: 0.87 million euros;
› Other assets: 0.79 million euros;
Investments in land and buildings were carried out in particular by Siap Spa, Carraro 

Drive Tech Do Brasil and Carraro India Pvt. Ltd.
The main investments in plant and machinery were made by Carraro Spa, Carraro India 

Pvt. Ltd. and Siap Spa.
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The increases in industrial equipment refer mainly to purchases made by Carraro Spa, 
Carraro India Pvt. Ltd. and Siap Spa

The increases in other assets mainly refer to o!ce equipment and vehicles purchased by 
Carraro Spa, Carraro India Pvt. Ltd. and Siap Spa. 

The increases in Assets under development and payments on account are mainly due to 
the investments being made in Carraro Spa relating to the extension of the owned building 
and o!ces, as well as to the increases in the o!ces of Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa, Carraro 
India Pvt. Ltd. and Siap Spa.

The properties of Carraro India Pvt. Ltd. are encumbered by mortgages guaranteeing 
outstanding loans for a total of 5.24 million euros and its machinery by mortgages guaran-
teeing outstanding loans for a total of 16.52 million euros.

Decrease and exchange di"erence values are highlighted by the net value of the histori-
cal cost and the accumulated amortisation and uses of the depreciation provision.

Intangible assets (Note 7)
These items present a net balance of 46.9 million euros compared with 52.5 million euros 

in the previous period.
The breakdown is as follows:

Items Goodwill Develop1
costs

Royalties 
and 

patents

Licences 
and 

Trademarks

Invest1 
in prog1 and 

deposits

Other 
intangible

assets

Total

Historical cost  A9:8C<  ?;:8C9  ?:8?C  8=:@?@  =:?;9  7  98:=A= 

Provisions for amort> 
and depreciations

7?:B;; 7=:<B8 7?:;@A 7?9:C?;  7  7 78@:CAB 

Net as at  /010212307  /98645  /8759  059  68736  98037  ;  :58630 

Movements in 2304> < < < < < < <

Increases  7  7  @B  <??  =C=  7  ?:?98 

Decreases  7  7 78  7  ?  7 7? 

Capitalisation 
of internal costs

 7  ?:989  7  98 7?:C?;  7  7 

Change  
in consolidation scope

 7  7  7  <  7  7  < 

Depreciation  
and amortisation

 7 7?:<C; 7<C 7?:9;C  7  7 7A:A<9 

Reclassification  7  7  7  7  7  7  7 

Write7downs  7  7  7  7  7  7  7 

Foreign exchange  
translation difference

 7  ?  7  @ 78  7  = 

Net as at  /010212304  /98645  5807:  063  98:32  5874/  ;  :28:55 

Made up of>

Historical cost  A9:8C<  ?8:?8=  ?:8C8  8@:8?;  <:9C<  7  9A:9?= 

Provisions for amort> 
and depreciations

7?:B;; 7@:C<? 7?:?88 78;:@;9 7?  7 7A?:8@8 
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Items Goodwill Develop1
costs

Royalties 
and 

patents

Licences 
and 

Trademarks

Invest1 
in prog1 and 

deposits

Other 
intangible

assets

Total

Historical cost  A9:8C<  ?8:?8=  ?:8C8  8@:8?;  <:9C<  7  9A:9?= 

Provisions for amort> 
and depreciations

7?:B;; 7@:C<? 7?:?88 78;:@;9 7?  7 7A?:8@8 

Net as at  /010212304  /98645  5807:  063  98:32  5874/  ;  :28:55 

Movements in 2323> < < < < < < <

Increases  7  7  <9  B==  ?9<  7  @C9 

Decreases  7 7A:;=8 78  7 7<;  7 7A:?;< 

Capitalisation 
of internal costs

 7  A:;=8  7  =?= 7A:=@9  7  7 

Change  
in consolidation scope

 7  7  7  ?  7  7  ? 

Depreciation  
and amortisation

 7 7?:B?; 7=; 7?:@?<  7  7 7A:89< 

Reclassification  7  7  7  7  7  7  7 

Write7downs  7  7  7  7  7  7  7 

Foreign exchange  
translation difference

 7  7  ? 7??=  ?B=  7  <? 

Net as at  /010212323  /98645  2896:  0:6  :87::  08:0:  ;  598449 

Made up of>

Historical cost  A=:@C<  ?8:?8=  ?:AA9  89:;C@  ?:B?9  7  @C:9@A 

Provisions for amort> 
and depreciations

 7 7C:<B? 7?:?9? 788:8<8 7A  7 7A8:9@@ 

The other intangible fixed assets with a limited useful life are amortised on a straight-
line basis over terms estimated at between three and five years.

Decrease and exchange di"erence values are highlighted by the net value of the histori-
cal cost and the accumulated amortisation and uses of the depreciation provision.

Goodwill and Impairment Tests
i) Goodwill
Goodwill is attributed to the CGUs (cash generating units) as shown in the following 

table. 

Business Area (Cgu) 2323 Changes 2304

Drivetech A=:@C< 7 A=:@C<

Total /98645 ; /98645

The assets of the CGUs were tested for impairment as described below.

ii) Impairment Tests
The impairment test was performed in application of the provisions of IAS 36, and taking 

into account the indications and guidelines provided by the various bodies in charge (Esma, 
Consob, Oic, Oiv, Ivass / Isvap, Bank of Italy), with the application criteria listed below:

› the recoverable value of the assets of the cash generating units (henceforth “CGUs”) 
was ascertained by identifying their “value in use” obtained from the present value of 
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the expected operating cash flows of these assets applying a rate expressing the risks 
of the single “CGUs” considered;

› for the purpose of impairment testing for the Consolidated Financial Statements as 
at 31 December 2020, and as for the previous years, the “CGUs” were identified as the 
two business areas: “Drive Tech” and “Agritalia”. As in previous years, the test was also 
carried out at a Group level overall, although the average Stock Exchange capitalisa-
tion value was higher than the carrying amount of shareholders’ equity;

› the reference time horizon for the estimate of future cash flows is a period of four 
years, subsequently using the perpetual return criterion;

› the expected cash flow projections are based on: i) the 2021 budget approved by the 
Board of Directors on 17 December 2020; ii) projections prepared by the management 
for the period 2022-24, based on the most reliable and up-to-date information regard-
ing foreseeable business developments, taking into account external sources of infor-
mation (Ias 36, paragraph 33) and the di"erences between past cash flow projections 
and actual cash flows (Ias 36, paragraph 34);

› the configuration of cash flows is defined according to an “asset side” approach, i.e. 
regardless of the values deriving from financing activities (Ias 36, paragraph 51). Con-
sequently, this value configuration presupposes application of the financial criterion in 
its unleveraged version;

› discounting is carried out on the basis of a discount rate, which reflects the current 
market assessments of the time value of money and the specific risks of the asset not 
reflected in the cash flow estimates (Ias 36, paragraph 55). Specific risks include those 
related to the environmental context in which the activity is carried out and those re-
lated to the execution of the plan itself; 

› Taking into account the OIV guidelines for the conduct of the Impairment Test in con-
texts of uncertainty generated by the Covid-19 pandemic, it should be noted that: (i) 
the e"ects of the pandemic were included in the results, basing the Impairment Test 
on forecasts for the period 2021-2024 made on the basis of prudent assumptions; (ii) 
the Test was carried out taking into account the results of the fundamental analysis 
conducted on the CGUs and the Group; (iii) in order to avoid the rate being a"ected 
by contingent factors linked to stock market trends and/or the delay in analysts’ fore-
casts, reference was made to longer-term estimates in determining beta and Erp and 
risk free rates, set at zero if the value is negative; 

› The cash flow projections refer to current operating conditions and therefore do not 
include the cash flows arising from any extraordinary interventions;

› the terminal value was estimated based on the values of the last year of analytical fore-
casting; a “standard” tax rate was applied, which, for conservative purposes, does not 
consider any tax recovery arising from the use of previous losses. The estimated, for-
ward-looking growth rate (“g”) was prudently assumed to be 0.4%. 

› Wacc (weighted average cost of capital) rates were used to discount flows, calculated 
by analysing comparable company data in relation to each CGU (cash generating unit), 
so as to reflect the risk level of each segment of activity. The flows were determined net 
of the tax e"ect. The change in taxes from one year to another is a"ected, among oth-
ers, by the change in the cost of money and update to the basket of comparable com-
panies for each segment of activity. In line with the decisions taken in previous years, 
for each CGU a degree of “historical” error (in terms of overstatement) inherent in the 
forecasts prepared by the Group’s management has been measured. Considering that 
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the outbreak of the pandemic crisis made it inappropriate to compare the 2020 budget 
(formulated before the pandemic crisis) with the final figures for the same period, this 
error was determined by measuring the percentage di"erence between final turnover 
and Ebitda and those of the revised budget approved by the Board of Directors on 
29.7.2020. As a result of this analysis, there were no “increases on the actual”. In line 
with the previous year and with the OIV document of June 2012, a second and further 
increase has also been considered, determined by comparing the Ebitda envisaged in 
the Plan used for the impairment test at 31 December 2020 with that envisaged in the 
Plan used for the test as at 31 December 2019. In the current year, this increase was 
applied to the Drive Tech CGU, while it did not arise in relation to the Agritalia CGU.

The rates used for each CGU and for the Group overall, are indicated below:

WACC
Nominal discount rate

Carraro Group @>@8%

CGU Drivetech @>CC%

CGU Agritalia B>=;%

› the sensitivity analysis of the di"erence between the value in use and the book value, 
to cope with the risk associated with the di!culty of incorporating any lasting and 
persistent e"ects of the pandemic in the flow dynamics, was verified by expanding the 
sensitivity tests:
– taking into account the di"erent business risk levels of the CGUs;
– verifying the solidity of the Impairment test on the basis of a “worst case scenario” 

characterised by a growth rate (g) set to zero;
– changing some of the basic parameters of the estimate carried out, in compliance 

with the Consob Communication of 19 January 2015, as an instrument for providing 
the additional information indicated in paragraph 134 letter f ) of Ias 36. In particu-
lar, a sensitivity analysis was carried out on the following variables: 
· Wacc (increased, in the light of the trend in market rates, by 25 bps and 50 bps, and 

determination of the rate that eliminates the di"erence between Enterprise Value 
and NIC); 

· Growth rate at full capacity (g): reduction of 20 bp;
· Ebit (reduced by 5% and 10% and determination of the percentage reduction that 

eliminates the di"erence between Enterprise Value and Cin);
· Turnover (10% reduction). 

The e"ect produced by the joint variation of some of the above parameters was also verified.

Parameters used for sensitivity analysis are indicated below: in particular, the discount 
rate and the Ebit reduction (for the explicit period and the terminal flow) which makes 
recoverable values equal to the carrying amounts is provided:

Wacc Ebit

Carraro Group ?;>B9% 789>@@%

CGU Drivetech ?A>?A% 7<?>8=%

CGU Agritalia =>=C% 7?=>C<%
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Investments in progress and deposits
The increase in assets under development refers mainly to the costs incurred by Carraro 

Spa for the design of new product lines developed in relation to similar projects launched 
by customers. Development costs generated internally are capitalised at cost. 

Licences and Trademarks
The increases are mainly attributable to the acquisition of licenses by Carraro Spa and 

Carraro Technologies India Pvt. Ltd.
 

Royalties and patents
Investments in Royalties and Patents mainly refer to purchases of Carraro Spa.

Research and development costs
In 2020, the financial commitment made by the group for R&D activities amounted to 

approximately 5.58% of turnover. These costs did not give rise to capitalisations in accor-
dance with the criteria of Ias 38.

Real estate investments (Note 8)
These present a net balance of 0.79 million euros.
The breakdown is as follows:

Items Buildings Total

Balance as at /010212304  94:  94: 

Increases =; =;

Decreases 7 7 

Change in currency conversion  7  7 

Balance as at /010212323 6:: 6::

Real estate investments refers to non-industrial properties owned by the municipalities 
of Campodarsego and Maniago.

Equity investments (Note 9)
Equity investments in associated companies
On the reporting date, the last available financial statements of Enertronica Santerno Spa 

were those as at 30.6.2020, taken as a reference for the valuation of the investment as at 31 
December 2020. The equity investment was completely written down to bring it into line 
with the pro-rata value of Shareholders’ Equity, which is still less than the fair value of the 
shares at the date December 31, 2020.

Name Registered 
office

Holding 
company

Share capital Number of 
shares
Stakes 

held

Profit
(loss) 

/0102123

Sh1 Equity
Consolida;
ted /319123 

Direct 
portion

Carrying 
amount of 
the invest1

/0102123

Currency Amount Total (ctv1 euros) (ctv1 euros)

Enertronica 
Santerno Spa

Milan 
Italy

Carraro Spa Eur @9<:C99 @CA:8;;, n>d> (B:9@A:9?8) ?;>?;% 7

Enertronica 
Santerno Spa

Milan 
Italy

Carraro Inter7
national Se

Eur @9<:C99 @CB:=;; n>d> (B:9@A:9?8) ?;>?<% 7
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Financial assets (note 10)

/010212323 /010212304

Loans to related parties  <:8=A  <:@=A 

Loans to third parties  ?:?88  ?:@CC 

Loans and receivables  :8/7:  98:92 

Non7current financial assets at current value ?:=A; 7

Available for sale  =?  9@ 

Other financial assets  ?<@  ?:?8B 

Other financial assets  087/7  08202 

Non;current financial assets  6822/  68665 

From related parties  ?:;A?  <;; 

From third parties  @=A  ?:;B= 

Loans and receivables  08645  085:9 

Financial assets at current value 9?B 7

Fair value of derivatives  8;C  8;< 

Other financial assets  8@8  A99 

Other financial assets  08249  :42 

Current financial assets  /8343  28357 

Non-current loans and receivables
Non-current receivables and loans from third parties mainly include the medium/long-

term portion (1.12 million euros) of the receivable from the Argentinian real estate compa-
nies to which the land and the building relating to the Argentinian production plant were 
sold in two successive stages Non-current related party loans and receivables refer to the 
medium/long-term portion of 4.26 million euros of the loan to Enertronica Santerno Spa.

Values of these receivables approximate their fair value.

Other non-current financial assets
They mainly include the medium / long-term portion of security deposits with custom-

ers with whom the companies of the Group have commercial relations and to a lesser ex-
tent minority interests.

Current loans and receivables
These include 0.30 million euros relating to the short-term portion of the financial re-

ceivable from the Argentinian real estate companies to which the land and the building re-
lating to the Argentinian production plant were transferred in two successive stages. Cur-
rent related party loans and receivables refer to the short-term portion of 1.3 million euros 
of the loan to Elettronica Santerno Spa.
 

Other current financial assets
They include the short-term portion of the aforementioned guarantee deposits and cash 

flow hedge derivatives for 0.20 million Euros. The amount refers to the fair value calcu-
lated as at 31.12.2020 on current instruments on currencies. As described in detail in the 
section on derivative financial instruments (paragraph 9), profits or losses deriving from 
hedging instruments are recognised in the statement of comprehensive income and accu-
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mulated in a specific shareholders’ equity reserve for the e!cient part, while the remaining 
(ine!cient) portion is recognised in the income statement. 

Deferred tax assets and liabilities (note 11)
The table below illustrates the composition of deferred taxation by the nature of the 

temporary di"erences that determine it. The change corresponds to the e"ect of deferred 
taxes on net equity and income.

Description of differences Opening
/010212304

Reclassific1 Effect Difference
Exchange 

rate

Closing
/010212323on income 

statement
on net 
equity

Assets> <

depreciation and amortisation  9:98C 7A;; ,  9:B8C 

Measurement of receivables  9B  8B ,  ??; 

Measurement of financial assets/
liabilities

 C9 7?A8 ,  <<  ?; 

Discounting of employee 
severance indemnity

 88; 7?< ,  8A  88C 

Allocations to provisions  9:C88 7?:A@; , 79  @:B<< 

Tax losses  BCA  =@ ,  ==; 

Interest expense to be carried 
forward

 A@A 7A@A ,  7 

Other  ?:8;9  9C< ,  CBB 

Personnel bonuses  =? ?<= 7@B , 8  ?:89? 

Total  238/74 ; ;080/2  96 ;9  048/07 

Liabilities> < < < <

depreciation and amortisation 7A:@?;  8;? ,  A;8 7A:8;@ 

Tax losses  <B= 7B= , 7<;  A=; 

Measurement of financial assets/
liabilities

 7 , 7C , 7C 

Discounting of employee 
severance indemnity

 7 , , ,  7 

Allocations to provisions  ?:8C= 7@< , 7BA  ?:?=C 

Other  BC  ?<B ,  =  8?; 

Total ;08744 ;  209 ;4  20: ;08566 

Balance  078543 ; ;409  :7  234  068750 

The carrying amount of net deferred tax assets recognised as at 31 December 2020 was 
18.4 million Euros (2019: 17.8 million euros). Deferred tax assets include the potential ben-
efits associated with retained tax losses, insofar as it is likely that there will be adequate 
future taxable profits against which these losses can be used in a reasonably short period. 

Tax losses for which it was decided not to recognise deferred tax assets as at 31 Decem-
ber 2020 amounted to 28.7 million euro (2019: 30.1 million euros) with a tax e"ect of 8 mil-
lion euros (2019: 8.5 million euros).

With reference to temporarily non-deductible financial charges, it was decided to rec-
ognise deferred tax assets (2019: 0.3 million euros). No deferred tax assets on temporarily 
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non-deductible interest charges were recognised for a taxable amount of 28.4 million euros 
(2019: 26.2 million Euros), with a tax e"ect of 6.8 million Euros (2019: 6.3 million euros).

The item “Amortisation and depreciation” includes deferred tax assets related to the cap-
ital gain resulting from a transaction carried out in 2014. Since this is a transaction between 
companies subject to common control, in accordance with the Assirevi document “OPI1” 
this capital gain has not been recognised for accounting purposes, having consequently giv-
en rise to the corresponding recognition of deferred tax assets, the value of which as at 
31.12.2020 amounted to 7.6 million euros.

Trade receivables and other receivables (Note 12)

/010212323 /010212304

Non current trade receivables ; ;

From third parties <:8@< <:?9?

Other non;current receivables 58265 58070

Non;current trade receivables and other receivables 58265 58070

From related parties ?:A@9 ?:@8<

From third parties =;:?8A B=:BC?

Current trade receivables 908:30 :78/0:

From related parties 9;C 9;C

From third parties A8:A@C AB:??C

Other current receivables //8077 /:8427

Current trade receivables and other receivables 458974 45825/

Other non-current receivables (4.2 million euros) consist mainly of guarantee deposits, 
portions of costs pertaining to subsequent years and advance payments and tax credits of 
Carraro India Pvt Ltd. and Carraro Argentina Sa. 

Trade receivables bear no interest and mature on average at 60 days.
Other current receivables due from third parties can be analysed as follows:

/010212323 /010212304

Vat credits 8;:;B? 8?:BA=

Vat credits due for rebate B;; 7

Other tax credits 98< ?:9B@

Receivables for current taxes 9:@8< C:B9<

Receivables from employees 88 89

Receivables from pensions agencies A=8 AB9

Provisions for depreciation of other receivables 7 7

Other receivables ?:9C= ?:@B=

Other current receivables from third parties /28/64 /:8004
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Other current receivables from third parties equal to 32 million euros (35 million euros in 
2019) decreased, mainly due to the decrease in VAT receivables and other tax receivables.

The breakdown of trade and other receivables (including provisions for impairment of 
receivables) by maturity is shown in the following table: 

/010212323 Past due Not yet due

Less than 0 
year

More than 0 
year

Less than 0 
year

More than 0 
year

Total

Trade receivables  B:C99  ?:?<?  BB:BC=  7  =8:@8B 

Other receivables  7  7  AA:?99  <:8@<  A@:<=8 

Total  :8477  08050  778675  58265  0338076 

/010212304 Past due Not yet due

Less than 0 
year

More than 0 
year

Less than 0 
year

More than 0 
year

Total

Trade receivables  ?8:;9<  ==9  <=:@<;  8<  BC:B?= 

Other receivables  7  7  AB:C89  <:?9?  <;:?;C

Total 028375 997 728997  5823: 44892:

The balance of receivables is equal to 100.2 million Euros (99.6 million Euros in 2019). As 
envisaged in Ifrs 7.37 bands of amounts past due were identified. In the 2020 financial year 
past due receivables amounted to 5.9 million euros and were mostly less than one year old.

An analysis was carried out on specific impairment at the reporting date for past due 
positions, from which a total impairment loss of 1.2 million Euros emerged (1.2 million 
Euros in 2019). In addition, for the purposes of verifying the recoverability of the positions 
recognised as at 31.12.2020, future prospects of recovery in line with the provisions of Ifrs 
9 were also taken into account.

Provisions for Depreciations of Receivables
The breakdown of the gross and net value of the receivables is as follows:

/010212323 /010212304

Trade receivables from related parties ?>A@9 ?>@8<

Net trade receivables from related parties 01/67 01625

Current trade receivables from third parties =?>A<@ B@>@C8

Provisions for depreciation 7?>88< 7?>8;?

Net current trade receivables from third parties 93102/ :91:40

Other receivables from related parties 9;C 9;C

Net current other receivables from related parties 734 734

Other current receivables from third parties A8>A@C AB>??C

Provisions for depreciation of other receivables 7 7

Net current other receivables from third parties /21/64 /:1004
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Related party trade and other receivables refer to the credit from tax consolidation vis-
a-vis the parent company Finaid Spa and to transactions with Enertronica Santerno Spa.

Movements in provisions for depreciation for the periods considered can be broken 
down as follows.

/0102104 Increases Decreases Change in 
consolid1 

scope

Reclas;
sif1

Exchange;rate 
adjustments

/0102123

Provisions 
for impairment
of trade receivables

 ?:8;?  <@  9?  7  7 7?;B  ?:88< 

Provisions 
for impairment 
of other receivables

 7  7  7  7  7  7  7 

Total  08230  56  70  ;  ; ;03:  08225 

Closing inventory (note 13)

Items /010212323 /010212304

Raw materials  9@:<@;  C=:A8? 

Work in progress and semi7finished products  AA:8@B  8@:=8@ 

Finished products  ?B:@<9  ?@:A;< 

Goods in transit  7  8BB 

Total inventories  0/9854/  0508:36 

Provision for impairment of inventories 7?@:<CB 7?9:8CB 

Total inventories  0078447  02/8202 

Inventories recorded a net balance of 118.9 million euros compared with 123.2 million 
euros as at 31 December 2019.

Movements in provisions for depreciation of inventories are shown in detail below:

Balance as at /0 December 2304  07824:

Provisions set aside  ?:9@< 

Utilisation 78:BA; 

Translation differences 7=C@ 

Other changes  BBA 

Balance as at /0 December 2323  06854: 
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Cash and cash equivalents (note 14)

$%&%'&'('( $%&%'&'(%)

Cash  @@  @8 

Bank current accounts and deposits A<@:?9=  @=:;<9

Total /56829/  668023 

Al 31 dicembre 2020 sussistono disponibilità liquide vincolate che ammontano ad Euro 
0,08 Ml. e sono riferibili a controgaranzie prestate in India a favore di Enti Pubblici locali. 

Shareholders’ equity (note 15)

/010212323 /010212304

?) Share Capital  <?:<BA  <?:<BA 

8) Other Reserves  B:CCA  @:@B= 

A) Profits/(Losses) brought forward  7  7 

<) Cash flow hedge reserve 7B?  ??A 

B) Provision for discounting employee benefits  ?8B  89< 

=) Foreign currency translation reserve  C:=?C  =:<@= 

@) Result for the period pertaining to the group 7A:8@?  9:?8? 

Group shareholders’ equity  :/8797  95823/ 

9) Minority interests  C:A<@  C:?;? 

Total shareholders’ equity  9/820:  6/8/35 

The Shareholders’ Meeting of Carraro Spa held on 22 April 2020 resolved to allocate the 
profit for 2019, equal to 14,231,736.36 euros, as shown below:

› 711,586.82 euros to the Legal Reserve;
› 13,520,149.54 euros to retained earnings.
The share capital is set at 41,452,543.60 euros, fully paid-up, divided into 79,716,430 or-

dinary shares with a par value of 0.52 euros. The company has issued a single category of 
ordinary shares which do not give the right to a fixed dividend.

No other financial instruments which assign equity and investment rights have been is-
sued. No new treasury shares were purchased in 2020. The overall investment therefore 
amounts to 6.666 million euros.

Other reserves
The item “Other reserves” of 5.993 million euros includes the reserves of Carraro Spa 

relating to profits not distributed or carried forward and others as follows:
› 7.926 million euros relating to the share premium reserve;
› 6.661 million euros relating to the legal reserve;
› 0.092 million euros relating to the future capital increase reserve;
› 14.754 million euro relating to the extraordinary reserve and profits carried forward;
› 9.212 million euros relating to the merger surplus reserve;
› less 6.666 million euros for deduction of the reserve corresponding to treasury share 

purchase;
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› 22.200 million euros relating to other Ias reserves;
› less 48.002 million euros arising from the reduction in the shareholders’ equities of 

consolidated companies with respect to the corresponding carrying amounts of equity 
investments and consolidation adjustments.

Other Ias/Ifrs reserves
This includes the values arising from application of the criterion prescribed for cash flow 

hedging of 0.05 million euros.

Provision for discounting employee benefits
This reserve, which is negative amounting to 0.13 million euros, includes Employee ben-

efit actuarial gains/losses, as provided for by Ias 19 Revised.
For further details, see section 3.3 “Accounting standards and measurement criteria”.

Foreign currency translation reserve
This reserve, which is positive at 9.62 million euros, is used to record exchange di"erenc-

es arising from translation of the financial statements of foreign subsidiaries.
It should be noted that, as required by Ias 1 Revised paragraph 83, the movements in the 

period of the foreign currency translation reserve were recognised in the statement of com-
prehensive income and other capital reserves, as detailed below:

/0102104 Changes in the 
Statement of 

Comprehensive 
Income

profit reserves

Changes in 
shareholders 

equity
capital reserves

Changes in 
shareholders 

equity
profit reserves

Changes 
by area

/0102123

Exchange reserve of 
the parent company’s 
shareholders

 =:<@=  <C< 7?;:;;;  ?8:=<C 7  C:=?C 

Exchange reserve of 
minority interests

 7 ,  7 , 7  7 

Translation reserve  98569  545 ;038333  028954 ;  48904 

  

Minority interests
For an analysis of the change in minority interests, see paragraph 2.2.

Financial liabilities (note 16)
It should be noted that as at 31 December 2020, all the financial parameters provided for 

by the regulations of the bond loan (senior unsecured type) of 180 million euros, maturity 
2025, fixed rate 3.5% listed on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange and on the MOT issued in 
January 2018 (Incurrence Covenants type parameters) were met, while as at 31 December 
2020, on the bond loan (senior unsecured type) of 150 million euros, maturity 2026, fixed 
rate 3.75% listed on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange and on the MOT issued in September 
2020, there were no financial parameters.

Regarding the agreements with banks, the suspension of covenants (waiver) was granted 
for the whole of 2020.

The classification of financial liabilities is shown below: 
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/010212323 /010212304

Non;current bonds /2585//  0698636 

Medium/long7term loans ?<C:??<  ?B:9;C 

Medium/long7term lease payables 7 ifrs ?=  CA;  ?:BBC 

Non;current financial liabilities 0:38355  068/97 

Fair value of non7current interest rate derivatives 7  8? 

Other non7current financial liabilities  ;  20 

Non;current financial liabilities  5658566  0458349 

Medium7/long7term loans – short7term portion ?=:=@;  <:<;< 

Loans to others  =:8@<  C:=@B 

Lease payables from rights of use 7 ifrs ?=  9B=  C99 

Current financial liabilities  2/8733  0:8396 

Fair value of interest rate derivatives  7  7 

Fair value of exchange rate derivatives C@  ?<8 

Other current financial liabilities  <:B@C  8:=B8 

Other current financial liabilities  58969  28645 

Current financial liabilities 278569  068790 

Short-term loans include current accounts payable and loans taken out during 2020, 
with a short-term maturity.

Medium- and long-term loans are presented below, divided into short-term portion, me-
dium-term portion and portion at more than 5 years. 

Company up to one year from 0 to : years more than : years Total 
/010212323

nominal 
value

amort> cost 
and 

exchange 
impact

nominal 
value

amort> cost 
and 

exchange 
impact

nominal 
value

amort> cost 
and 

exchange 
impact

Carraro China  =:9@@  7  7  =:9@@ 

Carraro India Pvt Ltd  A:8C9  7  ?;:A9<  7  7  7  ?A:=98 

Carraro International  <:;=B  B?  8;:B@B  ?8C  8B:;;; ,  <C:98; 

Siap Spa  ?:CA8  7  =:B8?  7  B:=<A  7  ?<:;C= 

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa  <AC  7  B:9=;  7  7  7  =:8CC 

Carraro Spa  9  7  @B:;;8  7  7  7  @B:;?; 

Total  098904  :0  0078/52  024  /3895/  ;  09:8675 

The following table provides further detailed information on the financial liabilities il-
lustrated above. For an analysis of the maturities of trade payables see Note 17, while a de-
scription of how the Group manages liquidity risk is included in paragraph 3.3. 
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Company Lender Short;term 
portion as at 
/0102123

Medium/ 
long;term 
portion as at 
/0102123

Expiry Rate Rate type Currency

Carraro China Communication bank  8A@  7 Sep ‘8? B>;A% fixed Cny

Carraro China Communication bank  ?:@AA  7 Sep ‘8? B>;A% fixed Cny

Carraro China Communication bank  <<C  7 Sep ‘8? B>;C% fixed Cny

Carraro China Communication bank  B@A  7 Sep ‘8? B>8A% fixed Cny

Carraro China Communication bank  ?A@  7 Sep ‘8? B>8A% fixed Cny

Carraro China Communication bank  ?:?9<  7 Sep ‘8? B>8A% fixed Cny

Carraro China Communication bank  ?:B=@  7 Sep ‘8? B>8A% fixed Cny

Carraro China Communication bank  CC@  7 Sep ‘8? B>8A% fixed Cny

Carraro India Kotak Mahindra Bank 
Ltd>

 9A=  ?:=@A Dec ‘8A C>;;% variable Inr

Carraro India Idbi Bank  BAB  9;8 Jun ‘8A A>@B% variable Euro

Carraro India Federal bank  <?9  ?:9?8 Mar ‘8B C><;% variable Inr

Carraro India Axis  ?:;C?  8:;B8 Dec ‘8< 9>A9% variable Inr

Carraro India Icici  8@C  ?:CB8 Jun78B 9>9;% variable Inr

Carraro India Exim  ?AC  8:;CA Jul78B C>8B% variable Inr

Carraro International SE EIB  <:??=  <B:@;< Jul ‘8@ ?><C% fixed Euro

Carraro International SE Intesa Sanpaolo Bank 
Luxembourg

 7  7 Jun ‘8A ?>;C% variable Euro

Siap Banca di Cividale  AC9  B;@ Mar ‘8A ?>A?% variable Euro

Siap Banca di Cividale ( FRIE )  <?9  B:=<A Jan ‘AB ;>9B% variable Euro

Siap Friulia Spa  CC=  ?:;;< May ‘88 ?>B;% variable Euro

Siap Banca Fucino  7  B:;;; Jul78= ?><;% variable Euro

Siap Fraer Leasing  8<  7 Nov ‘8? ?>@B% variable Euro

Siap Fraer Leasing  8@  ? Jan ‘88 ?>@B% variable Euro

Siap Fraer Leasing  =C  C Feb ‘88 ?>@B% variable Euro

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa Banca Fucino  7  B:;;; Jul78= ?><;% variable Euro

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa Selmabipiemme  8?  ?@ Oct ‘88 ?>C;% variable Euro

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa Selmabipiemme  <A  B; Feb ‘8A ?>C8% variable Euro

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa Selmabipiemme  <B  =< May ‘8A ?>C9% variable Euro

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa Fraer Leasing  ?A  7 Feb ‘8? ?>@B% variable Euro

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa Fraer Leasing  A9  ?B May ‘88 ?>@B% variable Euro

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa Alba Leasing  @=  ?<; Oct ‘8A ?>B9% variable Euro

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa Alba Leasing  ?=  A@ Apr ‘8< ?>B9% variable Euro

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa Alba Leasing  ?<  A< May ‘8< ?>B@% variable Euro

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa Alba Leasing  ??9  89C May ‘8< ?>B9% variable Euro

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa Alba Leasing  9  8; May ‘8< ?>B@% variable Euro

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa Alba Leasing  <@  ?C< Dec78B ?>BC% variable Euro

Carraro Spa Cassa Depositi e prestiti  7  AB:;;; Jun78= ?>;9% variable Euro

Carraro Spa Banca Fucino  7  B:;;; Aug78= ?><;% variable Euro

Carraro Spa Banca Mps  7  8B:;;; Jun78= ?>B;% variable Euro

Carraro Spa Intesa SanPaolo  7  ?;:;;; Jun78= ?>;=% variable Euro

Carraro Spa Selmabipiemme Leasing  9  8 Mar ‘88 ?>C;% variable Euro

Total <  098963  0548005 < < < <
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As required by the Amendments to IAS 7, disclosures on the changes in financial liabilities 
are presented below, with indication of cash and non-cash movements:

Financial liabilities /0102104 Cash 
Flow

Reclassif1 Other 
changes

Change in 
consolida;
tion scope

Exchan;
ge 

impact

/0102123

Gross non7current loans 
payable

 ?C@:A=9 A;?:A8@ 7?@:;A9  8:;@< 7=8< 78:CA<  <9;:?@A 

Gross current loans 
payable

 ?B:;=@ 7=:@@C  ?@:;A9  B? 7?;A 7?:<8A  8A:9B? 

Total loans payable  20285/: 2458:57  ;  2802: ;626 ;58/:6  :358325 

Amortised cost 7A:8CA  7  7 78:<B<  7  7 7B:@<@ 

Other non7current 
financial liabilities

 8?  7  7 78?  7  7  7 

Other current financial 
liabilities

 8:=B8 78:=9A  7  <:=?C  7 7C  <:B@C 

Financial liabilities  200870: 240879:  ;  58294 ;626 ;58/99  :3287:9 

The net financial position is broken down below:

Net financial position /010212323 /010212304

Non7current bonds 7A8<:<AA 7?@=:@;@ 

Current bonds  7  7 

Bonds> ;/2585// ;0698636 

Non7current loans payable 7?B;:;<< 7?@:A=9 

Current loans payable 78A:9;; 7?B:;=@ 

Other non7current financial liabilities  7 78? 

Other current financial liabilities 7<:B@C 78:=B8 

Financial liabilities> ;067852/ ;/:8037 

Current loans and receivables  ?:@C<  ?:<B= 

Other current financial assets  ?:;9@  A99 

Financial assets>  28770  08755 

Cash  @@  @8 

Bank current accounts and deposits  A<@:?9=  @=:;<9 

Cash and cash equivalents>  /56829/  698023 

Net financial position* ;0:28602 ;0//87:0 

Non7current loans and receivables  B:A9B  =:B=8 

Other non7current financial assets  ?:@@@  ?:?8B 

Non7current leases 7 Ifrs ?=  CA;  ?:BBC 

Current leases 7 Ifrs ?=  9B=  C99 

Net financial position of operations ;05/8695 ;02/8906 

of which payables/(receivables)> < <

non7current 7<==:A9B 7?9<:9B; 

current  A88:=8?  =?:8AA 

* Net financial debt drawn up in accordance with the framework provided for by Recommendation Esma/8;?A/A?C
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In January 2018, the Company issued a 3.5% fixed-rate senior unsecured bond of 180 mil-
lion euros - maturing in 2025 - listed on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange and on the MOT.

The e"ect of the amortised cost on this item amounted to 2.685 million euros at 31 De-
cember 2020.

In September 2020, the Company issued a 3.75% fixed-rate senior unsecured bond of 150 
million euros – maturing in 2026 – listed on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange and on the 
MOT.

The e"ect of the amortised cost on this item amounted to 2.882 million euros at 31 De-
cember 2020.

The Carraro Group has total short-term bank credit facilities of 38.78 million euros, 
against a utilisation of 6.27 million euros. Medium and long-term bank credit facilities 
amount to a total of 199.60 million euros, against a utilisation of 165.95 million euros.$

The rate terms vary according to the country of usage and can be summarised as follows:
› Europe: 1.50-2%
› India: 9-10.50%

Fair Value
The fair value of medium/long-term financial liabilities, taking account of the fact that 

these are almost exclusively for variable-rate funding and that the terms being renegotiat-
ed with the banking counterparties are in line with the average levels for the market and 
the segment – even considering the residual volatility of the markets and the relative un-
certainty in identifying “reference” conditions – as measured is not significantly di"erent 
overall from the carrying amounts.

Trade payables and other payables (note 17)

/010212323 /010212304

From third parties 92 00:

Other non;current payables 92 00:

Trade payables and other non;current payables 92 00:

From related parties @ 89;

From third parties ?<;:ACA ?<C:99C

Current trade payables 0538533 0:38094

From related parties C; C;

From third parties B=:89< =9:C99

Other current payables :98/65 948367

Trade payables and other current payables 0498665 2048256

Trade payables do not produce interest and on average are settled at 120 days.
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Other payables due to third parties can be analysed as follows:

/010212323 /010212304

VAT payables ?;:?<< C:;8?

Other tax payables BCA AB=

Amounts due to pensions agencies <:;=@ <:?;A

Amounts due to employees ??:C<A ??:9<B

Irpef (personal income tax) employees & professionals 8:9=@ A:;;C

Board of Directors ?:B=8 ?:8?9

Other payables 8B:?;9 AC:<A=

Other current payables :98275 978477

With regard to the Indian company, a tax dispute is underway following disputes by the 
local tax authorities over a number of years, mainly relating to the benchmark used for 
transfer pricing and the evidence of the services and related benefits received by the Indian 
plant for the deductibility of royalties and intra-group services. Extensive documentation 
has already been submitted in court in support of the defence arguments of the company. 

Supported by the opinions of its tax consultants, the risk of losing the case in court in 
relation to the claims of the Indian financial administration is estimated to be possible for 
a total of 8.3 million euros. Considering the estimated degree of risk, it was not considered 
necessary to allocate a risk provision.

The following table shows an analysis of trade and other payables by maturity:

/010212323 Past due Not yet due

Less than 
0 year

More than 
0 year

Less than 
0 year

More than 
0 year

Total

Trade payables  ?8:899  C;B  ?8@:?=B  <8  0538533 

Other payables  7  7  B=:A@<  =8  :985/9 

Total  028277  43:  07/8:/4  035  04987/9 

/010212323 Past due Not yet due

Less than 
0 year

More than 
0 year

Less than 
0 year

More than 
0 year

Total

Trade payables  ??:?9;  C?8  ?A9:;=;  ?@  0:38094

Other payables  7  7  =C:;@9  ??B  94804/ 

Total  008073  402  23680/7  0/2  2048/92 

Current taxes payables (note 18)

/010212323 /010212304

Current taxes payable 8:@9< B:AA?

Debiti pea Current tax payables r imposte correnti 28675 :8//0
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Employee severance indemnities and retirement benefits (note 19)
Provision for severance indemnity and retirement benefits

/010212323 /010212304

Opening severance indemnities in accordance with Ias 04 78046 78549

Utilisation of employee severance indemnities 7B@A 7@C<

Employee severance indemnities transferred to other companies 7A:;<B 7<<

Employee severance indemnities transferred from other companies A:;<B <<

Interest cost 8= =?

Actuarial gains/losses @9 <A<

Change in consolidation scope 7 7

Closing severance indemnities in accordance with Ias 04 68627 78046

The severance indemnity, calculated according to current Italian laws, is treated for ac-
counting purposes as a defined-benefit fund and as such is recalculated at the end of each 
accounting period according to a statistical-actuarial criterion which also takes account of 
the e"ects of financial discounting.

The actuarial valuation of this obligation is carried out according to the actuarial crite-
rion of the “projected unit credit method” with the support of the data issued by Istat, the 
Inps and the Ania. The parameters used are as follows: 1) annual discount rate: -0.02%, 2) 
personnel rotation rate 5%, 3) annual inflation index 0.8%, 4) advances rate 2%, 5) remu-
neration increase rate 2.1%.

The accounting treatment of employee benefits recorded in the financial statements 
complies with Ias 19 Revised for defined-benefit plans. For further details, see section 3.3.

Termination benefits are benefits to employees regulated by the laws in force in Italy and 
recognised in the financial statements of Italian companies.

On the basis of the changes introduced in Law 296/06, with e"ect from 30 June 2007, 
termination benefits maturing after 1 January 2007 must be paid into a specific treasury re-
serve established at the pensions agency Inps, or, if the employee so chooses, into a special 
complementary pension fund. There are no more provisions for termination benefits with 
these contributions. 

Sensitivity analysis IAS 19 Revised
The table below indicates the values of the Employee benefits provision as at 31.12.2020 

calculated in the case of changes in actuarial assumptions reasonably possible at that date 
with the following variables:

› turnover frequency
› discount rate (taken from the Iboxx Corporate AA 7-10 index)
› inflation rate

Turnover frequency Inflation rate Discount rate

0% ;0% ?382:% ;382:% ?382:% ;382:%

Provisions for employee benefits A?>?8>8;8; @:==@ @:@CB @:98; @:=A9 @:B9A @:9@9
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Pension/retirement funds
Pension funds and the like of 1.6 million euros (1.6 million euros as at 31.12.2019) refer to 

Argentine, Indian and Chinese personnel. 

Opening 
/010212304

Increases Decreases Change in 
consolida;
tion scope

Change in 
currency

Closing 
/010212323

Pension and similar funds  08:62 <8 7<9  7 9B  089:0

Workforce number
The number of employees refers only to the fully consolidated companies and is divided 

into categories:

Workforce /010212304 Changes /010212323

Executives 8= ? 8@

Clerical staff @;A 9 @??

Factory workers 8:;?= 8C 8:;<B

Temporary workers A<@ A8B =@8

Total as at /0102 /8342 /9/ /85::

Provisions for risks and liabilities (Note 20)
The item can be broken down as follows:

Opening 
situation

Increases Decreases Reclassif1 Exchange;
rate adjust1

Closing 
situation

Non;current portion < < < < < <

?) Warranty  8:C9C  7  7 7=;= 7@8  8:A?? 

8) Costs of legal claims  B=  7  7  7  7  B= 

A) Renovation and convers>  7  7  7  7  7  7 

<) Other provisions  @;?  8;  7 7 7=<  =B@ 

Total  /8659  23  ; ;939 ;0/9  /8325 

Current portion < < < < < <

?) Warranty  ?A:A?@  ?:C@= 7<:CA=  BA 7?;?  ?;:A;C 

8) Costs of legal claims  <=?  9A 78;<  7 78=  A?< 

A) Renovation and convers>  ?:<9A  ?8? 7ABB  7 7?@9  ?:;@? 

<) Other provisions  9=9  A:@;= 7AC= 7 7=A  <:??B 

Total  098024 :8779 ;:8740 :/ ;/97  0:8734 
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Warranty reserve
From the product warranty reserve, 5.8 million euros was used for customer claims ac-

cepted and the reserve was increased by 5.8 million euros on the basis of the expected war-
ranty costs which will be incurred in relation to the sales made. 

Provision for costs of legal claims:
The provision for costs of legal claims refers to tax liabilities that have been defined or 

are being defined and litigation concerning employees.

Provision for restructuring and reconversion
The detailed movements of provisions for restructuring are shown below:

Provisions 
/0102104

Increases Decreases Reclassif1 Exchange;
rate adjust1

Provisions 
/0102123

Carraro Spa  8C;  7 78;C  7  7  9? 

Carraro Drive Tech Spa  7  7  7  7  7  7 

Siap Spa  A<?  7  7  7  7  A<? 

Driveservice Sel  A<?  7 79?  7  7  8=; 

Carraro Argentina Sa  B??  ?8? 7=B  7 7?@9  A9C 

Total  0857/  020 ;/::  ; ;067  08360 

Other provisions:
The item “Other provisions” includes amounts recognised for individual companies for 

future expenses and liabilities.

7. Commitments and risks 

As of December 31, 2020, there are no commitments and risks.

8. Transactions with related parties (note 21)

The Carraro Group is controlled directly by Finaid Spa, which as at 31.12.2020 held 
35.3949% of the shares outstanding. 

Carraro Spa and all Italian subsidiaries are included in the tax consolidation area of the 
parent company Carraro Spa. The charges/income deriving from the transfer of the Ires 
taxable base are booked under current taxes. 

The transactions between Carraro Spa and its subsidiaries which are a!liated entities of 
Carraro Spa, were eliminated in the consolidated financial statements and are not pointed 
out in these notes.

The details of the transactions between Carraro Group and other a!liated companies 
according to principle Ias 24 and Consob requirements, are indicated below.
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< Financial and commercial 
transactions

Economic
transactions

Related 
parties 

Financ1 
assets

Trade 
receiv1 

and other 
receiv1

Trade 
payables 

and other 
payables

Sales 
revenues

Purch1 
of goods 

and 
materials

Purch1
of 

services

Other 
income 

and 
expenses

Other 
financial 

income

Purch1 
of assets

Finaid Spa  7  9@A  C;  @  7  7  7  7  7 

Enertronica 
Santerno Spa

 B:8C< ?:A?< @ 7  7  7 78< ?A? 7?:B;=

Elettronica 
Santerno Ind> 
e Com Ltd>

7 7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7 

Santerno South 
Africa Pty Ltd

 7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7 

Santerno Usa  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7 

Total  :8245 28076 46 6 ; ; ;25 0/0  ;08:39 

9.3Financial instruments

9.19General summary of the effects on the Income Statement 
deriving from financial instruments.

/010212323 Financ1
income

Financ1 
expenses

Positive 
exchange 

diff1

Negative 
exchange 

diff1

Suspension
Costs 

Revenues

&) @"A&A$"&% &##(B#> < < < < <

&10) Cash and Cash Equivalents>

Bank accounts: positive balance  ?C@  7  7  7  7 

&12) Non;derivative Financial Instruments>

G>8>?) Financial instruments at fair value (Fvtpl)E

G>8>8) Financial instruments held to maturity (Htm)E

G>8>A) Loans and receivables (L&R)E

G>8>A>?) LoansE

Loans receivable ?A?  7  7  7  7 

G>8>A>8) Other assetsE , , , ,

Trade receivables  7  7  8:=;< 7?:9<9  7 

Other financial assets  C8B  7  ?:<9@  7  7 

G>8><) Financial instruments available for sale (Avs)E

&1/) Derivative Financial Instruments>

G>A>?) Hedging derivativesE

G>A>?>8) Cash Flow Hedging Derivatives on curren>E

Fair value through profit or loss  7  7  ?8<  7  7 

Fair value in shareholders’ equity , , , ,  7BC 

Profit realised  7  7  ?:A8A  7  7 

G>A>?>8) Cash Flow Hedging Derivatives 
on interest ratesE

, , , , ,

Profit realised  7  7  7  7  7 

G>A>8) Speculative derivatives (Trading)E , , , , ,
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/010212323 Financ1
income

Financ1 
expenses

Positive 
exchange 

diff1

Negative 
exchange 

diff1

Suspension
Costs 

Revenues

C) @"A&A$"&% %"&C"%"B"(#

C10) Non;derivative Financial Instruments>

H>?>?) Financial Instruments at fair valueE

H>?>8) Other Financial InstrumentsE

Bank accounts! negative balance   7 7@B9  7  7  7 

Trade payables  7  7  ?:8?= 78:=C?  7 

Loans payable , 7??:?C?  7  7  7 

Other financial liabilities  7 78:BA@  7 7?:;<=  7 

C12) Derivative Financial Instruments> < < < < <

H>8>?) Hedging derivativesE , , , , ,

H>8>?>?) Cash Flow Hedging Derivatives on curren>E , , , , ,

Fair value through profit or loss  7  7  7  ?<8  7 

Fair value in shareholders’ equity  7  7  7  7  7 

Loss realised  7  7  7 7CBB  7 

H>8>?>8) Cash Flow Hedging Derivatives 
on interest ratesE

, , , , ,

Loss realised , , , , ,

H>8>8) Speculative derivatives (Trading)E ,  7 , , ,

Total  082:/ ;058579  986:5 ;98/47  ;:4 

/010212304 Financ1
income

Financ1 
expenses

Positive 
exchange 

diff1

Negative 
exchange 

diff1

Suspension
Costs 

Revenues

&) @"A&A$"&% &##(B#> < < < < <

&10) Cash and Cash Equivalents>

Bank accounts: positive balance  ??A  7  7  7  7 

&12) Non;derivative Financial Instruments>

G>8>?) Financial instruments at fair value (Fvtpl)E

G>8>8) Financial instruments held to maturity (Htm)E

G>8>A) Loans and receivables (L&R)E

G>8>A>?) LoansE

Loans receivable  7  7  7  7  7 

G>8>A>8) Other assetsE , , , ,

Trade receivables  7  7  ?:CBA 7?:89?  7 

Other financial assets  98?  7  ?:<;;  7  7 

G>8><) Financial instruments available for sale (Avs)E

&1/) Derivative Financial Instruments>

G>A>?) Hedging derivativesE

G>A>?>8) Cash Flow Hedging Derivatives on curren>E

Fair value through profit or loss  7  7 B  7  7 

Fair value in shareholders’ equity  7  7  7  7 ?B@

Profit realised  7  7  ?:8BA  7  7 

G>A>?>8) Cash Flow Hedging Derivatives 
on interest ratesE

Profit realised  7  7  7  7  7 

G>A>8) Speculative derivatives (Trading)E           
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/010212304 Financ1
income

Financ1 
expenses

Positive 
exchange 

diff1

Negative 
exchange 

diff1

Suspension
Costs 

Revenues

C) @"A&A$"&% %"&C"%"B"(#

C10) Non;derivative Financial Instruments>

H>?>?) Financial Instruments at fair valueE

H>?>8) Other Financial InstrumentsE

Bank accounts! negative balance   7 7C=?  7  7  7 

Trade payables  7  7  ?:A@; 78:8A=  7 

Loans payable , 79:?=;  7  7  7 

Other financial liabilities  7 7?:==C  7 7<8;  7 

C12) Derivative Financial Instruments>

H>8>?) Hedging derivativesE

H>8>?>?) Cash Flow Hedging Derivatives on curren>E

Fair value through profit or loss  7  7  7 8BC  7 

Fair value in shareholders’ equity  7  7  7  7  7 

Loss realised  7  7  7 78:88C  7 

H>8>?>8) Cash Flow Hedging Derivatives 
on interest ratesE

Loss realised           

H>8>8) Speculative derivatives (Trading)E    7       

Total  4/5 ;038643  :8470 ;:8436  0:6 

The source for foreign currency exchange rates is provided by the ECB and the Bank of 
Italy for exchange rates with the Argentinian peso.

9.29Derivative financial instruments on currencies
The following tables indicate all the key information relating to the portfolio of deriv-

ative financial instruments on currencies outstanding as at 31.12.2020. These are instru-
ments designated to cover:

› foreign currency sales budgets;
› imbalances of current receivables and payables in foreign currencies.

A.!Notional values 

Contract Swaps (DCS) 0 Swaps (DCS) 2 Total notional 
values

Carraro Spa  7  =@9  =@9 

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa  89:<8;  <:=AA  AA:;BA 

Carraro India  7  7  7 

Siap  8:8=?  7  8:8=? 

Carraro China  7  7  7 

Group Total /010212323  /38970  :8/00  /:8442 

Group Total /010212304  /38523  68309  /685/9 
? Instruments hedging foreign currency sales and purchasing budget
8 Instruments hedging current receivables and payables in foreign currencies
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B.!Reference currencies and expiry dates of contracts

Contract Swaps (DCS) 0 Swaps (DCS) 2

Currencies Expiry dates Currencies Expiry dates

Carraro Spa 7 7 Usd/Eur Jan 8?

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa Usd/Eur 
Cny/Eur 

Inr/Eur

Feb ‘88 Usd/Eur Jan 8?

Siap Usd/Eur Dec ‘8? – –
? Instruments hedging foreign currency sales and purchasing budget
8 Instruments hedging current receivables and payables in foreign currencies

C.!Fair value

Contract Swaps (DCS) 0 Swaps (DCS) 2 Total

Carraro Spa  7  ? ?

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa –@@ ?;A 8=

Carraro India  7 7 7 

Siap 9B – 9B

Carraro China  7  7  7 

Group Total /010212323 7 035 002

Group Total /010212304 0: 59 90
? Instruments hedging foreign currency sales and purchasing budget
8 Instruments hedging current receivables and payables in foreign currencies

D.!Details of fair values

/010212323 /010212304

Positive 
fair value

Negative 
fair value

Positive 
fair value

Negative 
fair value

Fair Value/Cash Flow Hedge 
Exchange Rate Risk 

 8;C 7C@  8;< 7?<8 

E.!Summary of fair values recognised before tax e"ect according 
to their accounting treatment

FV recognised 
in the income 

statement

FV recognised 
in net equity

Total

Carraro Spa  ?  7  ? 

Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa  ?8A 7C@  8= 

Carraro India  7  7  7 

Siap  <@  A9  9B 

Carraro China  7  7  7 

Group Total /010212323  060 ;:4  002 

Group Total /010212304 ;49 0:6 90
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In relation to the positioning in the hierarchy of fair values pursuant to IFRS 7 par. 27 the 
financial instruments described are classifiable as level 2; there were no transfers of level 
during the period.

The fair values as at 31.12.2020 of financial instruments on exchange rates were calculat-
ed using the forward exchange rate method.

The counterparties with which the contracts are stipulated are leading national and in-
ternational banking institutions.

The financial instruments on currencies are used, on a basis consistent with the financial 
risk management policy adopted by the group, to hedge the risks deriving from exchange 
rate fluctuations and concern sales volumes compared with the budget exchange rate and 
the collections and payment of short and medium-term receivables and payables with re-
spect to the historical value.

For accounting purposes in relation to contracts hedging sales budgets in foreign cur-
rencies e"ective at the reporting date, it should be noted that for the transactions executed, 
especially Domestic Currency Swaps, and in accordance with all the conditions provided 
by the Ias/Ifrs standards, hedge accounting was applied.

With reference to cash-flow hedges (hedging of future cash flows) the related changes 
in fair value are recognised in the equity reserve, net of the tax e"ect, while for fair-value 
hedges (hedging the fair value of assets and liabilities) the related changes in fair value are 
reflected in the income statement, net of the tax e"ect.

9.39Derivative financial instruments on interest rates

A.!Notional values and fair values
There are no derivative contracts on interest rates outstanding as at 31 December 2020.
Below is a summary table of the assets and liabilities valued at fair value as at 31 Decem-

ber 2020, as required by Ifrs 13, described in paragraph 3.2:

Level 2
/010212323

Level 2
/010212304

Assets

Foreign exchange derivative assets 8;C 8;<

Total Assets 234 235

Liabilities

Foreign exchange derivative liabilities C@ ?<8

Interest rate derivative liabilities 7 7

Total Liabilities 46 052

Sensitivity analysis
The table below shows the economic and financial e"ects generated by financial state-

ment assets and liabilities (as at 31.12.2020 and 31.12.2019 respectively), in the event of sud-
den changes in the following market variables:

› main foreign currencies with respect to the euro: +/- 10%
› interest rates: +100/-15 “basis points” 
The interest rate oscillation bands represent the average expectations of maximum 

change that the markets currently express. 
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The following methods were used:
› for Interest Rate Swaps the discounted cash flow method was applied;
› Domestic Currency Swap contracts were calculated using the forward exchange rate 

method;
The exchange rate risks deriving from translation of the financial statements of foreign 

subsidiaries from local currency into Eur were not considered. 

Balances
as at  /010212323

Interest rate risk Exchange rate risk

?0% ;310:% ?03% ;03%

Financ> 
effect>

Effect 
on equity

Financ> 
effect>

Effect 
on equity

Financ> 
effect>

Effect 
on equity

Financ> 
effect>

Effect 
on equity

Assets

Trade receivables , , , ,  ??= ,  ?<A ,

Other financial assets 7 
derivat> on currencies

, , , , 7C 7?:C;A  8C;  ?:<?C 

Other financial assets 7 
derivat> on interest rates

,  7 ,  7 , , , ,

Loans , , , ,  7 ,  7 ,

Cash and cash equiv> , , , ,  8?= , 7?== ,

Total gross effect  ;  ;  ;  ;  /2/ ;0843/  296  08504 

Taxes (8<%)  7  7  7  7 7@9  <B@ 7=< 7A<? 

Total net effect  ;  ;  ;  ;  25: ;08559  23/  08367 

Liabilities

Trade payables , , , ,  8AA , 7<B ,

Loans  <:<@B , 7=@? , 7?<8 ,  ?<8 ,

Total gross effect  5856:  ; ;960  ;  40  ;  46  ; 

Taxes (8<%) 7?:;@<  7  ?=?  7 788  7 78A  7 

Total net effect  /8530  ; ;:03  ;  94  ;  65  ; 

Total  /8530  ; ;:03  ;  /05 ;08559  266  08367 

Balances
as at  /010212304

Interest rate risk Exchange rate risk

?0% ;310:% ?03% ;03%

Financ> 
effect>

Effect 
on equity

Financ> 
effect>

Effect 
on equity

Financ> 
effect>

Effect 
on equity

Financ> 
effect>

Effect 
on equity

Assets

Trade receivables , , , , 78@? ,  B=; ,

Other financial assets 7 
derivat> on currencies

, , , ,  ?:;?8 7A:;;A 7@<A  8:8BC 

Other financial assets 7 
derivat> on interest rates

,  7 ,  7 , , , ,

Loans , , , ,  7 ,  7 ,

Cash and cash equiv> , , , ,  89C , 789= ,

Total gross effect  ;  ;  ;  ;  083/3 ;/833/ ;594  282:4 

Taxes (8<%)  7  7  7  7 789A  98=  ?8C 7=8? 

Total net effect  ;  ;  ;  ;  656 ;28066 ;/53  089/7 
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Balances
as at  /010212304

Interest rate risk Exchange rate risk

?0% ;310:% ?03% ;03%

Financ> 
effect>

Effect 
on equity

Financ> 
effect>

Effect 
on equity

Financ> 
effect>

Effect 
on equity

Financ> 
effect>

Effect 
on equity

Liabilities

Trade payables , , , ,  AA , ??B ,

Loans  8:;A; , 7A;B , 7?C; ,  ?C; ,

Total gross effect  283/3  ; ;/3:  ;  ;0:6  ;  /3:  ; 

Taxes (8<%) 7<9@  7  @A  7 A9  7 7@A  7 

Total net effect  08:5/  ; ;2/2  ;  ;004  ;  2/2  ; 

Total  08:5/  ; ;2/2  ;  927 ;28066 ;037  089/7 

Positive sign: expense (economic) - decrease (equity)
Negative sign: income (economic) - increase (equity)

10.3Subsequent events

There are no subsequent events to report.

11.3Information in accordance with article 149-duodecies 
of the Consob Issuers’ Regulations.

The auditing of the Carraro Group’s financial statements is carried out by Deloitte & 
Touche Spa. The following is a summary of the fees and charges of the independent audi-
tors for the 2020 financial year, relating to audit services and other services provided, net 
of incidental expenses charged. 

'('( '(%)

Accounting audit , ,

Carraro Spa AB8 AB?

Subsidiaries A9; <;?

Total independent auditing services 6/2 6:2

Other services

Carraro Spa – 8B

Subsidiaries ??B A?

Total other services 00: :9

Total fees 756 737
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Equity investments held by Directors, 
Statutory auditors and General Managers 
and immediate family members

Name and surname Subsidiary 
company>
Carraro Spa

No1 of shares 
held as at 

/010212304

No1 of 
shares 

purchased

No1 of 
shares 

sold

No1 of shares 
held as at 

/010212323

Mario Carraro Directly held =;;:;;; 7 7 =;;:;;;

through Finaid Spa 89:8?B:B?C 7 7 89:8?B:B?C

Enrico and Tomaso Carraro A:@@<:=<; 8:?A@:B99 7 B:C?8:889

Julia Dora Koranyi Arduini 8?:=8C:@@C 7 7 8?:=8C:@@C

Alberto Negri *  <=:<=;  7  7 nr 

Enrico Gomiero ?B:9BB 7 7 ?B:9BB

Andrea Conchetto **  nr 7  7 ??:@;; 

*DChief Executive Officer resigned on October 8=: 8;8;>
**DGeneral Manager from ;? January 8;8;; Member of the Board of Directors (by co7option on 8= October 8;8;)>

Enrico Carraro
Chairman
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Annex to the notes to the consolidated financial 
statements 21.1"."#"#
Transparency obligations under 
Law No. ,-D of -.,E 
(Annual Law on the Market and Competition)

The following is a list of grants, contributions, paid assignments and, in any case, eco-
nomic advantages of any kind received by public administrations and other entities as de-
fined in article 1, subsection 125 of Law 124 of 2017, which the companies belonging to the 
Carraro Group and therefore included in the scope of consolidation received during the 
2020 financial year:

Name and tax number of the recipient: Carraro Spa – ++(+(+%+(&$
Name of the supplying party: European Social Fund ESF;
Sum collected: (*,'&+ euros;
Payment Purpose: Personnel Training

Name and tax number of the recipient: Carraro Spa – ++(+(+%+(&$
Name of the supplying party: Customs Agency
Sum collected: "(,+"& euros
Payment Purpose: Refund of customs duties. Reference Law No. *$' of +)/+"/#'*% 
– Law No. ""$ of +&/##/#'"$ - Presidential Decree No. "&& of +"/+'/#'"".

Name and tax number of the recipient: Carraro Spa – ++(+(+%+(&$
Name of the supplying party: Customs Agency
Sum collected: %&,((% euros
Payment Purpose: Tax credit for Energy Products shipped to foreign countries, Reference 
Legislative Decree no. )+% of (*/#+/#'') and Ministerial Decree no. *&' of #(/#(/#''*.

During the 2020 financial year, the company Carraro Spa, has:
› obtained relief from contributions (as provided for by Law 205/201 and by article 6 of 

Decree Law no. 104 of 14 August 2020) for 82,631 euros;
› o"set tax credits deriving from investments in Research and Development (as provid-

ed for by Decree Law 145/2013, as amended) for 1,686,528 euros and for ‘training 4.0’ 
(as provided for by Article 1 paragraphs 46-56 of Law no. 205 of December 27, 2017) for 
36,467 euros.

During 2020, the Company also received the following contributions and benefits:
› Personnel-related: the company benefited from Inps and Inail benefits relating to sick-

ness, maternity, Law 104 leave, breastfeeding, extraordinary leave, blood donations, 
family allowances, accident benefits, Covid parental leave and Law 104 Covid. The 
company also advanced the Covid unemployment benefits on behalf of Inps.

› Fiscal in nature: among the various benefits are the tax credit for investments in new 
capital goods and ‘industry 4.0’ and Ace (aid to economic growth) investments.
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Name and tax number of the recipient: Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa – +)()$#&+(&%
Name of the supplying party: European Social Fund ESF;
Sum collected: (,)++ euros
Payment Purpose: Personnel Training

Name and tax number of the recipient: Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa – +)()$#&+(&%
Name of the supplying party: Customs Agency
Sum collected: )+,)%" euros
Payment Purpose: Refund of customs duties. Reference Law No. *$' of +)/+"/#'*% 
– Law No. ""$ of +&/##/#'"$ - Presidential Decree No. "&& of +"/+'/#'"".

Name and tax number of the recipient: Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa – +)()$#&+(&%
Name of the supplying party: Customs Agency
Sum collected: %",$+$ euros
Payment Purpose: Tax credit for Energy Products shipped to foreign countries, Reference 
Legislative Decree no. )+% of (*/#+/#'') and Ministerial Decree no. *&' of #(/#(/#''*.

During the 2020 financial year, Carraro Drive Tech Italia Spa obtained contribution re-
lief (as provided for by Law 205/2017, article 6 of Decree Law 104 of 14 August 2020) of 
49,082 euros.

During 2020, the company also received the following benefits:
› Personnel-related: Inps and Inail benefits amounting to 332,525 euros deriving from 

sickness allowance, maternity allowance, law 104 leave, breastfeeding, extraordinary 
leave, blood donations, family allowances, accident allowance, Covid parental leave 
and Covid law 104). The company also advanced the Covid unemployment benefits on 
behalf of Inps.

› Fiscal in nature: among the various benefits are the tax credit for investments in new 
capital goods and ‘industry 4.0’ and Ace (aid to economic growth) investments.

Name and tax number of the recipient: Siap Spa – +++"%)$+'$(
Name of the supplying party: European Social Fund ESF (Fondimpresa)
Sum collected: #&,*(* euros
Payment Purpose: Personnel Training

During the 2020 financial year, the company Siap Spa, has:
› obtained relief from contributions (as provided for by Law 205/2017, Law 92/2012 art. 

2 par. 10-bis, article 6 of Decree Law no. 104 of 14 August 2020) of 71,533 euros;
› o"set tax credits deriving from investments in Research and Development (as provid-

ed for by Legislative Decree 145/2013 and subsequent amendments) for 185,821 euros;
› collected, in advance, a capital contribution of 450,000.00 euros from the Friuli Vene-

zia Giulia Region with regard to the implementation of the project called “Project of 
environmental protection with investments in high-e!ciency cogeneration“ pursuant 
to concession decree no.1894/Protur of 19/07/2019, pursuant to article 6 of Regional 
Law no. 3 of 20 February 2015 and the Implementation Regulation DPReg 18/04/17 no 
82.
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During 2020, Siap also received the following contributions and benefits:
› Personnel-related: among the various amounts, we point out the sums advanced re-

lating to the integration of services to support income from the company on behalf 
of Inps and Inail (illness, maternity, permits and leave under Law 104, breastfeeding 
permits, extraordinary leave, blood donations, family allowances, accident indemnity, 
Covid family leave and Covid Law 104).

› Fiscal in nature: among the various benefits are the tax credits for investments in new 
capital goods and ‘industry 4.0’ and Ace (aid to economic growth) investments.

› Of a di"erent nature: among other things, the tari" concessions provided for ener-
gy-intensive businesses (energy-intensive businesses), as per the Ministerial Decree of 
5 April 2013 of the Ministry of the Economy and Finance, should be noted.

The company advanced the Covid unemployment benefits on behalf of Inps.

During 2020, Driveservice Srl also received the following benefits:
› Personnel-related: among others, the Inps and Inail benefits for sickness, leave under 

Law 104, maternity, blood donations, marriage leave, family allowances. The company 
advanced the Covid unemployment benefits on behalf of Inps;

› Fiscal in nature: among the various benefits are the tax credit for investments in new 
capital goods and Ace (aid to economic growth) investments.

Enrico Carraro
Chairman
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Certification of the consolidated financial 
statements for the year pursuant to Art. 145-bis, 
subsection 4 of Leg. Dec. 46/1776 (Consolidated 
Finance Act) and Article 61-ter of Consob 
Regulation no. 11781 of 15 May 1777 as amended.

1. The undersigned Enrico Carraro, Chairman of the Board of Directors, and Enrico Gom-
iero, Financial Reporting O!cer of Carraro Spa, also taking into account also the provisions 
of Article 154-bis, paragraphs 3 and 4, of Legislative Decree 58 of 24 February 1998, certify:

› the adequacy in relation to the characteristics of the enterprise;
› the e"ective application of the administrative and accounting procedures used to pre-

pare the consolidated financial statements for 2020;

2. In this regard no significant aspects emerged which require disclosure.

3. We can also certify that:

3.1 the consolidated financial statements:
› were prepared in conformity with the applicable international accounting standards 

endorsed by the European Community under the terms of Regulation (EC) No. 
1606/2002 of the European Parliament and Council, of 19 July 2002;

› correspond to the accounting records;
› give a true and fair picture of the financial position and performance of the Group and 

of all the companies included in the scope of consolidation;

3.2 the report on operations includes a reliable analysis of the progress and results of 
operations, as well as the situation of the issuer and of the set of companies included in 
the consolidation, together with a description of the key risks and uncertainties they are 
exposed to.

Date: 26 March 2021

    
Enrico Carraro     Enrico Gomiero
Chairman of the Board     Financial Reporting O!cer
of Directors



Report of the Board of Statutory Auditors 
for the year 2020 to the shareholders of Carraro 
Spa prepared in accordance with art. 153 
of legislative decree 58/1998 e dell’art. 2429
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CCAARRRRAARROO  SS..PP..AA..  

RReeggiisstteerreedd  ooffffiiccee  iinn  CCaammppooddaarrsseeggoo  ((PPaadduuaa))  ––  VViiaa  OOllmmoo  nnoo..  3377  

SShhaarree  ccaappiittaall  ooff  4411,,445522,,554433..6600  eeuurrooss  ffuullllyy  ppaaiidd--uupp  

RReeggiisstteerreedd  iinn  tthhee  CCoommppaannyy  RReeggiisstteerr  ooff  PPaadduuaa  aanndd  TTaaxx  IIddeennttiiffiiccaattiioonn  NNoo..  

0000220022004400228833  

RREEAA  [[EEccoonnoommiicc  aanndd  AAddmmiinniissttrraattiivvee  IInnddeexx]]  ooff  PPaadduuaa  NNoo..  8844003333  
**  

RREEPPOORRTT  OOFF  TTHHEE  BBOOAARRDD  OOFF  SSTTAATTUUTTOORRYY  AAUUDDIITTOORRSS  FFOORR  TTHHEE  YYEEAARR  22002200,,  TTOO  TTHHEE  

SSHHAARREEHHOOLLDDEERRSS''  MMEEEETTIINNGG  OOFF  CCAARRRRAARROO  SS..PP..AA..  

ppuurrssuuaanntt  ttoo  AArrttiiccllee  115533  ooff  LLeeggiissllaattiivvee  DDeeccrreeee  5588//11999988  aanndd  AArrttiiccllee  22442299  ooff  tthhee  CCiivviill  

CCooddee..  

 

Dear Shareholders, 
During the year ended 31 December 2020, we carried out the supervisory activities 

required by law (in particular by Article 149 of Legislative Decree 58/1998 or 
"Consolidated Finance Act – TUF"), in accordance with the Rules of Conduct of the 
Boards of Statutory Auditors of listed companies recommended by the National 
Association of Certified Public Accountants, the CONSOB recommendations 
concerning corporate controls and activities of the Board of Statutory Auditors, the 
guidelines of the Code of Conduct as adopted by the company, as well as in our 
capacity as the Internal Control and Auditing Committee pursuant to Article 19 of 
Legislative Decree 39/2010.  

The Board has overseen compliance with the principles of sound administration, 
and specifically, the adequacy of the organisational, administrative and accounting 
structures used by the Company, the effective operation of those structures, and the 
methods used to implement the corporate governance rules as provided for in the 
relevant laws. The Board also checked the independence of the independent auditors 
mandated to carry out the statutory audit.  

In 2020 the Board of Statutory Auditors held fifteen meetings, some of which were 
held jointly with the Control, Risk and Sustainability Committee, on topics of common 
interest. The Board also participated:  
�� in eleven meetings of the Board of Directors pursuant to Article 149, paragraph 2 

of Legislative Decree 58/1998; 
�� in its collegial composition, in meetings of the Control, Risk and Sustainability 

Committee, of which twelve were held; 
�� in its collegial composition, in meetings of the Appointments and Remuneration 

Committee, of which six were held; 
 

2020 was marked by severe uncertainty regarding the onset and worldwide spread 
of the Covid-19 virus. The indications and measures issued by the various governments 
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from February and throughout 2020 imposed particularly severe measures such as 
lockdown situations and significant constraints on people's mobility. The activities of 
the Board of Statutory Auditors continued to be carried out “remotely” by holding 
meetings via video-conferencing systems made available by the Company and by 
acquisition of the necessary documentation in electronic format and through 
dedicated IT platforms also made available by the Company. Bearing in mind the 
degree of reliability and timeliness of the Company in ensuring that meetings were 
conducted properly and the possibility of maintaining a high level of interaction and 
constant contact with management and corporate functions, the Board of Statutory 
Auditors believes that the adoption of these methods did not reduce or affect the 
degree of reliability of the information received and the effectiveness of its activities.  
 The Board acknowledges that it conducted its self-assessment in accordance with 
the provisions of the Code of Conduct of the Board of Statutory Auditors of Listed 
Companies (Rule Q.1.1) and that on 22 March 2021 it submitted to the Board of 
Directors, which acknowledged it on 28 March 2021, the Board’s periodic “Self-
�ƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ZĞƉŽƌƚ͕͟�ƉƵƌƐƵĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�ĂŶĚ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƵƌƉŽƐĞƐ�ŽĨ�͞ZƵůĞ�Y͘ϭ͘ϭ഼�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�͞ZƵůĞƐ�ŽĨ�
conduct of the Board of Statutory Auditors of listed companies”, issued by the National 
Council of Chartered Accountants, illustrating the contents of the same. The Corporate 
Governance Report indicates the dimensions in which the self-assessment process was 
conducted.  
 

Pursuant to and for the purposes of point 8.C.1. of the Code of Conduct adopted 
by the Company, the Board acknowledges to have verified both the existence of the 
independence requirements for the members of the Board of Statutory Auditors, 
according to the criteria set out in the Code of Conduct, and the permanence of such 
requirements on an annual basis.. The Board declares, with reference to each of its 
members, that it proceeded in accordance with procedures aimed at ensuring an 
impartial and truthful assessment.  
 

 
11..� SSuuppeerrvviissiioonn  ooff  ccoommpplliiaannccee  wwiitthh  tthhee  llaaww  aanndd  tthhee  AArrttiicclleess  ooff  AAssssoocciiaattiioonn  

 
We monitored compliance with the law and the Articles of Association without 

having any observations or findings in compliance with applicable legislation. We have 
overseen compliance with reporting obligations pertaining to regulated and inside 
information. 

On at least a quarterly basis, we received information from the directors about the 
Company’s activities and any transactions with a significant effect on the Company’s 
financial position and performance, and on its subsidiaries. We can provide reasonable 
assurance that the actions adopted and undertaken by the Company conform to the 
law and the Articles of Association. 

The main group reorganisation activities and the most significant events for the 
Company in 2020, which the Board of Statutory Auditors deems necessary to highlight, 
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are described below:  
Ͳ� with effect from 1 January 2020, the subsidiary Carraro Germania S.r.l. was 

merged with Carraro S.p.A. The transaction resulted in a merger surplus of 
9,212,398 euros, recognised as a Shareholders' Equity item; 

Ͳ� between the end of the first quarter of 2020 and the beginning of the second, due 
to the Covid-19 outbreak, the Group’s plants were progressively affected by 
lockdowns imposed by the governmental authorities of the various countries. The 
first Carraro Group plant to be affected was that in China, starting in January. 
Subsequently, on 22 March 2020, the Italian government stopped all non-
essential production activities until 4 May 2020. As a result of this decree, the 
Group’s Italian production facilities were closed down. Starting from 23 March, 
the plants in India, Argentina and Brazil were temporarily closed; 

Ͳ� with effect from 1 August 2020, Carraro Drive Tech S.p.A. was subject to a partial, 
non-proportional demerger, by means assignment in favour of Carraro Drive Tech 
Italia S.p.A. of a business unit, while at the same time the merger of Carraro Drive 
Tech S.p.A. with Carraro International SE took place. 

Ͳ� in September, with a guarantee provided by Carraro S.p.A., Carraro International 
S.E. issued a senior unsecured bond listed on the MOT and on the Luxembourg 
stock exchange maturing in 2026, for 150 million euros, with a coupon of 3.75%.In 
addition, new amortizing credit lines expiring in 2026 were obtained for a total of 
85 million euros, guaranteed by SACE; 

Ͳ� in September, all Carraro Group companies were involved in a cyber attack that 
affected a part of the IT infrastructure, causing a production shutdown of a few 
days and the loss of some operating data. Recovery activities made it possible to 
quickly resume the operations of production plants.  

Ͳ� following the resignation of the Chief Executive Officer on 26 October 2020, the 
Board of Directors of the Company decided to co-opt the current Group General 
Manager to the Board of Directors, with effect on 1 January 2021, granting him 
the widest-ranging powers for the operational management of the Company.  

 
22..� SSuuppeerrvviissiioonn  ooff  ccoommpplliiaannccee  wwiitthh  tthhee  pprriinncciipplleess  ooff  ccoorrrreecctt  aaddmmiinniissttrraattiioonn,,  tthhee  

aaddeeqquuaaccyy  ooff  tthhee  oorrggaanniissaattiioonnaall  ssttrruuccttuurree  aanndd  ooff  tthhee  iinntteerrnnaall  ccoonnttrrooll  aanndd  rriisskk  
mmaannaaggeemmeenntt  ssyysstteemm  

 
On at least a quarterly basis, we received information from the directors about the 

Company’s activities and any transactions with a significant effect on the Company’s 
financial position and performance, and on its subsidiaries. We can provide reasonable 
assurance that the actions adopted and undertaken by the Company were not 
manifestly imprudent or reckless, nor did they have potential conflict of interests or 
conflict with the resolutions passed by the meeting of shareholders, nor would they 
compromise the integrity of the company’s assets. The resolutions of the Board of 
Directors are correctly executed by the Chief Executive Officer and/or the top 
managers. 
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We became familiar with and monitored, within our area of responsibility, 
compliance with the principles of proper management, the adequacy of the 
Company’s organisational structure, and of regulations issued by the Company for 
subsidiaries pursuant to Article 114, paragraph 2 of Legislative Decree 58/1998, by 
collecting information from relative responsible parties and meeting with the 
independent auditors appointed for the statutory audit. 

We maintained contact with our counterparts at the Italian-law subsidiaries, 
obtaining information from their Boards of Statutory Auditors for the purpose of 
mutual exchange of relevant data and information. No critical issues emerged from 
the exchange of information with the members of the subsidiaries’ Boards of Statutory 
Auditors. We also examined and obtained information on the organisational and 
procedural activity carried out in accordance with the corporate responsibility law, 
Legislative Decree 231/2001. Nothing significant that would require a mention in this 
report emerged from the information exchanged with the internal control bodies and 
the Supervisory Board.  

During 2020, the Company did not carry out any atypical and/or unusual 
transactions with Group companies or related parties, as defined in Consob 
Communication no. DEM/6064293 of 28 July 2006; the Board of Statutory Auditors 
did not receive information about such transactions from the Board of Directors, the 
Independent Auditors and the Director in charge of the internal control and risk 
management system. 

The Board of Statutory Auditors acknowledges that management decisions were 
therefore based on the principle of correct information and reasonableness. 

We collected evidence concerning the adequacy of the composition, size and 
operation of the Board of Directors with reference to the preparation of the 
company’s strategic guidelines, the definition of the group's corporate structure and 
the existence of adequate information flows to the Board of Directors, required to 
monitor the performance of the company and of the group. 

To this end, we point out that the internal Committees set up within the Board of 
Directors, whose meetings the Board of Statutory Auditors attended, carried out the 
investigative and recommendatory activities entrusted to them by the regulations and 
by the Code of Conduct.   

The Board of Directors considered the recommendations made in the annual report 
of the Corporate Governance Committee, on the application of the Code of Conduct. 
The Board of Statutory Auditors was informed on the results of the self assessment 
carried out by the Board of Directors, and no elements emerged that we consider need 
to be highlighted in this report.  

As required by Legislative Decree 39/2010, in addition to coordinating the 
respective control objectives and procedures with the Independent Directors on the 
Control, Risk and Sustainability Committee, based on the provisions of the Code of 
Conduct, this Board also specifically analysed the activities and audits carried out by 
Internal Audit in relation to financial reporting processes. 

The Board periodically exchanged information with the Chief Executive Officer, with 
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the General Manager and with the top management with reference to the analysis 
and monitoring of the main corporate risks. In particular, meetings were held with the 
company's management regarding the methods of risk assessment, identifying 
corrective actions, and the implementation of those actions. 

In our capacity as Internal Control and Accounts Auditing Committee, we evaluated 
and monitored the adequacy of the internal control and accounting system, and the 
reliability of the accounting system for correctly presenting the actions of 
management, by obtaining information from responsible parties in the various 
departments, examining company documents, evaluating the results of Internal 
Audit’s activity plan, and analysing the results of the independent auditors’ work, by 
overseeing the work of the Internal Control Manager. In particular: 
�� we checked the existence, regular updating and adequacy of internal procedures 

on the main business cycles, as well as the audit work done by Internal Control; 
�� we monitored the adoption of administrative procedures designed to provide 

necessary information about operations and the financial position and 
performance of subsidiaries established and regulated by the laws of non-EU 
member states that have significant relevance, within the meaning of the 
combined provisions of art. 36 and 39 of the Markets Regulation; 

�� we ascertained that the information flows provided by the non-EU subsidiaries 
were adequate for the purposes of the auditing of the annual and interim 
accounts as provided for by art. 15 of the Markets Regulation adopted with 
Consob resolution no. 20249 of 28 December 2017. 

With reference to the outcomes of our specific activities, no elements emerged 
that would need to be mentioned in this report. 

With regard to the preparation of the Non-Financial Statement (legislative decree 
254 of 30 December 2016, as amended and supplemented, and the implementing 
regulation adopted by Consob in resolution no. 20267 18 January 2018), this Board: 
�� verified that the structure of the Company was adequate for the purposes of 

fulfilling the obligation to prepare the Non-Financial Statement in accordance 
with legislative decree 254/2016; 

�� received regular updates on the work done to define the main areas of relevant 
non-financial information, including issues relating to climate change, for the 
Carraro Group, to be included in the non-financial statement, and also on the 
preparation of the non-financial statement itself; 

�� met with the independent auditors Deloitte & Touche S.p.A. which has been 
mandated with the limited review of the non-financial statement.  

The Board checked that the Report on Corporate Governance and Ownership 
Structures, prepared in accordance with article 123-bis of the TUF (available on the 
company’s website) contains a detailed illustration of the material implementation of 
the corporate governance rules set out in the Code of Conduct, which the Company 
has publicly declared that it complies with. That report was prepared in accordance 
with the instructions in the Regulations of the Organised Markets managed by the 
Italian Stock Exchange and in art. 123-ďŝƐ�of the TUF. If necessary, in those limited 
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cases where the Company has decided to depart from the provisions of the Code, 
reasons have been given. 

As required by Article 149, paragraph one, letter c-bis, of Legislative Decree 
58/1998 and by Code of Conduct, we monitored: 
�� the methods of implementing the rules of corporate governance required by the 

Code without having to raise any findings; 
�� the correct application of the criteria and verification procedures adopted by the 

Board of Directors in assessing the independence of its members, as well as other 
procedures with relevance to the public. 

This Board considers that the contents of the Remuneration Report, available on 
the Company’s website, are clear and present a detailed illustration of the material 
implementation of the remuneration policies. The Board has verified the corporate 
processes that led to the definition of the Company’s remuneration policies, with 
particular reference to the remuneration criteria of the Executive Directors, the 
Financial Reporting Officer and the Head of Internal Audit.  

Taking into account the information acquired, the Board believes that this activity 
was carried out in compliance with the principles of sound administration and that the 
organisational structure, the internal control and risk management system and the 
administrative and accounting system that drives the financial disclosure process are 
on the whole adequate for the company’s needs. The Board has no particular 
observations to make in relation to these aspects. 

 
33..� SSuuppeerrvviissiioonn  ooff  tthhee  SSttaattuuttoorryy  AAuuddiitt  

 
In accordance with art. 19 of Legislative Decree 39/2010, the Board, identified in 

that law as the "Internal Control and Auditing Committee", carried out the required 
supervision of the work of the Independent Auditors.  

The Board of Statutory Auditors met several times during the year (to discuss the 
management letter, the interim report, the setting up of the audit of the annual 
financial statements, to share the results) with the Independent Auditors Deloitte & 
Touche S.p.A., also pursuant to Art. 150 of the Consolidated Finance Act, in order to 
exchange information on their activities. At those meetings, the Independent Auditors 
never highlighted any areas for concern or irregularities that may require reporting 
pursuant to art. 155(2) of the Consolidated Finance Act. 

During the year, the Board of Statutory Auditors met the Independent Auditors on 
the occasion of preparation of the Company's Interim Report at 30 June 2020. On that 
occasion, the Independent Auditors illustrated the activities carried out with particular 
reference to the most significant valuation items.  

On 12 April 2021, the Independent Auditors, pursuant to art. 14 of Legislative 
Decree 39/2010 and art. 10 of Regulation (EU) 537/2014, issued the Report on the 
audit of the financial statements as at 31 December 2020 and the Report on the audit 
of the consolidated financial statements as at 31 December 2020.  

With regard to the opinions and certifications, in their Audit Report, the 
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Independent Auditors: 
�� issued an opinion which showed that Carraro's ordinary and consolidated financial 

statements provide a truthful and correct representation of the equity and 
financial situation of Carraro S.p.A. and of the Group at 31 December 2020, of the 
operating profit/loss and cash flows for the year ended on that date, in 
accordance with the IAS/IFRS standards adopted by the European Union and the 
provisions issued in implementation of art. 9 of Legislative Decree 38/2005; 

�� issued an opinion on the cohesion of the single report on operations and the 
ordinary and consolidated financial statements to 31 December 2020, and on its 
legal compliance; 

�� declared that there was nothing to report in terms of material errors in the reports 
on operations, based on their knowledge and understanding of the company and 
its context. 

On 12 April 2021, the Independent Auditors also issued the report on the 
consolidated non-financial statement pursuant to Article 3, Legislative Decree 
254/2016 and Article 5 of CONSOB Regulation no. 20267 of 18 January 2018, certifying 
that said independent auditors did not receive any evidence that the consolidated 
non-financial statement of the Carraro Group, for the year ended 31 December 2020, 
was not drafted, in all its significant aspects, in compliance with the requirements of 
Articles 3 and 4 of the aforementioned decree and the GRI Standards. 

Finally, on 12 April 2021, the independent auditors issued the declaration on 
independence, as required by Article 6, paragraph 2, letter a) of Regulation (EU) 
537/2014, from which no situations emerged that could compromise their 
independence. Finally, the Board of Statutory Auditors took note of the Transparency 
Report prepared by the independent auditors and published on its website pursuant 
to Article 18 of Legislative Decree 39/2010. 

In addition to the tasks envisaged by the regulations for listed companies, the 
Independent Auditors, together with the other companies belonging to its network, 
carried out non-audit activities, on which the Board expressed its prior authorisation, 
pursuant to Article 54 Reg. EU 537/2014 and Legislative Decree 135/2016, in favour 
of Carraro S.p.A. for total fees and consideration pertaining to the 2020 financial year 
of 70,000 euros. These fees, also shown in the annex to the financial statements as 
required by art. 149-duodecies of the Issuer’s Regulation, were charged to the income 
statement. These mandates are not included in the services prohibited under art. 5(1) 
of Regulation (EU) 537/2014).  

Taking into account the mandates given by Carraro and the Group companies to 
Deloitte & Touche S.p.A. and its network, the Board of Statutory Auditors does not 
believe that there are any critical aspects in relation to the independence of Deloitte 
& Touche.  

The Independent Auditors also confirmed to this Board that it did not issue any 
legal opinions without there being the conditions necessary for their issue.  

With regard to the preparation of the ordinary and consolidated financial 
statements, the Board of Statutory Auditors acknowledges that, on 17 December 
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2020, as required by the joint Bank of Italy/CONSOB/ISVAP document of 3 March 2010, 
the Board of Directors approved the methodology for conducting the impairment test. 

On 12 April 2021, the Independent Auditors submitted to the Board of Statutory 
Auditors the Additional Report required by art. 11 of the European Regulation 
537/2014, which: 
�� includes the declaration of independence of the Independent Auditors 
�� illustrates the scope and timing of the audit, describes the methodology used and 

indicates the quantitative level of overall significance; 
�� indicates and evaluates the evaluation methods applied to the various items of 

the financial statements without highlighting any issues regarding the 
appropriateness of the accounting standards adopted by the Company; 

�� does not raise doubts about the ability of Carraro S.p.A. to continue as a going 
concern (business continuity); 

�� does not indicate significant shortcomings in the internal control system, in 
relation to the financial reporting process; 

�� does not mention any cases of non-compliance with laws, regulations or 
important statutory provisions in relation to the activity of the Board of Statutory 
Auditors; 

�� does not contain any reports of limitations on the auditing activity nor the 
existence of significant difficulties arising from the legal audit. 

 
In this regard, as required by Article 19 of Legislative Decree 39/2010, on 12 April 

2021 the Board of Statutory Auditors informed the Board of Directors, without 
considering it necessary to support said report with its own observations. 
 
44..� SSuuppeerrvviissiioonn  ooff  ttrraannssaaccttiioonnss  wwiitthh  rreellaatteedd  ppaarrttiieess  

 
With regard to transactions entered into with Group companies or related parties 

pursuant to art. 2391 and 2391-ďŝƐ of the Italian Civil Code, we noted the existence of 
intra-group transactions concerning ordinary equity, economic and financial 
relationships with subsidiaries and associated companies, with the parent company, 
and with other related parties. Those relationships were described in detail in the 
notes to the ordinary and consolidated Financial Statements.  

In particular it is noted:  
�� that such ordinary relations primarily concern transactions of a financial or 

commercial nature, the provision of services and advisory services;  
�� that such transactions with subsidiaries and associated companies, with the 

parent company, and with other related parties, carried out at arm's length 
conditions, are considered to have been made at fair prices, in accordance with 
the Company’s interests; 

�� that there were no atypical and/or unusual transactions with related parties that 
could significantly impact the Company’s financial position and performance;  

�� that the information provided by the Directors in the Report on Operations and in 
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the notes to the Financial Statements on intra-group transactions and/or 
transactions with related parties and atypical or unusual transactions, is 
considered to be adequate. 

 
55..� OOmmiissssiioonnss  oorr  aarreeaass  ooff  ccoonncceerrnn,,  ooppiinniioonnss  rreennddeerreedd  aanndd  iinniittiiaattiivveess  ttaakkeenn  

 
During the course of the year, no complaints were received pursuant to Article 2408 

of the Italian Civil Code, nor were any petitions received from shareholders and/or 
third parties. 

During 2020, the Board of Statutory Auditors formulated opinions required by 
current legislation and issued the advisory opinions required by the Code of Conduct 
and by the policies and procedures adopted by the Company with reference to: (i) the 
remuneration policies contained in the Remuneration Report (ii) non-audit 
assignments entrusted to the Deloitte independent auditors network. During the year, 
we constantly carried out monitoring activities as required by Article 149 of Legislative 
Decree 58/1998, and we can conclusively confirm that in carrying out our activities, 
we did not ascertain any irregularities, omissions, or punishable acts and therefore do 
not have any proposals to make to the Shareholders' Meeting pursuant to Article 153, 
paragraph 2 of Legislative Decree 58/1998. 

 
66..� IImmppaaccttss  ooff  tthhee  CCoovviidd--1199  PPaannddeemmiicc  oonn  bbuussiinneessss  ccoonnttiinnuuiittyy  

 
The Report on Operations, taking into account the indications provided by the 

European and national authorities responsible for the supervision of financial markets 
(ESMA and CONSOB), reports on the activities put in place by the Board of Directors 
on the impact of the Pandemic on the main indicators of the reference markets, both 
in 2020 and prospectively. 

The analysis formulated on the basis of the following evidence:  
�� the Group's markets are reporting growth, as demonstrated by the robust backlog 

expected for 2021;   
�� the reliability of the supply chain, despite some difficulties in processing orders due 

to the sudden increase in demand, has not shown any signs so far of substantial 
discontinuity overall; 

�� at present, the Group does not plan to use public support measures which, if no 
longer provided, would have significant economic/financial effects; 

�� thanks to recent and significant mid-term funding operations, the Group is not in 
conditions where it has a limited availability of or access to financial resources; 

�� the Group operates with customers that have excellent credit ratings, whose past 
and present financial performance has no critical aspects that would affect the 
recoverability of amounts owing by them,   

led the Board of Directors to conclude that, despite the complexity of the overall 
situation, at the reporting date, there is no evidence that the business continuity 
assumption has been jeopardised. 
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The Board is of the opinion that the analysis process adopted by the Board of 
Directors, despite the permanent uncertainty, for assessing business continuity, 
complies with the rules of proper administration and management and cannot 
therefore be criticised. 
 
77..� CCoonnttrrooll    

 
Carraro S.p.A. is controlled by Finaid S.p.A.  

The corporate governance report illustrates the reasons why Carraro S.p.A. is not 
subject to direction and coordination by Finaid S.p.A. 

  
88..� PPuubblliicc  TTeennddeerr  OOffffeerr  

  
It should be noted that, on 28 March 2021, the company FLY S.r.l. made a 

communication pursuant to Article 102(1) of Legislative Decree no. 58 of 24 February 
1998, as amended and supplemented (“Consolidated Finance Act – TUF”) and Article 
37 of the Regulations adopted by Consob resolution no. 11971 of 14 May 1999, as 
amended and supplemented (“Issuers’ Regulations”), concerning the voluntary public 
tender offer on the ordinary shares of Carraro S.p.A.  

FLY S.r.l. is owned by the Carraro shareholders Mr. Enrico Carraro, Mr. Tomaso 
Carraro, Mrs. Julia Dora Koranyi Arduini, Finaid SpA and communicated its intention to 
promote a public tender offer on all of the ordinary shares of Carraro S.p.A. – after 
deducting the Investment held by the aforementioned shareholders and the Treasury 
Shares held by Carraro S.p.A. – amounting to a total of 21,331,916 ordinary shares 
representing 26.76% of the share capital of Carraro S.p.A. 

 
The above Communication contains the following indications: 
1.� Parties participating in the operation; 
2.� Legal prerequisites and reasons for the offer; 
3.� Essential elements of the offer. 

 
The Board of Directors of Carraro S.p.A., in its meeting of 30 March 2021, examined 

the contents of the press release and passed the consequent resolution to appoint 
Lazard as independent expert to assist the Board in expressing its opinion on the 
content of the public tender offer. In turn, the Independent Directors of the Company 
appointed Mediobanca as an independent expert to assist them in their assessment 
of the fairness of the consideration of the Offer for the purposes of their assessment 
of the offer and the fairness of the consideration offered.  

Information relating to the offer, pursuant to Article 129(2) of the Issuers' 
Regulations, Carraro S.p.A., is contained on the website 
https://www.carraro.com/it/investor-relations/opa-fly. 
  
99..� CCoonncclluussiioonnss  
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The Financial Statements as at 31 December 2020 of Carraro S.p.A. and the 

Consolidated Financial Statements as at the same date, were prepared in accordance 
with the international accounting standards IAS/IFRS issued by the International 
Accounting Standards Board (IASB), in conformity with the provisions of Legislative 
Decree of 28 February 2005, no. 38, enacted pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 
1606/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 July 2002.  

The Board of Statutory Auditors has examined the criteria adopted in preparation 
of the above-mentioned Financial Statements, with particular reference to the 
content and structure, the basis of consolidation and uniformity of application of 
accounting standards, the existence of adequate disclosures on the business 
performance, on the evaluations carried out for impairment testing and on the 
continuation of the business as a going concern. 

The Independent Auditors did not comment on the information provided. 
Since analytical control of the content of the Financial Statements is not our 
responsibility, we have checked the general structure of the Financial Statements and 
Consolidated Financial Statements, their compliance with the law with regard to their 
formation and structure, and in this regard we have no particular observations to 
make. 

To the best of our knowledge, the Directors, in preparing the Financial Statements, 
did not depart from the rules of law pursuant to Article 2423, paragraph 4 of the Italian 
Civil Code.  

We have verified that the Financial Statements and the Directors' Report on 
Operations are consistent with the facts and information of which we are aware as a 
result of our work, and we have no observations in this regard. The statutory and 
consolidated Financial Statements of Carraro S.p.A. are accompanied by the required 
report of the independent auditors, to which we refer. 

For all the above reasons, the Board expresses its opinion in favour of approving 
the financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2020, as submitted by the 
Board of Directors, and agrees with the Board’s proposal regarding the coverage of 
the loss for the year of 11,331,058.45 euros through the definitive use, for the same 
amount, of the reserve for adjustments to the value of real estate assets upon first-
time adoption of the international accounting standards (so-called “FTA” or First Time 
Adoption) which will consequently be reduced to 10,869,334 euros. 

 
Finally, the Board of Directors will propose to the Shareholders’ Meeting to approve 

the distribution of a dividend equal to 11,563,416.30 euros, taking it from the 
“Retained Earnings” of previous financial years.  

 
Finally, the Board recalls that, with the approval of the financial statements for the 

financial year ending on 31 December 2020, the three-year mandate conferred on the 
same will expire; the Shareholders’ Meeting will therefore have to adopt the 
consequent resolutions, as provided for by the law and the Articles of Association. 
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Venice, 12 April 2021 
 
 
Carlo Pesce  
 
 
 
Saverio Bozzolan  
 

 
 
 
Stefania Centorbi 
 
 
 





Independent Auditors’ Report Pursuant to art. 14
of legislative decree n. 39 of January 27, 2010 
and article 10 of the EU regulation 537/2014
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&ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ZĞƉŽƌƚŝŶŐ�^ƚĂŶĚĂƌĚƐ�ĂƐ�ĂĚŽƉƚĞĚ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ��ƵƌŽƉĞĂŶ�hŶŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�ŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů�
ƌĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ŝƐƐƵĞĚ�ƉƵƌƐƵĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϵ�ŽĨ�/ƚĂůŝĂŶ�>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�ŶŽ͘�ϯϴͬϬϱ͘�
����
�ĂƐŝƐ�ĨŽƌ�KƉŝŶŝŽŶ��ĂƐŝƐ�ĨŽƌ�KƉŝŶŝŽŶ��ĂƐŝƐ�ĨŽƌ�KƉŝŶŝŽŶ��ĂƐŝƐ�ĨŽƌ�KƉŝŶŝŽŶ�����
�
tĞ�ĐŽŶĚƵĐƚĞĚ�ŽƵƌ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ŝŶ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚĂŶĐĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů�^ƚĂŶĚĂƌĚƐ�ŽŶ��ƵĚŝƚŝŶŐ�;/^��/ƚĂůŝĂͿ͘�KƵƌ�
ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďŝůŝƚŝĞƐ�ƵŶĚĞƌ�ƚŚŽƐĞ�ƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚƐ�ĂƌĞ�ĨƵƌƚŚĞƌ�ĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ��ƵĚŝƚŽƌ͛Ɛ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďŝůŝƚŝĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ��ƵĚŝƚ�
ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�&ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ƐĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŽƵƌ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ͘�tĞ�ĂƌĞ�ŝŶĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶƚ�ŽĨ��ĂƌƌĂƌŽ�^͘Ɖ͘�͘�
;ƚŚĞ�͞�ŽŵƉĂŶǇ͟Ϳ�ŝŶ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚĂŶĐĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ĞƚŚŝĐĂů�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞ�ƵŶĚĞƌ�/ƚĂůŝĂŶ�ůĂǁ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ŽĨ�
ƚŚĞ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ͘�tĞ�ďĞůŝĞǀĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ĞǀŝĚĞŶĐĞ�ǁĞ�ŚĂǀĞ�ŽďƚĂŝŶĞĚ�ŝƐ�ƐƵĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�
ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƚŽ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞ�Ă�ďĂƐŝƐ�ĨŽƌ�ŽƵƌ�ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ͘�
����
<ĞǇ��ƵĚŝƚ�DĂƚƚĞƌƐ�<ĞǇ��ƵĚŝƚ�DĂƚƚĞƌƐ�<ĞǇ��ƵĚŝƚ�DĂƚƚĞƌƐ�<ĞǇ��ƵĚŝƚ�DĂƚƚĞƌƐ�����
�
<ĞǇ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ŵĂƚƚĞƌƐ�ĂƌĞ�ƚŚŽƐĞ�ŵĂƚƚĞƌƐ�ƚŚĂƚ͕�ŝŶ�ŽƵƌ�ƉƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂů�ũƵĚŐŵĞŶƚ͕�ǁĞƌĞ�ŽĨ�ŵŽƐƚ�ƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶĐĞ�ŝŶ�ŽƵƌ�
ĂƵĚŝƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĐƵƌƌĞŶƚ�ƉĞƌŝŽĚ͘�dŚĞƐĞ�ŵĂƚƚĞƌƐ�ǁĞƌĞ�ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐĞĚ�ŝŶ�
ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƚĞǆƚ�ŽĨ�ŽƵƌ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ĂƐ�Ă�ǁŚŽůĞ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŝŶ�ĨŽƌŵŝŶŐ�ŽƵƌ�ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ�
ƚŚĞƌĞŽŶ͕�ĂŶĚ�ǁĞ�ĚŽ�ŶŽƚ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞ�Ă�ƐĞƉĂƌĂƚĞ�ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ŵĂƚƚĞƌƐ͘�
� �
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�
/ŵƉĂŝƌŵĞŶƚ�ƚĞƐƚ�/ŵƉĂŝƌŵĞŶƚ�ƚĞƐƚ�/ŵƉĂŝƌŵĞŶƚ�ƚĞƐƚ�/ŵƉĂŝƌŵĞŶƚ�ƚĞƐƚ�ŽŶ�ŽŶ�ŽŶ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ŐŽŽĚǁŝůů�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽƚŚĞ�ŐŽŽĚǁŝůů�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽƚŚĞ�ŐŽŽĚǁŝůů�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽƚŚĞ�ŐŽŽĚǁŝůů�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�����ƌŝǀĞ�dĞĐŚ�ƌŝǀĞ�dĞĐŚ�ƌŝǀĞ�dĞĐŚ�ƌŝǀĞ�dĞĐŚ�����'h�'h�'h�'h�
�ĞƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŬĞǇ��ĞƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŬĞǇ��ĞƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŬĞǇ��ĞƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŬĞǇ�
ĂƵĚŝƚ�ŵĂƚƚĞƌ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ŵĂƚƚĞƌ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ŵĂƚƚĞƌ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ŵĂƚƚĞƌ��

dŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�'ƌŽƵƉ�ĂƐ�ŽĨ��ĞĐĞŵďĞƌ�ϯϭ͕�ϮϬϮϬ�
ŝŶĐůƵĚĞ�Ă�ŐŽŽĚǁŝůů�ŽĨ�Φ�ϯϲ͘ϴ�ŵŝůůŝŽŶ�ƌĞĐŽƌĚĞĚ�ƵŶĚĞƌ�/ŶƚĂŶŐŝďůĞ�ĂƐƐĞƚƐ͘�dŚŝƐ�
ŐŽŽĚǁŝůů�ŝƐ�ĞŶƚŝƌĞůǇ�ĂůůŽĐĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ��ƌŝǀĞ�dĞĐŚ�ĐĂƐŚͲŐĞŶĞƌĂƚŝŶŐ�ƵŶŝƚ�;Η�'hΗͿ�
ĂŶĚ͕�ĂƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů�ĂĐĐŽƵŶƚŝŶŐ�ƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚ�Η/� �̂ϯϲ�
/ŵƉĂŝƌŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ĂƐƐĞƚƐΗ͕�ŝƚ�ŝƐ�ŶŽƚ�ĂŵŽƌƚŝǌĞĚ�ďƵƚ�ŝƐ�ƐƵďũĞĐƚ�ƚŽ�ĂŶ�ŝŵƉĂŝƌŵĞŶƚ�
ƚĞƐƚ�Ăƚ�ůĞĂƐƚ�ĂŶŶƵĂůůǇ�ďǇ�ĐŽŵƉĂƌŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞĐŽǀĞƌĂďůĞ�ǀĂůƵĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��'h�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�
ďŽŽŬ�ǀĂůƵĞ͕�ǁŚŝĐŚ�ƚĂŬĞƐ�ŝŶƚŽ�ĂĐĐŽƵŶƚ�ďŽƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ŐŽŽĚǁŝůů�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƚŚĞƌ�
ƚĂŶŐŝďůĞ�ĂŶĚ�ŝŶƚĂŶŐŝďůĞ�ĂƐƐĞƚƐ�ĂůůŽĐĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ��'h͘�dŚĞ�ƌĞĐŽǀĞƌĂďůĞ�ǀĂůƵĞ�
ǁĂƐ�ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞĚ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ��ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌƐ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ǀĂůƵĞ�ŝŶ�ƵƐĞ�ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌŝŶŐ�
ƚŚĞ�ĞǆƉĞĐƚĞĚ�ƌĞƐƵůƚƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĞƌŝŽĚ�ϮϬϮϭͲϮϬϮϰ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĞƐƚŝŵĂƚĞƐ�
ƉƌĞƉĂƌĞĚ�ƐƚĂƌƚŝŶŐ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞ�ďƵĚŐĞƚ�ĨŽƌ�ĨŝƐĐĂů�ǇĞĂƌ�ϮϬϮϭ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽũĞĐƚŝŽŶƐ�
ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŶĞǆƚ�ƚŚƌĞĞ�ĨŝƐĐĂů�ǇĞĂƌƐ�;͞DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ĞƐƚŝŵĂƚĞƐ͟Ϳ͘�
�
dŚĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŐŽŽĚǁŝůů�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĞĚ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ�DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŝƐ�
ĐŽŵƉůĞǆ�ĂŶĚ�ŝƐ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƐ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶŝŶŐ͕�ŝŶƚĞƌ�ĂůŝĂ͕�ƚŚĞ�ĨŽƌĞĐĂƐƚ�ŽĨ�
ĞǆƉĞĐƚĞĚ�ĐĂƐŚ�ĨůŽǁƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��'h͕�ƚŚĞ�ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�
ĚŝƐĐŽƵŶƚŝŶŐ�ƌĂƚĞ�;t���Ϳ�ĂŶĚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ůŽŶŐͲƚĞƌŵ�ŐƌŽǁƚŚ�ƌĂƚĞ�;ŐͲƌĂƚĞͿ͘�dŚĞƐĞ�
ĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƐ�ĂƌĞ�ŝŶĨůƵĞŶĐĞĚ�ďǇ�ĨƵƚƵƌĞ�ĞǆƉĞĐƚĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂƌŬĞƚ�ĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶƐ͘�
�
dŚĞ�ƚĞƐƚ�ĚŝĚ�ŶŽƚ�ƌĞƐƵůƚ�ŝŶ�ĂŶǇ�ŝŵƉĂŝƌŵĞŶƚ�ƚŽ�ďĞ�ďŽŽŬĞĚ͘�
�
dŚĞ�DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ƉƌĞƉĂƌĞĚ�Ă�ƐĞŶƐŝƚŝǀŝƚǇ�ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ͕�ĂƐ�ĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚ�ŝŶ�ĞǆƉůĂŶĂƚŽƌǇ�
ŶŽƚĞƐ͕�ďǇ�ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌŝŶŐ�ĂůƐŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƵŶĐĞƌƚĂŝŶƚǇ�ĨĂĐƚŽƌƐ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƉƌĞĂĚŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�
�ŽǀŝĚͲϭϵ�Ăƚ�ŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů�ĂŶĚ�ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů�ůĞǀĞů͘�
�
/Ŷ�ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĂŵŽƵŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŐŽŽĚǁŝůů�ƌĞĐŽƌĚĞĚ�ŝŶ�
ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ͕�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƵďũĞĐƚŝǀŝƚǇ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĞƐƚŝŵĂƚĞƐ�
ƌĞůĂƚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ĐĂƐŚ�ĨůŽǁƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��'h�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ŬĞǇ�ǀĂƌŝĂďůĞƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŵƉĂŝƌŵĞŶƚ�
ŵŽĚĞů͕�ǁĞ�ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĞĚ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŵƉĂŝƌŵĞŶƚ�ƚĞƐƚ�Ă�ŬĞǇ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ŵĂƚƚĞƌ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�
ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ĂƐ�ŽĨ��ĞĐĞŵďĞƌ�ϯϭ͕�ϮϬϮϬ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ĂƌƌĂƌŽ�
'ƌŽƵƉ͘�
�
EŽƚĞ�ϳ�ŽĨ�ĞǆƉůĂŶĂƚŽƌǇ�ŶŽƚĞƐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚƐ�
ƚŚĞ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ŐŽŽĚǁŝůů�ĂŶĚ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŵƉĂŝƌŵĞŶƚ�ƚĞƐƚ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ĂůƐŽ�Ă�
ƐĞŶƐŝƚŝǀŝƚǇ�ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ�ǁŚŝĐŚ�ĞǆƉůĂŝŶƐ�ƚŚĞ�ĞĨĨĞĐƚƐ�ĚĞƌŝǀŝŶŐ�ĨƌŽŵ�ǀĂƌŝĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�
ŬĞǇ�ĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƐ�ƵƐĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞƐƚ͘�
�

��ƵĚŝƚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞƐ��ƵĚŝƚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞƐ��ƵĚŝƚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞƐ��ƵĚŝƚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞƐ�
ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĞĚƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĞĚƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĞĚƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĞĚ����
�

�Ɛ�ƉĂƌƚ�ŽĨ�ŽƵƌ�ĂƵĚŝƚƐ�ǁĞ�ŚĂǀĞ͕�ĂŵŽŶŐ�ŽƚŚĞƌ�ĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ͕�ĐĂƌƌŝĞĚ�ŽƵƚ�ƚŚĞ�
ĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞƐ͕�ĂůƐŽ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ�ŽĨ�ŽƵƌ�ĞǆƉĞƌƚƐ͗�
�
� ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŵĞƚŚŽĚƐ�ĂĚŽƉƚĞĚ�ĂŶĚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚ�ĐŽŶƚƌŽůƐ�

ŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĞĚ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ��ĂƌƌĂƌŽ�'ƌŽƵƉ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�ŽĨ�ƉƌĞƉĂƌŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�
ĂƉƉƌŽǀŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŵƉĂŝƌŵĞŶƚ�ƚĞƐƚ͖�

� ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĨŽƌĞĐĂƐƚƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĞƌŝŽĚ�ϮϬϮϭͲϮϬϮϰ�ŝŶĐůƵĚĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�
DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ĞƐƚŝŵĂƚĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞĂƐŽŶĂďůĞŶĞƐƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŵĂŝŶ�
ĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƐ�Ăƚ�ƚŚĞ�ďĂƐŝƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞŵ͖�
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� ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĂĐƚƵĂů�ƌĞƐƵůƚƐ�ĐŽŵƉĂƌĞĚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƌŝŐŝŶĂů�ƉůĂŶƐ�ŝŶ�ŽƌĚĞƌ�ƚŽ�
ĂƐƐĞƐƐ�ƚŚĞ�ŶĂƚƵƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĚĞǀŝĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕�ƚĂŬŝŶŐ�ŝŶƚŽ�ĂĐĐŽƵŶƚ�ĂůƐŽ�ƚŚĞ�ĞĨĨĞĐƚƐ�ŽĨ�
�ŽǀŝĚͲϭϵ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞůŝĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƉůĂŶŶŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ͖�

� ƌĞĂƐŽŶĂďůĞŶĞƐƐ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĚŝƐĐŽƵŶƚŝŶŐ�ƌĂƚĞ�;t���Ϳ�ĂŶĚ�ůŽŶŐͲ
ƚĞƌŵ�ŐƌŽǁƚŚ�ƌĂƚĞ�;ŐͲƌĂƚĞͿ͖�

� ǀĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŵĂƚŚĞŵĂƚŝĐĂů�ĂĐĐƵƌĂĐǇ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŵŽĚĞů�ƵƐĞĚ�ƚŽ�ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞ�
ƚŚĞ�ǀĂůƵĞ�ŝŶ�ƵƐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��'h͖�

� ǀĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚ�ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĐĂƌƌǇŝŶŐ�ĂŵŽƵŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�
�'h͖�

� ǀĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƐĞŶƐŝƚŝǀŝƚǇ�ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ�ƉƌĞƉĂƌĞĚ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ�DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ͖�
� ĞǆĂŵŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĂĚĞƋƵĂĐǇ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�

ŝŵƉĂŝƌŵĞŶƚ�ƚĞƐƚ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ�'ƌŽƵƉ�ĂŶĚ�ŝƚƐ�ĐŽŵƉůŝĂŶĐĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽǀŝƐŝŽŶƐ�ŽĨ�
ĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞ�/&Z^͘�

�
�
ZĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďŝůŝƚŝĞƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďŝůŝƚŝĞƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďŝůŝƚŝĞƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďŝůŝƚŝĞƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌƐ�ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌƐ�ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌƐ�ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌƐ����ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ��ŽĂƌĚ�ŽĨ�^ƚĂƚƵƚŽƌǇ��ƵĚŝƚŽƌƐ�ŽĂƌĚ�ŽĨ�^ƚĂƚƵƚŽƌǇ��ƵĚŝƚŽƌƐ�ŽĂƌĚ�ŽĨ�^ƚĂƚƵƚŽƌǇ��ƵĚŝƚŽƌƐ�ŽĂƌĚ�ŽĨ�^ƚĂƚƵƚŽƌǇ��ƵĚŝƚŽƌƐ����ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ��ŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�&ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ��ŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�&ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ��ŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�&ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ��ŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�&ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�
^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ����
�
dŚĞ��ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌƐ�ĂƌĞ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďůĞ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌĞƉĂƌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŐŝǀĞ�Ă�ƚƌƵĞ�
ĂŶĚ�ĨĂŝƌ�ǀŝĞǁ�ŝŶ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚĂŶĐĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů�&ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ZĞƉŽƌƚŝŶŐ�^ƚĂŶĚĂƌĚƐ�ĂƐ�ĂĚŽƉƚĞĚ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ��ƵƌŽƉĞĂŶ�
hŶŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�ŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů�ƌĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ŝƐƐƵĞĚ�ƉƵƌƐƵĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϵ�ŽĨ�/ƚĂůŝĂŶ�>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�
ŶŽ͘�ϯϴͬϬϱ͕�ĂŶĚ͕�ǁŝƚŚŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞƌŵƐ�ĞƐƚĂďůŝƐŚĞĚ�ďǇ�ůĂǁ͕�ĨŽƌ�ƐƵĐŚ�ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂů�ĐŽŶƚƌŽů�ĂƐ�ƚŚĞ��ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌƐ�ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞ�
ŝƐ�ŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌǇ�ƚŽ�ĞŶĂďůĞ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌĞƉĂƌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƌĞ�ĨƌĞĞ�ĨƌŽŵ�ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂů�
ŵŝƐƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ͕�ǁŚĞƚŚĞƌ�ĚƵĞ�ƚŽ�ĨƌĂƵĚ�Žƌ�ĞƌƌŽƌ͘�
�
/Ŷ�ƉƌĞƉĂƌŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ͕�ƚŚĞ��ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌƐ�ĂƌĞ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďůĞ�ĨŽƌ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�
'ƌŽƵƉ͛Ɛ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞ�ĂƐ�Ă�ŐŽŝŶŐ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶ͕�ĚŝƐĐůŽƐŝŶŐ͕�ĂƐ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞ͕�ŵĂƚƚĞƌƐ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ŐŽŝŶŐ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶ�
ĂŶĚ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ŐŽŝŶŐ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶ�ďĂƐŝƐ�ŽĨ�ĂĐĐŽƵŶƚŝŶŐ�ƵŶůĞƐƐ�ƚŚĞǇ�ŚĂǀĞ�ŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚ�ƚŚĞ�ĞǆŝƐƚĞŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�
ĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ůŝƋƵŝĚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ŽŵƉĂŶǇ�Žƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞƌŵŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ďƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ�Žƌ�ŚĂǀĞ�ŶŽ�ƌĞĂůŝƐƚŝĐ�
ĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƐ�ƚŽ�ƐƵĐŚ�ĐŚŽŝĐĞƐ͘�
�
dŚĞ��ŽĂƌĚ�ŽĨ�^ƚĂƚƵƚŽƌǇ��ƵĚŝƚŽƌƐ�ŝƐ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďůĞ�ĨŽƌ�ŽǀĞƌƐĞĞŝŶŐ͕�ǁŝƚŚŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞƌŵƐ�ĞƐƚĂďůŝƐŚĞĚ�ďǇ�ůĂǁ͕�ƚŚĞ�
'ƌŽƵƉ͛Ɛ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƌĞƉŽƌƚŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ͘�
�
�ƵĚŝƚŽƌ͛Ɛ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďŝůŝƚŝĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ��ƵĚŝƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�&ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ��ƵĚŝƚŽƌ͛Ɛ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďŝůŝƚŝĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ��ƵĚŝƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�&ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ��ƵĚŝƚŽƌ͛Ɛ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďŝůŝƚŝĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ��ƵĚŝƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�&ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ��ƵĚŝƚŽƌ͛Ɛ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďŝůŝƚŝĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ��ƵĚŝƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�&ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�����
�
KƵƌ�ŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞƐ�ĂƌĞ�ƚŽ�ŽďƚĂŝŶ�ƌĞĂƐŽŶĂďůĞ�ĂƐƐƵƌĂŶĐĞ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ǁŚĞƚŚĞƌ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�
ĂƐ�Ă�ǁŚŽůĞ�ĂƌĞ�ĨƌĞĞ�ĨƌŽŵ�ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂů�ŵŝƐƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ͕�ǁŚĞƚŚĞƌ�ĚƵĞ�ƚŽ�ĨƌĂƵĚ�Žƌ�ĞƌƌŽƌ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƚŽ�ŝƐƐƵĞ�ĂŶ�ĂƵĚŝƚŽƌ͛Ɛ�
ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŝŶĐůƵĚĞƐ�ŽƵƌ�ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ͘�ZĞĂƐŽŶĂďůĞ�ĂƐƐƵƌĂŶĐĞ�ŝƐ�Ă�ŚŝŐŚ�ůĞǀĞů�ŽĨ�ĂƐƐƵƌĂŶĐĞ͕�ďƵƚ�ŝƐ�ŶŽƚ�Ă�
ŐƵĂƌĂŶƚĞĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂŶ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ĐŽŶĚƵĐƚĞĚ�ŝŶ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚĂŶĐĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů�^ƚĂŶĚĂƌĚƐ�ŽŶ��ƵĚŝƚŝŶŐ�;/^��/ƚĂůŝĂͿ�ǁŝůů�
ĂůǁĂǇƐ�ĚĞƚĞĐƚ�Ă�ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂů�ŵŝƐƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ�ǁŚĞŶ�ŝƚ�ĞǆŝƐƚƐ͘�DŝƐƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ĐĂŶ�ĂƌŝƐĞ�ĨƌŽŵ�ĨƌĂƵĚ�Žƌ�ĞƌƌŽƌ�ĂŶĚ�
ĂƌĞ�ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĞĚ�ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂů�ŝĨ͕�ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůůǇ�Žƌ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĂŐŐƌĞŐĂƚĞ͕�ƚŚĞǇ�ĐŽƵůĚ�ƌĞĂƐŽŶĂďůǇ�ďĞ�ĞǆƉĞĐƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�
ŝŶĨůƵĞŶĐĞ�ƚŚĞ�ĞĐŽŶŽŵŝĐ�ĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶƐ�ŽĨ�ƵƐĞƌƐ�ƚĂŬĞŶ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ďĂƐŝƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ͘�
�
� �
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ϰ�

�Ɛ�ƉĂƌƚ�ŽĨ�ĂŶ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ŝŶ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚĂŶĐĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů�^ƚĂŶĚĂƌĚƐ�ŽŶ��ƵĚŝƚŝŶŐ�;/^��/ƚĂůŝĂͿ͕�ǁĞ�ĞǆĞƌĐŝƐĞ�
ƉƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂů�ũƵĚŐŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŝŶƚĂŝŶ�ƉƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂů�ƐŬĞƉƚŝĐŝƐŵ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŽƵƚ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƵĚŝƚ͘�tĞ�ĂůƐŽ͗��
�
• /ĚĞŶƚŝĨǇ�ĂŶĚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƌŝƐŬƐ�ŽĨ�ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂů�ŵŝƐƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ͕�

ǁŚĞƚŚĞƌ�ĚƵĞ�ƚŽ�ĨƌĂƵĚ�Žƌ�ĞƌƌŽƌ͕�ĚĞƐŝŐŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞƐ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝǀĞ�ƚŽ�ƚŚŽƐĞ�ƌŝƐŬƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�
ŽďƚĂŝŶ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ĞǀŝĚĞŶĐĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŝƐ�ƐƵĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƚŽ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞ�Ă�ďĂƐŝƐ�ĨŽƌ�ŽƵƌ�ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ͘�dŚĞ�ƌŝƐŬ�ŽĨ�
ŶŽƚ�ĚĞƚĞĐƚŝŶŐ�Ă�ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂů�ŵŝƐƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ�ƌĞƐƵůƚŝŶŐ�ĨƌŽŵ�ĨƌĂƵĚ�ŝƐ�ŚŝŐŚĞƌ�ƚŚĂŶ�ĨŽƌ�ŽŶĞ�ƌĞƐƵůƚŝŶŐ�ĨƌŽŵ�
ĞƌƌŽƌ͕�ĂƐ�ĨƌĂƵĚ�ŵĂǇ�ŝŶǀŽůǀĞ�ĐŽůůƵƐŝŽŶ͕�ĨŽƌŐĞƌǇ͕�ŝŶƚĞŶƚŝŽŶĂů�ŽŵŝƐƐŝŽŶƐ͕�ŵŝƐƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕�Žƌ�ƚŚĞ�
ŽǀĞƌƌŝĚĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂů�ĐŽŶƚƌŽů͘�

�
• KďƚĂŝŶ�ĂŶ�ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂů�ĐŽŶƚƌŽů�ƌĞůĞǀĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ŝŶ�ŽƌĚĞƌ�ƚŽ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞƐ�

ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƌĞ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƌĐƵŵƐƚĂŶĐĞƐ͕�ďƵƚ�ŶŽƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƵƌƉŽƐĞ�ŽĨ�ĞǆƉƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĂŶ�ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�
ĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞŶĞƐƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�'ƌŽƵƉ͛Ɛ�ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂů�ĐŽŶƚƌŽů͘�

�
• �ǀĂůƵĂƚĞ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞŶĞƐƐ�ŽĨ�ĂĐĐŽƵŶƚŝŶŐ�ƉŽůŝĐŝĞƐ�ƵƐĞĚ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞĂƐŽŶĂďůĞŶĞƐƐ�ŽĨ�ĂĐĐŽƵŶƚŝŶŐ�

ĞƐƚŝŵĂƚĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ĚŝƐĐůŽƐƵƌĞƐ�ŵĂĚĞ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ��ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌƐ͘�
�
• �ŽŶĐůƵĚĞ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞŶĞƐƐ�ŽĨ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ƵƐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŐŽŝŶŐ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶ�ďĂƐŝƐ�ŽĨ�ĂĐĐŽƵŶƚŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ͕�

ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ĞǀŝĚĞŶĐĞ�ŽďƚĂŝŶĞĚ͕�ǁŚĞƚŚĞƌ�Ă�ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂů�ƵŶĐĞƌƚĂŝŶƚǇ�ĞǆŝƐƚƐ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ĞǀĞŶƚƐ�Žƌ�
ĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŵĂǇ�ĐĂƐƚ�ƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚ�ĚŽƵďƚ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�'ƌŽƵƉ͛Ɛ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞ�ĂƐ�Ă�ŐŽŝŶŐ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶ͘�/Ĩ�ǁĞ�
ĐŽŶĐůƵĚĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�Ă�ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂů�ƵŶĐĞƌƚĂŝŶƚǇ�ĞǆŝƐƚƐ͕�ǁĞ�ĂƌĞ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚ�ƚŽ�ĚƌĂǁ�ĂƚƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ�ŝŶ�ŽƵƌ�ĂƵĚŝƚŽƌ͛Ɛ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�
ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ĚŝƐĐůŽƐƵƌĞƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�Žƌ͕�ŝĨ�ƐƵĐŚ�ĚŝƐĐůŽƐƵƌĞƐ�ĂƌĞ�
ŝŶĂĚĞƋƵĂƚĞ͕�ƚŽ�ŵŽĚŝĨǇ�ŽƵƌ�ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ͘�KƵƌ�ĐŽŶĐůƵƐŝŽŶƐ�ĂƌĞ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ĞǀŝĚĞŶĐĞ�ŽďƚĂŝŶĞĚ�ƵƉ�ƚŽ�
ƚŚĞ�ĚĂƚĞ�ŽĨ�ŽƵƌ�ĂƵĚŝƚŽƌ͛Ɛ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ͘�,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕�ĨƵƚƵƌĞ�ĞǀĞŶƚƐ�Žƌ�ĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶƐ�ŵĂǇ�ĐĂƵƐĞ�ƚŚĞ�'ƌŽƵƉ�ƚŽ�ĐĞĂƐĞ�
ƚŽ�ĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞ�ĂƐ�Ă�ŐŽŝŶŐ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶ͘�

�
• �ǀĂůƵĂƚĞ�ƚŚĞ�ŽǀĞƌĂůů�ƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ͕�ƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĐŽŶƚĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ͕�

ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ĚŝƐĐůŽƐƵƌĞƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ǁŚĞƚŚĞƌ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚ�ƚŚĞ�ƵŶĚĞƌůǇŝŶŐ�
ƚƌĂŶƐĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞǀĞŶƚƐ�ŝŶ�Ă�ŵĂŶŶĞƌ�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂĐŚŝĞǀĞƐ�ĨĂŝƌ�ƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ͘�

�
• KďƚĂŝŶ�ƐƵĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ĞǀŝĚĞŶĐĞ�ƌĞŐĂƌĚŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĞŶƚŝƚŝĞƐ�Žƌ�

ďƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ�ĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ�ǁŝƚŚŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�'ƌŽƵƉ�ƚŽ�ĞǆƉƌĞƐƐ�ĂŶ�ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ͘�
tĞ�ĂƌĞ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďůĞ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶ͕�ƐƵƉĞƌǀŝƐŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŐƌŽƵƉ�ĂƵĚŝƚ͘�tĞ�ƌĞŵĂŝŶ�
ƐŽůĞůǇ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďůĞ�ĨŽƌ�ŽƵƌ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ͘�

�
tĞ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚŽƐĞ�ĐŚĂƌŐĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŐŽǀĞƌŶĂŶĐĞ͕�ŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚ�Ăƚ�ĂŶ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ůĞǀĞů�ĂƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚ�ďǇ�
/^��/ƚĂůŝĂ͕�ƌĞŐĂƌĚŝŶŐ͕�ĂŵŽŶŐ�ŽƚŚĞƌ�ŵĂƚƚĞƌƐ͕�ƚŚĞ�ƉůĂŶŶĞĚ�ƐĐŽƉĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŝŵŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ĂŶĚ�ƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚ�
ĂƵĚŝƚ�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ĂŶǇ�ƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚ�ĚĞĨŝĐŝĞŶĐŝĞƐ�ŝŶ�ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂů�ĐŽŶƚƌŽů�ƚŚĂƚ�ǁĞ�ŝĚĞŶƚŝĨǇ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ŽƵƌ�ĂƵĚŝƚ͘�
�
tĞ�ĂůƐŽ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞ�ƚŚŽƐĞ�ĐŚĂƌŐĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŐŽǀĞƌŶĂŶĐĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ�ƚŚĂƚ�ǁĞ�ŚĂǀĞ�ĐŽŵƉůŝĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƌĞůĞǀĂŶƚ�
ĞƚŚŝĐĂů�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ƌĞŐĂƌĚŝŶŐ�ŝŶĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶĐĞ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞ�ŝŶ�/ƚĂůǇ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞŵ�Ăůů�
ƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŝƉƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŽƚŚĞƌ�ŵĂƚƚĞƌƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŵĂǇ�ƌĞĂƐŽŶĂďůǇ�ďĞ�ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ�ƚŽ�ďĞĂƌ�ŽŶ�ŽƵƌ�ŝŶĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶĐĞ͕�ĂŶĚ�
ǁŚĞƌĞ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞ͕�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƐĂĨĞŐƵĂƌĚƐ͘�
�
� �
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ϱ�

&ƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞ�ŵĂƚƚĞƌƐ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚŽƐĞ�ĐŚĂƌŐĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŐŽǀĞƌŶĂŶĐĞ͕�ǁĞ�ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞ�ƚŚŽƐĞ�ŵĂƚƚĞƌƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�
ǁĞƌĞ�ŽĨ�ŵŽƐƚ�ƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶĐĞ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĐƵƌƌĞŶƚ�ƉĞƌŝŽĚ�ĂŶĚ�
ĂƌĞ�ƚŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ�ƚŚĞ�ŬĞǇ�ĂƵĚŝƚ�ŵĂƚƚĞƌƐ͘�tĞ�ĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞ�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ŵĂƚƚĞƌƐ�ŝŶ�ŽƵƌ�ĂƵĚŝƚŽƌƐ͛�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ͘�
����
KƚŚĞƌ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞĚ�ƉƵƌƐƵĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϭϬ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��KƚŚĞƌ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞĚ�ƉƵƌƐƵĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϭϬ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��KƚŚĞƌ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞĚ�ƉƵƌƐƵĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϭϬ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��KƚŚĞƌ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞĚ�ƉƵƌƐƵĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϭϬ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��hhhh����ZĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶ�ϱϯϳͬϮϬϭϰZĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶ�ϱϯϳͬϮϬϭϰZĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶ�ϱϯϳͬϮϬϭϰZĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶ�ϱϯϳͬϮϬϭϰ����
����
dŚĞ�^ŚĂƌĞŚŽůĚĞƌƐΖ�DĞĞƚŝŶŐ�ŽĨ��ĂƌƌĂƌŽ�^͘Ɖ͘�͘�ŚĂƐ�ĂƉƉŽŝŶƚĞĚ�ƵƐ�ŽŶ��Ɖƌŝů�ϭϱ͕�ϮϬϭϲ�ĂƐ�ĂƵĚŝƚŽƌƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�
�ŽŵƉĂŶǇ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ǇĞĂƌƐ�ĨƌŽŵ��ĞĐĞŵďĞƌ�ϯϭ͕�ϮϬϭϲ�ƚŽ��ĞĐĞŵďĞƌ�ϯϭ͕�ϮϬϮϰ͘�
�
tĞ�ĚĞĐůĂƌĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�ǁĞ�ŚĂǀĞ�ŶŽƚ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚ�ƉƌŽŚŝďŝƚĞĚ�ŶŽŶͲĂƵĚŝƚ�ƐĞƌǀŝĐĞƐ�ƌĞĨĞƌƌĞĚ�ƚŽ�ŝŶ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϱ�;ϭͿ�ŽĨ��h�
ZĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶ�ϱϯϳͬϮϬϭϰ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĂƚ�ǁĞ�ŚĂǀĞ�ƌĞŵĂŝŶĞĚ�ŝŶĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ŽŵƉĂŶǇ�ŝŶ�ĐŽŶĚƵĐƚŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƵĚŝƚ͘�
�
tĞ�ĐŽŶĨŝƌŵ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ĞǆƉƌĞƐƐĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�ŝƐ�ĐŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�
ĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶĂů�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ��ŽĂƌĚ�ŽĨ�^ƚĂƚƵƚŽƌǇ��ƵĚŝƚŽƌƐ͕�ŝŶ�ŝƚƐ�ƌŽůĞ�ŽĨ��ƵĚŝƚ��ŽŵŵŝƚƚĞĞ͕�ƌĞĨĞƌƌĞĚ�ƚŽ�ŝŶ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϭϭ�
ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƐĂŝĚ�ZĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶ͘�
����
����
Z�WKZd�KE�Kd,�Z�>�'�Z�WKZd�KE�Kd,�Z�>�'�Z�WKZd�KE�Kd,�Z�>�'�Z�WKZd�KE�Kd,�Z�>�'�>��E��Z�'h>�dKZz�Z�Y>��E��Z�'h>�dKZz�Z�Y>��E��Z�'h>�dKZz�Z�Y>��E��Z�'h>�dKZz�Z�Yh/Z�D�Ed^�h/Z�D�Ed^�h/Z�D�Ed^�h/Z�D�Ed^�����
�
KƉŝŶŝŽŶ�ƉƵƌƐƵĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϭϰ�ƉĂƌĂŐƌĂƉŚ�Ϯ�;ĞͿ�ŽĨ�>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�ϯϵͬϭϬ�KƉŝŶŝŽŶ�ƉƵƌƐƵĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϭϰ�ƉĂƌĂŐƌĂƉŚ�Ϯ�;ĞͿ�ŽĨ�>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�ϯϵͬϭϬ�KƉŝŶŝŽŶ�ƉƵƌƐƵĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϭϰ�ƉĂƌĂŐƌĂƉŚ�Ϯ�;ĞͿ�ŽĨ�>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�ϯϵͬϭϬ�KƉŝŶŝŽŶ�ƉƵƌƐƵĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϭϰ�ƉĂƌĂŐƌĂƉŚ�Ϯ�;ĞͿ�ŽĨ�>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�ϯϵͬϭϬ�ĂŶĚ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϭϮϯĂŶĚ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϭϮϯĂŶĚ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϭϮϯĂŶĚ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϭϮϯͲͲͲͲďŝƐ͕�ƉĂƌĂŐƌĂƉŚ�ϰ͕�ŽĨ�ďŝƐ͕�ƉĂƌĂŐƌĂƉŚ�ϰ͕�ŽĨ�ďŝƐ͕�ƉĂƌĂŐƌĂƉŚ�ϰ͕�ŽĨ�ďŝƐ͕�ƉĂƌĂŐƌĂƉŚ�ϰ͕�ŽĨ�
>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�ϱϴͬϵϴ>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�ϱϴͬϵϴ>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�ϱϴͬϵϴ>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�ϱϴͬϵϴ����
�
dŚĞ��ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌƐ�ŽĨ��ĂƌƌĂƌŽ�^͘Ɖ͘�͘�ĂƌĞ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďůĞ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌĞƉĂƌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�ŽŶ�ŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�
ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�ŽŶ�ĐŽƌƉŽƌĂƚĞ�ŐŽǀĞƌŶĂŶĐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ŽǁŶĞƌƐŚŝƉ�ƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞ�ŽĨ��ĂƌƌĂƌŽ�'ƌŽƵƉ�ĂƐ�Ăƚ��ĞĐĞŵďĞƌ�ϯϭ͕�ϮϬϮϬ͕�
ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ĐŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶĐǇ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ĐŽŵƉůŝĂŶĐĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�
ƚŚĞ�ůĂǁ͘�
�
tĞ�ŚĂǀĞ�ĐĂƌƌŝĞĚ�ŽƵƚ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞƐ�ƐĞƚ�ĨŽƌƚŚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ��ƵĚŝƚŝŶŐ�^ƚĂŶĚĂƌĚ�;^��/ƚĂůŝĂͿ�Ŷ͘�ϳϮϬ��ŝŶ�ŽƌĚĞƌ�ƚŽ�
ĞǆƉƌĞƐƐ�ĂŶ�ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶĐǇ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�ŽŶ�ŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐŽŵĞ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�
ĐŽŶƚĂŝŶĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�ŽŶ�ĐŽƌƉŽƌĂƚĞ�ŐŽǀĞƌŶĂŶĐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ŽǁŶĞƌƐŚŝƉ�ƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞ�ƐĞƚ�ĨŽƌƚŚ�ŝŶ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϭϮϯͲďŝƐ͕�Ŷ͘�
ϰ�ŽĨ�>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�ϱϴͬϵϴ͕�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ��ĂƌƌĂƌŽ�'ƌŽƵƉ�ĂƐ�Ăƚ�
�ĞĐĞŵďĞƌ�ϯϭ͕�ϮϬϮϬ�ĂŶĚ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ĐŽŵƉůŝĂŶĐĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ůĂǁ͕�ĂƐ�ǁĞůů�ĂƐ�ƚŽ�ŵĂŬĞ�Ă�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ĂŶǇ�
ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂů�ŵŝƐƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ͘�
�
/Ŷ�ŽƵƌ�ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ͕�ƚŚĞ�ĂďŽǀĞͲŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�ŽŶ�ŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐŽŵĞ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ĐŽŶƚĂŝŶĞĚ�ŝŶ�
ƚŚĞ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�ŽŶ�ĐŽƌƉŽƌĂƚĞ�ŐŽǀĞƌŶĂŶĐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ŽǁŶĞƌƐŚŝƉ�ƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞ�ĂƌĞ�ĐŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚ�
ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ��ĂƌƌĂƌŽ�'ƌŽƵƉ�ĂƐ�Ăƚ��ĞĐĞŵďĞƌ�ϯϭ͕�ϮϬϮϬ�ĂŶĚ�ĂƌĞ�ƉƌĞƉĂƌĞĚ�ŝŶ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚĂŶĐĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�
ůĂǁ͘�
�
tŝƚŚ�ƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ�ƌĞĨĞƌƌĞĚ�ƚŽ�ŝŶ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϭϰ͕�ƉĂƌĂŐƌĂƉŚ�Ϯ�;ĞͿ͕�ŽĨ�>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�ϯϵͬϭϬ͕�
ŵĂĚĞ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ďĂƐŝƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĞŶƚŝƚǇ�ĂŶĚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ĐŽŶƚĞǆƚ�ĂĐƋƵŝƌĞĚ�
ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƵĚŝƚ͕�ǁĞ�ŚĂǀĞ�ŶŽƚŚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ͘�
�
� ����
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^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ�^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ�^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ�^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ�ƉƵƌƐƵĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϰ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ŽŶƐŽďƉƵƌƐƵĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϰ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ŽŶƐŽďƉƵƌƐƵĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϰ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ŽŶƐŽďƉƵƌƐƵĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϰ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ŽŶƐŽď����ZĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚZĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚZĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚZĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�ŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�ŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�ŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�
ϯϬϯϬϯϬϯϬ�����ĞĐĞŵďĞƌ�ϮϬϭϲ͕�ŶŽ�ĞĐĞŵďĞƌ�ϮϬϭϲ͕�ŶŽ�ĞĐĞŵďĞƌ�ϮϬϭϲ͕�ŶŽ�ĞĐĞŵďĞƌ�ϮϬϭϲ͕�ŶŽ͘͘͘͘����ϮϮϮϮϱϰϱϰϱϰϱϰ����
�
dŚĞ��ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌƐ�ŽĨ��ĂƌƌĂƌŽ�^͘Ɖ͘�͘�ĂƌĞ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďůĞ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌĞƉĂƌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŶŽŶͲĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ�
ƉƵƌƐƵĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�ϯϬ��ĞĐĞŵďĞƌ�ϮϬϭϲ͕�ŶŽ͘�Ϯϱϰ͘�
�
tĞ�ǀĞƌŝĨŝĞĚ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƉƉƌŽǀĂů�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ��ŝƌĞĐƚŽƌƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŶŽŶͲĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ͘�
�
WƵƌƐƵĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�Ăƌƚ͘�ϯ͕�ƉĂƌĂŐƌĂƉŚ�ϭϬ�ŽĨ�>ĞŐŝƐůĂƚŝǀĞ��ĞĐƌĞĞ�ϯϬ��ĞĐĞŵďĞƌ�ϮϬϭϲ͕�ŶŽ͘�Ϯϱϰ͕�ƚŚŝƐ�ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ�ŝƐ�
ƐƵďũĞĐƚ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƐĞƉĂƌĂƚĞ�ĂƚƚĞƐƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŝƐƐƵĞĚ�ďǇ�ƵƐ͘�
�
��>K/dd��Θ�dKh�,��^͘Ɖ͘�͘�
�
^ŝŐŶĞĚ�ďǇ�
����ƌŝƐƚŝĂŶŽ�EĂĐĐŚŝƌŝƐƚŝĂŶŽ�EĂĐĐŚŝƌŝƐƚŝĂŶŽ�EĂĐĐŚŝƌŝƐƚŝĂŶŽ�EĂĐĐŚŝ����
WĂƌƚŶĞƌ�
�
�
WĂĚŽǀĂ͕�/ƚĂůǇ��
�Ɖƌŝů�ϭϮ͕�ϮϬϮϭ�
�
�
�
�
�
�
dŚŝƐ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�ŚĂƐ�ďĞĞŶ�ƚƌĂŶƐůĂƚĞĚ�ŝŶƚŽ�ƚŚĞ��ŶŐůŝƐŚ�ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ�ƐŽůĞůǇ�ĨŽƌ�ĐŽŶǀĞŶŝĞŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů�ƌĞĂĚĞƌƐ͘�
����
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Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting of Carraro Spa
of "7 June "#"1

Chairman: Enrico Carraro

Shareholders present: 14, all by proxy through an Appointed Representative, representing 
60,834,100 ordinary shares equal to 76.313% of the share capital, equal to 85.850% of voting 
rights.

The Shareholders’ Meeting resolved on the following:
› to approve the Financial Statements for the year ending 31.12.2020 and the Board of Di-

rectors’ Report on Operations for the financial year;

› to cover the loss for the year of #11,331,058.45 using the FTA reserve of an equal amount;

› to not make up the FTA reserve, making the reduction to #10,869,334 permanent;

› to approve the first and second Section of the Remuneration Report;

› to have 10 members sit on the Board of Directors for the financial years 2021-2022-2023;

› to appoint the following persons as members of the Board of Directors:
 % Enrico Carraro
 % Tomaso Carraro
 % Virginia Carraro
 % Riccardo Arduini
 % Enrico Gomiero
 % Andrea Conchetto
 % Marina Pittini (independent)
 % Marina Manna (independent)
 % Susanna Galesso (independent)
 % Fabio Buttignon (independent)

› to appoint Enrico Carraro as Chairman of the Board of Directors;

› to establish an annual fee for 2020 equal to #40,000 for each Director, and an overall sum 
of #3,150,000 for members of the Board of Directors holding special positions, including 
the Chairman, Deputy Chairman, Chief Executive O!cer and members of Committees, 
delegating the Board of Directors to allocate said amount among its members;

› to appoint the following persons as members of the Board of Statutory Auditors for the 
financial years 2021, 2022 and 2023:

 % Carlo Pesce (standing auditor)
 % Stefania Centorbi (standing auditor)
 % Maria Teresa De Lorenzo (standing auditor)
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 % Barbara Cantoni (alternate auditor)
 % Gabriele Andreola (alternate auditor)

› to appoint Carlo Pesce as the Chairman of the Board of Statutory Auditors;
› to approve annual fees for Standing Auditors of #50,000 for the Chairman and #30,000 

for each of the other two standing auditors.
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